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Two rnultiphase, multi-component compositional sirnulators have been developed and tested to 

serve as the tools for a detailed investigation of the physics of DNAPL (Dense, Nonaqueous 

Phase Liquid) fIow through fractured pocous and consolidated media. The movement of both the 

nonwetting and the aqueous phases have been studied at four Ievels of increasing cornplexity: 

sinsle fracture. fracture network in a homogeneous porous medium, fractured lenses in a 

correlaced randorn pemeabiIity field, and naturaily fcaccured ,ai te .  

The single most important control on the rate of migration of DNAPL through a fracture is the 

apenure. The inclination of the fracture becornes increasingl y important as i t approaches 

horizonta1 and the pv i t y  component of the driving gradient becomes zero. The influence of 

mass Iost to the matrix through dissoIution and subsequent diffusion is minor except in cenain 

cases. A high solubility, low density, hi;h viscosity DNAPL in a. srnaII ( 4 5  pm) aperture 

fracture will exhibit noriceable retxdation of the nonwetting phase migration rate. 

The mi-gation me of Trichloroethy~ene (TCE) through fractured ciay was Found to be rapid, on 

the order of 10 m of vertical migration d d y  under acapiIIary driving force of approximately 

14000 Pa. The existence of sand lenses within the clay unit increase the storage capacity of the 

system, and si,güficantly reduce the micmtion t h e  of che nonwetting phase through the syscem. 

The presence ofa downward wettin; phase gradient (upward flow) c m  arrest migration in the 

case of a finite volume release, and retards the nonwetting phase migration in the case of a 

continuous reiease. The loss of mass to tfie matnx through difision, whiie not affecting the 



migration tirne of the nonwetting phase, effectively stopped the migration of the aqueous phase 

ahead of the nonwetting phase. 

The presence of fractures in a spatially correlated permeability field ranging from coarse sands to 

clays is less signifiant in a global sense than the case of a layered system. The existence of 

fractures across othenvise impermeable capillary barriers does change the local scale distribution 

of the nonwetting phase, and allows for deeper penetration into the subsurface. Slow migration 

of the nonwetting phase is still occurring in a11 cases after 15 years. The rate of migration is a 

function of the system, the volume rereased, and the fom of the constitutive relations used. 

Large-scale capillary pressure-saturation curves for a two-dimensionai representation of a 

fractured granite are producible, and a Representative Elernentq Volume (REV) for the chosen 

systern exists at a level allowing for tractable simulation. The underiying statistics of the 

aperture distribution control the shape and scding of the curves similar to porous media, The 

Iqe-scale effective permeability (combined intrinsic and relative permeability) curves are less 

affected by the aperture distribution, but exhibit significant anisotropy and saturation dependent 

behaviours. Dead-end fractures, which are hydraulicaily isoiated, bias the large-scale 

relationships towards higher nonwetting phase saturations and reduce the apparent capillary 

hysteresis within the system. 
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This thesis has been written in manuscript form. Chapter 1 consists of an introduction to the 

genen1 goals of the research contained within, and chapter 2 provides an overview of the current 

state of knowledge of numericd simulation of flow and transport in fiactured media. Chapters 3 

through 6 consist of manuscripts submitted to refereed journds for publication. Chapter 7 

provides concluding comments to the thesis. The appendices present the details of the modet 
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G LOSSARY 

Capillary Pressure - Pressure differential across the interface between two fluids 

Displacement Pressure - Capillary pressure required for nonwetting fluid to enter a wetting fluid 

saturated medium 

intrinsic Permeability -The property of a porous material that is related to the ease with which 

gases and liquids can pass through it. 

Relative Permeability - A factor between O and 1 which expresses the reduction in permeability 

of one fluid due to the presence of a second fluid 

Effective Permeabiiity -The combination of relative and effective permeability 

DNAPL - Dense, Non-aqueous Phase Liquid 

PSLG - Planar Straight Line Graph 

REV - Representritive Elementq Volume 

TCE - Trichloroethylene 

Cornpositional Simulator - A numencal mode1 based on a mass balance of the components 



CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 

Dense, non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) represent a class of organic groundwater 

contaminants whose remediation poses a sipificant challenge from a technical standpoint. The 

extensive use of these chemicals in the past century, coupled with poor disposal practices has led 

to their widespread occurrence in groundwater worldwide. A particular class of these chemicals, 

known as chlorinated solvents, has become a common contaminant found in drinking water 

supplies in the United States (Pankow et al., 1996). Historical worldwide production of the four 

most cornmon types (Trichloroethylene, Tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1-Trichloroethane, and 

Methylene Chloride) is estimated in the tens of billions of kilogams (Pankow et al., 1996). 

Design of effective remediation procedures for dnnking water supplies contaminated with 

chlorinated solvents requires an accurate understanding of the physics involved in the migration 

of the various phases of the contaminants (pure, dissolved, and volatalized) as well as a sound 

understanding of the geology through which the contaminant is moving. A complicated situation 

exists when during the course of a DNAPL's migration it encounters a low permeability barrier 

that is not a perfect capillary barrier and allows DNAPL passage through imperfections such as 

fractures or root holes. Hïstorically these capillary barriers have been viewed as an effective 

method of preventinrg downward migration of surface contaminants. The presence of 

hydraulicaily active and interconnected fractures in these barriers, however, provides a migration 

pathway through the system. 



The migration of contaminancs through fractured geologic systerns has k e n  the focus of intense 

study in the previous decade, prirnarily due to the growing interest in the disposal of spent 

nuclear fuel in deep crystaliine bedrock. The development of numerical modeIs capable of 

simulating the migration of organic contaminants in fnctured environments has histoncally 

followed two paths, those dealing with the migration of the aqueous phase (Sudicky and Frind, 

1982; Harrison et al., 1992) and those dealing with the migration of the non-aqueous phase 

(Kueper and McWhorter, 1991; Pmess and Tsang, 1990). Given the large nurnber of physicai 

processes occurring during the migration of a DNAPL through a fractured environment (phase 

partitioning, sorption, matrix diffusion, etc.) the use of models capable of dealing with al1 these 

factors is desirable. 

The use of composicionaI simulators in porous media (Forsyth, L991; Unger et al., 1995; Reitsma 

and Kueper, 1998) ha shown theirexceptional abilities in dealing with the complexities of phase 

migration and transitioning. The use of compositional sirnulators in a fractured environment has 

been limited to a multiple porosity approach used by Pruess (1991), and that of Slough and 

Sudicky ( 1999). 

The focus of this work is to deveIop an understanding of the physics controlling the mi+ption of 

the nonwetting and dissolved phases through fractured geologic environments. This is 

accomplished through the developrnent of two individual codes, FRACAS, a two-dimensionai 

ControI Volume Finite Element formulation that is used to mode1 non-orthogonal situations, and 

QUMPFS, a three-dimensional ControI Volume formulation restricted to orthogonal fncture 

situations. The maiyses of successively more complex environments is undertaken, using the 



developed models as tools. QUMPFS is used to perform a comprehensive study of DNAPL 

migration in fractured non-consolidated environments, beginning at the single fracture scaIe, and 

pro~g-essing through layered and heterogeneous geologic environments. FRACAS is then 

employed in a Representative Elementary Volume Study in a fractured consolidated 

environment, to determine the possibility of dimensionality reduction (performing predictive 

simulations in two-dimensions) in the simulation of DNAPL migration. 
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter presents an overview research on wide range of topics focused on the requirernents 

necessary for the modelling of fluid flow and transport in fractured porous media. Emphasis wiII 

be placed on the secondary porosity features such as fractures, as the majority of fluid fiow 

through crystalline rock occurs in these spaces. The requirements for accurate modeIlin; in these 

types of geologic environments can be grouped into two categories; the representation of the 

physicai peology and the numencal approach used in the simulation. Key requirernents for the 

translation of the field geology into a tractable modellinp domain are estimations of fracture 

frequency and intensity, aperture distribution, and bulk rock properties. The numerical process 

used in the simulations will be a function of the goals of the modelling and the leve! of 

sirnplifying assumptions that can be made. 

2.1 Physical Proparties of Fractured Geology 

2.1.1 Spacing, Trace Length, and Orientation of Fractures 

Snow (1970) visually determined fracture hquency in granites up to 400 feet deep from seven 

boreholes, It was determined that the spacing of fractures tended to increase with depth, and that 

the distributions were not well represented by cornrnon statistical distributions and were strongiy 

skewed towards the srnail frequencies (lower intensities). EhIan (1999) studied the distribution of 

fracture spacing in granites across Southeast Asia, and found that for horizontal lnctures 



lognormal, normal, exponential, and Weibull distributions provided fits at the 95% confidence 

interval in weathered granites, but no distribution adequately fit the data for fresh granites. In 

generai, Ehlan (1999) found that vertical and sub vertical bcture spacing could not be adequately 

represented with any of the proposed distributions. Narr and Suppe (1991) investigated the 

fracture spacing in the sedirnentary rocks composing the Monterey Formation and found that the 

fracture spacing within individual beds tended to follow a lognormal distribution. In addition CO 

fracture frequency, other fracture parameters, such as fracture length, trace length, and orientation, 

can also be expressed in the form of statistical distributions. 

In a study to examine the effects of geornetry in fracture flow modelling, Andersson and Dverstorp 

(1987) showed that the population of fractures intersecting a plane (g '(r)), if the fractures are 

rissumed to be circular discs, is a biased representation of the fracture radius distribution (g(r)): 

where r is the fracture radius, and r'  is the expected fracture radius. Usine this, the trace Iengths 

observed in a field data set cm be fitted to a lognormal distribution. The fracture density 

distribution in the mode1 was produced using a Poisson distribution simiIar to that of Snow (1970)- 

KuIatilake et al. (1993) sampled a 36 m long ventilation drift in a grmitic rock mas CO investigate 

different geornetrical approaches to the modelling of Fncture networks, In a 10rn long statistically 

homogeneous section of the drift, it was found that either a gamma or an exponential discnbution 

best fit the trace length data, with the gamma distribution k ing slightiy better than the exponentiai. 



Ehlan (L999) found that trace length as a property was the least important criteria when matching a 

synthetic three-dimensionai fracture network to a mapped data set. Assurning that a three- 

dimensionai feature is a disk, one cannot determine from a typicai outcrop or pavement whether 

one is measuring a minimum, a maximum, or an intermediate distance across the disk. 

Assumptions about the relationship between the observed trace lengths and the actual fracture 

diameters must be made, and little data exists for these predictions. 

Robertson (1970) mapped more than 9000 traces from the De Beers mine in South Africa and 

found that the strike Iength and dip Iength traces have approximately the same distribution, 

implying chat the form of the hctures may be equidimensiond. Bridges (1975) however, 

indicated that fractures are not equidimensiond and show preferentid elongation. The 

equidimensional assumption is commonly used in the development of joint network rnodels 

(Denhowitz et ai., 1995). 

The statistical representation of the orientation of fractures has traditionaily d i e d  upon strike and 

dip meiisurements taken in outcrops and, in certain cases, boreholes or tunnels. Stereo plots of the 

poles (orthogonal unit vectors) allows for grouping of fractures into sets which are they modelled 

distinctly using some distribution to represent the variation in orientation. Dershowitz et al. (1995) 

present five different approaches to the probability distribution for the directionai orientation data; 

the univariate and bivariate Fisher, the bivariate nomai, the bivariate Bingham, and the sphecïcd 

Dirac deita distribution. 



Cacas et al. (1990) took 1ûûû fracture orientation rneasurernents fiom field data and applied a 

Fisher-von-Mises probability density function to the data: 

where K is the propagation of the pmbability density function (pdt) and a i s  the angle between the 

rnean direction of the ensemble of fracture poles and any individual fracture pole. Kulatilake et al. 

(1993) found that neither a Bingham nor a spherical distribution was an adequate match to the data 

sampled from the ventihtion drift. 

Long and Witherspoon (1985) in a detailed study found that fracture frequency and orientation, 

even if known explicitly, is not enough to define a fracture network for modelling purposes. For a 

complete assessment, the aperture of the fractures, and specifically the aperture distribution must 

be known and taken into account. 

2.1.2 Fracture Aperture 

Histoncally, the modelling of flow throu* Gactures has used the approach where the fracture is 

represented by two parallel plates a set distance apart (Long and Witherspoon, 1985). Given the 

surface roughness of naturally occumng fractures, this solution is, at best, onIy an approximation. 

To fully define permeability and flow in a fractured environment the aperture of each fracture must 

be hown precisely, and, as the aperture varies within every fracture, the aperture distribution is 

dso required. 



Gokhaie and Underwood (1990) presented a study of a rnethod for determining the surface 

roughness of a fracture by sectioning planes nomai to the average topopphic plane of the 

fracture surface. The quantitative descriptor of the surface roughness, the surface roughness 

p m e t e r  Rs, is defined as: 

where S is the true surface area, and Ap is the apparent projected area parailel to the average 

topographie plane of the surface. The profile roughness parameter (Rd is analogous and defined 

as: 

where L is the true length of the profile and L, is the apparent length. They found that with a smail 

number of vertical image anaiyses on the fracture surface, the surface roughness parameter could 

be accurately found. in a second paper (Gokhale and Drury, 1990) the practical considerations of 

the approach are addressed, finding that with as few as three verticai images the surface roughness 

factor can be approximated with less than 6 percent error within the 95% confidence interval. 

Patir (1978) presented a numencd method for the production of Gaussian and non-Gaussian 

surface roughness profiles. With a prescribed frequency distribution and autocorrelation Function 

Patir (1978) deterrnined profiles using Iinear transformations on random matrices produced under 

the statisticai requirernents. Cornparison to actuai surface profiles in triboIogicai applications 

yieIded encounging results. 



Several other experimental techniques have been developed to determine the aperture distribution 

of single isolated fractures. Myer et ai. (L985, 1986) used a low melting point metal invasion 

technique, Witherspoon and Long (1987) used a form of mercury porosimitry, Gaie (1987) and 

Gentier et al, (1989) used various foms of min injection, and Brown et ai. (1986) tried composite 

topognph~ - 

The purpose of these methods, in some form or other, was ro attempt to produce an accurate 

statistical representation of the aperture distribution in a single fracture. The most significant 

problem with these physical methods is their inability to produce results without destroying the 

fracture, and the lirnited applicability of the genented data to large systems. The determination of 

the statisticai panmeters defining the aperture dishibution of a single fracture is not sufficient, as 

siight perturbations or different reatizations wiII have significantly different flow patterns, Vickers 

et al. (1992) found that correlations at two different scaies existed even within a single fracture, 

one on the order of millimetres, and the other over tens of centimetres. 

investigations into the aperture distribution amss networks began with the work of Bianchi (1968) 

who showed that the distribution of fracture apertures found in 235 simples of a granite outcrop 

obeyed a lognormai distribution. This was not, ofcourse, the distribution of apertures within a 

single fncture, but rather the dismbution of apertures in the fncture set. Assuming that this is 

indicative of a sirnilar distribution at depth, Snow (1970) developed equations representing the 

distribution of aperture sizes (2b), based on a pnbabiiity distribution function of aperture cubed: 



where q and 3 are the mean and variance of the probability density function describing the 

aperture cubed, and 171 and the mean and vm-ance in aperture (2b). 

Snow (1970) caiculated the statistical parameters for 127 data sets, consisting ofcumuIative 

frequency plots of exposed fracture apertures, from different depth zones at 29 sites in a variety of 

rocks. It was found that the computed apertures of joints in p i t e ,  gneiss, meta-volcanics, schists, 

dates, and sandstones differ less from site to site at the sarne depth than they do within a single site 

as depth inmaes. This would indicate that the compressive stress, or stress history of a fmtured 

rock mws may be a conuolling factor in the determination of statistically described apertures. 

It is easy to envision that a fracture will close with the application of normd stress, either through 

the compression or destruction of the points of contact (asperities) within the fracture. In fact 

Raven and Gale (1985) found that complete closure often occurred beyond 5 MPa of applied 

normai sstress (approxirnately 200 m depth). Brown and Schulz (1985) and Zimmerman (1990) 

found that the increase in the contact area in a hcture was roughly proportionai to the increase in 

the applied nomai stress $ven that some elastic behaviour was occurring. Raven and GaIe (1985) 

and Gale (1987) found, however, that cyclic loading gave rise to permanent deformation in the 

h c t u r e  through crushing of asperities and IocaI shear transformations. 



2.1.3 Permeability of Fracture Networks 

Snow (1970) interpreted permeability dismbutions generated through repetitive packer testing 

dong a single borehole to be composed of two variables, each with their own distribution: the 

nurnber of fractures per test length, and the apertures of those fnctures. 

Constant flow rate water injection tests in a borehole cm be used to find permeability through: 

where Q is the discharge, Ii is the net head (water column ar collaroi packer test plus depth to the 

watertable), and Sr, is the shape factor given by: 

where L is the length, and d is the diameter of the hole. 

Snow (1970) initially assumed that a Poisson distribution holds for the nurnber of fractures 

intersected, and this distribution is defined by the zero discharge points (test lengths intersecting no 

conductive fractures) of the well tests, whîch are taken as the frequency of zeros in a Poisson 

distribution. Tsang and Witherspoon (1983), however, pointed out that fractures rnust be 

inherently nndom to obey a Poisson distribution, which is seldom the case in nature. The assumed 

randomness of fractures in space will be discussed in a later section. 

The visud observations of Snow (1970) also exhibited the trend towards conpgation of fncturing 

(an observation which supports the position of Tsang and Witherspoon (1983)). Snow (1970) 



compmd fmcture distribution statistics genented through the measured permeability of hctured 

rock masses (obtained through water injection tests) to the visual studies. in the study it was found 

that ttie average number of fractures per test predicted from the Poisson distribution was 

approximately 80% of the visuaily measured data. 

Snow (1970) adjusted the Poisson distribution from the packer tests to achieve concordance with 

the visual observations by adding approximately 20% more fractures. With this adjusment the 

discharge (Q) for a uniform parailel fracture set of equivalent fnctures normal to a borehole cm be 

defined as: 

Q = 0.629 

This represents a physicai scenario of three randomly oriented orthogonai sets with uniform 

spacings. 

Using the theory of conditiond expectation, the statisticai parameters of the distributions of 

individual discharges may be obtained from the parameters of distributions of totai discharges 

through: 

'Id = /K [2- 1 O] 

whece q and E are the mem and standard deviation of the individuai fractures (Q) and the total 

discharges (Q) respectively, and K ~ S  the average number of fiactures per test length- Snow (1970) 

found that for the 137 sets of discharge &ta the following least squares tit was obtained: 

1og(q,) = 0.098 + I . o s s ~ O ~ ( ~ )  



Snow (1969) developed an anisotropic permeability mode1 of fractured rock having non- 

orthogonal fracture sets with distributed apertures (constant aperture within a singe fnc ture). 

Using the Navier-Stokes equation for paralie1 plate flow, and statistical representation of fracture 

orientations and spacings, the permeabiiity tensor of a singIe fracture set can be defined as: 

where n, is the normal vector, Di is the distance between fractures dong a sampling line (not 

necessxily orthogonal to the fractures), 6is the Kronecker delta, and mpin j ,  where ni is the 

direction cosine of the fracture. For the special case of paraIIel fractures (orientation ni identicai) 

with ni also a coordinate axis (say the 3 axis), nc=nz=O and n3=l so: 

Snow (1969) coupled this approach with the work of Snow (1970) to compute the pemeability of 

fractures sets in one, two, and three dimensions. Evaluation of the permeability tensor, however, 

requires a relationship between an aperture and each fracture orientation. Given the difficulty in 

obtaining such data from real rock masses, a Monte Car10 approach was used. Through such an 

malysis Snow determined that the anisotropic permeability eiüpsoid of a single set of hctures is 

an oblate sphemid, which wiIl flatten as fiacture d i p e n t  improves. Two orthogonal sets of 

Fracnues with equd statistical properties will p[ot as a pmIate spheroid, with its maximum p d I e [  

to the intersection of the sets and twice that on an isotropie plane normal to both sets. With this 



approach, three equai hornogenous Fracture sets represent a statistically isotropie media. The 

principal a i s  of any arbitnry system cm be estimated from a stereo plot of their normai vectors, 

but cannot be specified without a measured aperture distribution. 

The basis for the formulation of equation [2-L31 was cevisited by Oda and Hatsuyama (1985) to 

account for the concept of non-infinite fracture lengths. Their approach produces an expression for 

the equivaient permeability tensor: 

w here: 

where ~ i s  a dirnensionless constant between O and 1/12, approaching 1/12 with increasing size of 

the fracture (areai size), p is the dimensionless voIumetric density of the fractures, r i s  the fncture 

areid radius, t is the fracture aperture diameter, E(n,r,r) is a probability density function desccibing 

the occurrence of fractures, and JS is the solid volume. The approach provided an improved fit to 

the data of Snow (1969), but is inherentiy cumbersome to use. 

Long and Witherspoon (1985) ex'unined the pemieabiiity OF a two dimensional network of 

fractures where al1 Fractures have the same aperture and length. The networks are thus 

homogeneous, and any decrease in permeability h m  Snow's theory is due entirety to reduced 

interconnectivity between fractures. They found that, as Fracture Ien,gh increases, the d e p e  of 

interconnectivity increases and the penneabitity increases, with the endpoint of the system 

(representing total inter-connectivity) approactiing a porous medium. 



Renshaw (1996) has raised a significant question about the use of stochasticaily genented fracture 

systems to mode1 physical systems, specifically in regards to fracture connectivity and flow. In an 

investigation centred on assessing the importance of "reaiistic" fracture networks produced through 

fracture growth models, he found that the flow characteristics of stochasticaily generated fracture 

systems with randomly located fractures mrty not be representative of naturaily occurring fracture 

systems. Specificaily he found that the flow characteristics of networks generated with a growth 

rate exponent (a power Iaw function of the energy available for fracture growth) of greater than 1 

fom connected pathways at significantly lower spatial densities than those predicted by stochastic 

methods. The production of such networks (with gowth rate exponents "mater chan 1) is not 

precluded in nature. 

2.1.4 Hydraulic Testing of Fractures 

Prelirninq hydrogeologic investigations in fnctured rock environments often use single hole 

packer tests to produce estimates of hydrauiic conductivity and specific storage. The rinalysis of 

these tests is somewhat more complicated han similar tests in porous media, as the actual 

tnnsmissivity of the fracture is independent of the packer interval, The possibility of short- 

circuitinp of ffow through open borehoIes in fractured rock, in addition to the domination of flow 

by the most permeable units make the use of packer testing prefenble to open hole testing. 

Anaiysis of hydraulic testing completed in singe borehoies tends to mat the tested interval as an 

isotropic porous medium intersected by a singe permeable Eracture. Fiow in the test interval can 



be thought of as occumng in one of three ways; spherical, radiai, or Iinear (NRC, 1996). Sphencai 

flow is the closest approximation to porous media, where the equipotentiais are concentric spheres 

around a sphericd cavity extending in three dimensions, Radiai flow (or cylindrical flow) 

approximates flow to the borehole as iscuning in a homogeneous confined layer of infinite 

horizontal extent. The equipotentiai surfaces in this case are cylinders centred about the well mis. 

Linear flow is non-variant in space, and is conceptualized as flow onented perpendicular to the 

fracture plane, causing equipotentiais to be planar and parailel to the plane of the fracture. 

Combinations of these three base States are possible, and a continuum between them was proposed 

by Barker (1988) with the concept of a fractional Flow dimension. This term describes the power 

law relationship between the distance fmm the test intewd and the area rivailable for flow. This 

relationship c m  be generalized as: 

A = CC, [2- 181 

where A is the area available for flow, g is a proportionality constant that is a function of d, the 

Euclidean integer dimension (1,2, or 3), and ris  the distance from the well. If the value of d is 

allowed to be real (as opposed to integer) the fractional tlow represents combinations of the three 

models. Barker (1988) hypothesizes that the fractionai flow number represents a fracture network 

that exhibits fractd geometry. 

2.1.5 Fractures as Fractals 

The field of fnctal geometry was developed by ~ZlZandelbrot (1983) to describe a large class of 

irreguiar and iîagrnented patterns found in natural settings. In generai, fractd objects are the resuit 



of the repetition of a given algorithmic rule or pattern over a multitude of separate and differing 

Length scdes. Two properties of fractals are particuIarly applicable to the study of fractured rock: 

first, the concept of integer spatial dimension (L for a Line, 2 for a plane, 3 For a volume) expanded 

to becorne a parameter chancterizing rough or heterogeneous items in nature; and second, the 

scaling invariance of a imctal structure. 

if a fracture is indeed a fnctai entity then a rough profile of the fiacture measured across a Large 

path will be peornetricdiy similar to a fine profile taken across a srnaller pathline. Given the 

difficulty in obtaining fracture aperture data for in-sini circumstances, and allowing for the 

applicability of fractal theory to Fncture rep~sentation, hc rd  scdin; pmperties may be used to 

deduce geometric structures at smdi scales from Iqe-scale measurements. Under thesc 

assumptions Oron and Berkowitz ( 1998) demonstnted a non-linear increase in contact area and a 

faster than cubic decrease in hydnulic conductivity with decreasing aperture. in addition they 

found thrit the aperture distribution was not Iognormd or gamma, but was of a tmncated normal 

fom. 

Using log-log variopin andysis Wang et al. (1988) perfomed a study on aperture correlations 

using asingte fractal fiacture with fractd dimension between 2 and 3. They took a single mirror 

image fracture and displrtced it incrementally through space to simulate shear movement. They 

found that, if the h t a l  nature of the fracture surface cm be proven, the aperture of a smooth 

fncture @ close to 2) is highly correlated over distances much larger than the shear displacement- 

For rougher Fnctures (D closer to 3) however, the aperture becomes uncorreIated within a range 

shorter than the shear displacement. In addition, for the speciai case of D=U,  the variogram 



describing the aperture correlation is proportionaI to the Iag distance, the same relationship as is 

employed in the spherical mode1 used wideIy in geostatistical anaiysis (KRging for example). 

Barton and Larsen (1985) measured al1 fracture tnces ,pater than 20 cm in length on t h e  ash- 

flow ruffs pavements in Nevada. ïhey found that the distribution of trace lengths was lognomal, 

and the orientation could no& be adequately represented statisticaily. Using a graphitai plotting 

rnethod, they found that e x h  lateraily sepmted pavement was indeed a fnctal entity, and the 

fmctal dimensions were tightly dustered (1.12 to 1.16). This was in spite of the fact that visually, 

the individuai fracture networks appeared quite different. The study aiso found that the network 

patterns were scde independent over two orders of magnitude ranging from 20 cm to 25 m. In ü. 

related work Baton and Hsieh (1989) found, however, thrit a power law could also be used in the 

representation of the fracture trace lengths that were recorded. 

Acuna and Yomos (1995) combined an investigation of fmctd fracture representation and 

ms ien t  flow through a fracture network. In producing a fractally governed hcture network, the 

~heory of Engmentation (Gilvarry, 1964) was adopted. It is based upon the probability ehat a 

fragment with length between 1 and i+d wilI be fuaher fragmented. Acuna and Yomos found 

that, in a space of dimension D, if each block creates an average of Spfnew blocks, a power Iaw 

could describe the resulting size distribution with exponent: 

where dis the dimension of the system, and S is the reciprocai of the size of the new blocks. This is 

ais0 the fnctal dimension obrained through the method of Buton and Larsen (1985). 



Bamsley (1988) introduced the Iterated Function System (IFS) to constntct fmtd images. With 

this technique a fnctal is obtained from an initial simple shape by itecatively applying a set of 

numericd transformations. Af'ter several iterations the superimposed sets converge to a fnctai, 

Using IFS and fragmentauon theory Acuna and Yortsos (1995) produced 3-D fracture sets to be 

used in flow andpis. 

In generd, with an increase in the fracmi dimension fewer of the original bIocks remah 

unfractured, the nurnber of hctures increases, and the size of the fractures may increase. For an 

integer vaiue of D, a single pattern rnust repeat throughout the domain, and it must be of a sirnilar 

size. 

2.2 Single Phase Flow in Fractures 

2.2.1 Single Phase Flow in a Single Fracture 

Single-phase flow in Fractures was initially investigated over twenty yem ago (Wilson and 

Witherspoon (L974)), and ha remained an area of intense study (Witherspn et ai. (1980), Neuzil 

and Tracy (198 1)). The majority of work has been based on the premise of panIlel plate flow, 

where a fnctwe is conceptualized as two smwth p d l e i  plates of infinite extent that are not in 

contact. Kthe flow is steady and isothermd, the equation for one-dimensional flow between two 

paraIIel places is: 



where Q is the volurnetric flow rate per unit width, b is the distance between the plates, VP is the 

pressure gradient, and p is the dynamic viscosity. This formuiation is commonly referred to as the 

cubic law. This formulation is aiso presentable in tems anaiogous to Darcy's law, in which the 

permeability k, is equivaient to the aperture squared over 12 so that: 

In recognizing that rock fractures are not smooth surfaces, but rather highly rough surfaces, the 

flow through a single parailel plate fracture cm be expressed in tems of a friction factor f (Romm, 

1966; Witherspoon et al., 1980): 

Witherspoon et ai. (1980) found that, in artificidly induced fractures in granite, basült, and marbre, 

f ranged from 1.W to 1.65. Other approaches have k e n  taken to rnodel flow through a r o u a  

wdled fracture; Tsang and Witherspoon (198 1) rephced the parailel plate aperture with an average 

over the surface of the fracture, and Walsh (198 1) computed a correction to the cubic law which is 

proportional to the ratio of inter-fracture space to theoreticai space. 

Neuzil and Tracy (198 1) also rnodified the cubic law ta account for rou&ness of fracture walls. In 

this case the aperture distribution is no longer a delta function (O closed, 1 open), but rather some 

other shape. Given the aperture density distribution n(b), Neuzil and Tracy proposed a rnodified 

cubic law formulation: 



This corresponds to a physicd situation where the openings of the fracnire Vary only in the 

diction normd to flow, resulting in fluid rnovernent dong p d e l  paths that involve no 

tortuosi ty. 

Tsang (1984) perforrned a theoreticd investigation of the effects of path tortuosity and 

connectivity on fluid flow rate through a single rough wailed fracture (using an eiectricai maiogue 

similar to that of Sundaram and Frink (1983)), to asses the effects of aperture variation paraIIel to 

the hydraulic "mdient. Tsang found that the more smdl apertures there are in the aperture 

distribution, the larger the effect of tortuosity. When the fraction of contact area between the 

fracture surface rises above 30% the aperture dismbutions are invariably large at smdl apertures, 

and the effect of fracture roughness and flow path tortuosity depress flow rate from the predictions 

of the parailel plate model by three or more orders of magnitude. 

More advanced conceptualization of single-phase flow through a rough walled fracture requires a 

different approach (Brown, 1987). The simplified ReynoIds equation, a particular form of the 

Navier-Stokes equation for steady state 8ow of an incompressible fluid between two stationary 

phtes cm be written as: 

where &,,y) is the local thickness of the fiuid film andp(-w) is the local fluid pressure. Equation 

(24) cm aiso be developed if it is assumed that the cubic Iaw is valid at a local-scaie and that rnass 

is conserved (Walsh, 198 1): 

V+Q=O 12-25] 



The Reynolds equation is particularly vaiid for the simulation of fractures that are not completely 

open. Brown (1987) uses the Reynolds equation and a fnctal model of fracture surfaces (See Part 

r) co investigate the effects of surface rougimess on flow through a single fracture. He found thal 

actual flow between rough surfaces, at the range of closure expected during elastic deformation, 

was about 70-90% of that predicted by the panllel plate model. 

Muralidha (1990) performed a cornprehensive evaluation of the effects of tortuosity (due to 

contact a m )  on fluid flow in a fncture. He found that the equivalent permeability of a fracture 

depends on both the aperture and the contact area. The Darcy model was found to be applicabIe if 

the ratio of the mean fracture aperture to the chmcteristic length of the fncture was less than 

0.016. Above this level tortuosity effects become important and the Reynolds equation musc be 

used. It was also found that permeability does depend on the pattern of distribution of contact a m ,  

however, the dependence becornes less significant as the mean aperture decreases. Oron and 

Berkowitz (1998) support these findings, and suggest that contact ratios as srnall as 0.03 to 0.05 

cm impart enough tortuosity to significantly affect the assumed hydraulic conductivity of a 

fmcture. 

Tsang and Tsang (1987) presented a model of flow through Fractures temed the channel model. In 

this approach the entire fmcture space is represented as a series of tortuous and intersecting 

channels with varying aperture dong their len,gh (a concept simila to that of a heterogeneous 

distribution of apertures). The panmeters that characterize the channels are: the aperture 

distribution; the effective channel lene@ and wideh; and the aperture spatial correlation lena@, 



which @es the spatial range within which the aperture vaiues are correlated, This channel mode1 

will be described further in the context of flow in fracture systems. 

Tsang and Tsang (1989) also presented a simulation of flow in a single fracture represented by a 

strongly heterogeneous permeable medium. A lognormal aperture distribution, in conjunction with 

a spatial correlation length and an anisotropy ratio, was used to develop a 2-D flow field in a single 

fracture. A square portrayai of a fracture was discretized into square rneshes to which different 

aperture values, subject to the statistical parameters, were assigned. Darcy's law was assumed to 

be vaiid within each subdivision, where the permeability was assumed to be proportional to the 

square of the local aperture. The fluid pressure may then be computed at each node assurning a 

constant pressure difference across the single fracture on two opposite boundaries with no-flow 

conditions on the other two boundaries. The flow rates cm then be caiculated from the potentiais 

at each no&. 

The previously surnmarized work has identified the requirement of an accurate knowledge of the 

fracture aperture distribution for simulation of singe-phase flow in a fracture. The difficulties of 

obtaining a representative distribution were identified in Part 1, and therefote some balance needs 

to be achieved between the complexities and uncertainties regarding the aperture dismbution and 

the requirements of the rnodelling process. The use of the Reynolds equation provides a more 

flexible solution technique but is si,gificüntIy more chdlenging than the cubic law approach, and 

may not be required in most cases. Reitsrna (1992) defines four flow regimes that will dictate the 

approach required for successful modeliin;: 



1) If the fracture is very open, flow rnay be indistinguishable From the parailel plate model; 

2) if the fracture is partially closed and the contacts are localized in sparse clusters the flow 

rnay be non-lineareven at low Reynolds numbers and flux will not be proportional to 

- d e n t ;  

3) iF the fracture is partially closed but the contacts are finely distributed, flow rnay be close to 

that of a porous medium, meaning that flux is linearly related to the gradient and potential 

theory applies; 

4) if the fracture is very closed the flow rnay be in tortuous channels, producing an essentidly 

3-D network of 1-D conductors. 

2.2.2 Single Phase Flow in a Network or Set of Fractures 

The expansion from single-phase flow in a single fracture to flow in a fracture system is a I q e  

mathematicai leap nther thm a large conceptual one when fractures are treated explicitiy, as flow 

within each individual fracture is still governed by the above equations. Factors such as numericd 

soIution method, domain discretization levels, and computational implementation have dominated 

the published literature on this subject. Beyond the numericd aspects of simulation of single- 

phase flow in fracture networks, aitemative conceptualizations of the problem have also been 

introduced. Conceptuai models of single-phase flow in a set of fractures can be broken into three 

broad categories: discrete fracture approaches, where each individual fracture is modetled as a 

discrece entity in an impeMous rock ma&; equivaient porous medium approaches, where the 

entire rock mass is concepnialized as a porous medium which combines both flow through 

fnctures and through the rock matrix itself; and dual porosity or dual continuum representations, 



where transfer between the rock matrix is coupled to flow through the fractures through some 

mathematicai approach. It should be noted that these three approaches are also applicable to single 

phase flow in a singe fracture, but are more comrnonly associated with flow in networks. 

2.2.2.1 Discrete Fracture Representations 

Discrete fmcture models are based on the premise that the behaviour of fluids within the system 

can be predicted based on the knowledge of the fracture geometry. This requires that either the 

location, size, orientation, and aperture distribution of each fracture be known explicitly, or the 

statistics goveming the distributions of each feature can be measured and used to generate different 

realization of the networks with the s m e  properties. The requirements for the distributions, and 

the difficdties in their interpretation were presented in section 2.1 of this chapter. 

The uncertainties of the statisticai distributions cm be overcome to some degree by conditioning 

the system baed on available data. Anderson and Thunvik (1986) found that preserving the 

Iocation of more known features with each reaiization decreased the uncertainties when using 

discrete fracture models as predictive tools. They also found that knowledge of the bulk 

permeability of a fracture network reduced the uncertainties more so than the collection of further 

geomeuic data. 

Three basic approaches to the modelling of fiuid flow in discrete fractures have been adopted; 

serni-anaiyticai methods (Long et al., 1985), reduction of the-dimensional Fracture 

representations to a series of one-dimensional pipes (Segan and Karasaki, 1993), and the planar 

discretization of a the-dimensional assemblage of two-dimensional fiacture features (Dershowitz 

et al., 1995). The recent emergence of low-cost, hi& performance cornputers has led to the 



adoption of the third approach in rnany situations. A brief history of the most significant of the 

approaches follows. 

Elsworth (1986) used a boundiiry element procedure to simulate flow through a statisticaily 

constructed fmework of fractures represented as Poisson discs. The procedure wris found to 

work well. especially at reducing the required computationai effort. Unfortunately the solution is 

only capabIe of handiinp fractures of constant, or average hydraulic, aperture. A similar mode1 

wu proposed by Andersson and Dverstorp (1987), which had the advantage of a more redistic 

fracture generation system (see Part I) and incorporated a search algorithm (which occurred before 

the solution procedure) to remove fractures that did not affect the flow regime. 

Cacas et. ai. (1990) presented a mode1 for a discrete fracture system, with ri similar physicaI 

representation to that of Elsworth (1986), with the addition of channelling effects. The nodes OC 

their network no longer repcesented the fracture intersections, but rüther the fracture disc centres. 

Fiow is assumed through bonds joining the centre of each disc to an adjacent dix, provided the 

fnctures are connected. The bonds are composed of two parts, one for each fracture, meeting at 

the intersection of the two discs. Each part is assumed to be equivaient to the set ofchanneis inside 

that fracture that ensure the hydraulic linkage with the connected fracture. Each portion of a bond 

is assigned a hydraulic conductivity representative of the Fracture as a whole. The dnwbrtck of this 

method is that it is not a mie discrete representation, and requires field-testing for the d u e s  of 

hydraulic conductivity in the bonds. These are not equivalent to the values of the fracture, as the 

bond depiction aiters reality by arbitrarily increasing the Iength of the connection. 



Nordqvist et al. (1996) presented a model written to investigate the effects of hi& msrnissivity 

fractures on solute transport. The method combined the modeis of Andersson and Dverstorp 

(1987) and Moreno et ai. (1988). This gave a Poisson distribution of circular fractures in a 3-D 

network. each composed of a 2-D network of varying aperture distribution. The model is solved 

by first considering the flow in the single fractures and producing an equivaient transmissivity for a 

unit hydraulic gradient across a unit width. The actual orientation and sizes of the fractures in the 

set modify these transmissivities by assurning that each individual fracture tnnsmissivity is 

lineürly dependent on fracture intersection width, and inversely proportional to distance within the 

network. A hydraulic pdient  is then applied across the entire domain, and with appropriate 

boundary conditions and the previously calculated transmissivities, the head values at each fracture 

are found. The model's particular application, solute transport, ailows for this rather broad 

simpiification to be valid, as the errors in the transport procedure pa t l y  outweigh the flow 

soIution emrs. 

Miller et ai. (1995) produced an adaptable discrete fracture simulator (MAFIC), which allowed for 

simulation of transient flow and transport through three-dimensional networks of trianguIar finite 

elements. The marrix is either represented explicitly through a Galerkin finite eIement approach, 

or a dual-pocosity generic matrix block scheme, 

Several ocher researchers have presented discrete fracture models that discretize the matnx and the 

fractures in one continuum, and apply differing hycirogeologic properties to each individual 

element of the discretization (Themen and Sudicky, 1998; Slough and Sudicky, 1999). These wiI1 



be discussed in section 3.4 as they are primarily focused on multi-phase flow and transport in 

fnctured environments. 

2.2.2.2 Dual-Porosity Representations 

The major conduits for fluid flow in saturated fnctured rock environments are the fractures, with 

the surrounding rnatrix providing storage capacity, but very little actuai transfer of fluid. In the 

rnajority of dual-porosity representations, the matrix is assigned a non-zero porosity but has no 

interconnectivity with itself and cm play a significant role in the transient response of a fractured 

rock mas- The two different porosities are treated as overlapping continua, with the actual shapes 

of the matrix blocks being ideaiized based on some simplifying assumptions. 

The first duai-porosity formulation was introduced by Warren and Root (1963) and further refined 

by Barenblatt et al. (1969) in which fractured rock is treated as a medium with coupled h t u r e  and 

matrix porosities, in which averaged hydraulic parameters are used for both the matrix and the 

fractures. The location and behaviour of individuai fracture elements need not be specified in this 

approach, which rnakes it applicable to situations where data on individual fractures cannot be 

obtriined. A drawback of this approach is the complete reliarice upon the statisticai method 

adopted in the continuum representation. 

Other works have focused on the mathematicai aspects of a dual-porosity representation. Wilson 

and Witherspn (1974) presented a finite element simulation of duai-porosity fiow through 

hcrured rock under a dam. The method was limited, however, as no direct coupling of the 

hcture and ma& flows was performed to Link the continua and simplify the equations. 

StreItsova (1976) presented an anaiysis of dual-porosity behaviour by performing a Theis-type 



anaiysis and representing the rnatrix-fracture system as an aquifer (fracture) with a leaky aquitard 

(rnatrix). This approach is a convoluted method of solution, but has the advantage of king serni- 

anaiflical in nature. 

Duguid and Lee (1977) presented the first comprehensive analysis of dud-porosity simulation of a 

hctwed rock rnass. They realized that two sets of governing equations were required, one for 

each type of porosity. The storage equation in the primary (rnatrix) pores is: 

where $ is the porosity, Pis the coefficient of cornpressibility of water, P is the space averaged 

incremental pressure in the rnatrix, v is the velocity, r i s  the mass flow nte from block to fncture, 

p is the density of water, k is the intrinsic penneability, and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 

mamx and fracture respectively. Similarly the continuity equation for fluid flowing in the fractures 

is: 

where qa is the space-averaged velocity in the fractures relative to the solid. The coupling 

equation takes the form of: 

[3-281 

Duguid and Lee (1977) solved the system of governing equations with the GaIerkin finite element 

method and petformed various itentions to mess the response of the coupled system to different 

dnwdown scenarios. For cases of a permeabie matrix they showed that the first response in the 

system was seen in the fractures due to the large dative size difference between the fractures and 



the matrix pores. For drainage, the matrix first supplied fluid to the fractures, which in turn 

transrnitted it through the system. This finding revealed that without considention of a porous 

matrix, the rate of response in the fractures to a drawdown scenario would increase substantially. 

The model of Duguid and Lee (1977) proved adequate but cumbersome and computationaily 

inhibited. Huyakorn et ai. (1983) describe three different approaches to the solution of the 

goveming equations for dual-porosity flow developed by Duguid and Lee (1977) based on 

differing representations of the fracture-matrix fluid interaction (quasi-steady and unsteady state 

leakage). The primary focus of the paper, however, is on cornparison of numericai techniques in 

the solution of the equations, nther than on the performance of the different representations. 

Moench (1984,1995) expands the dual-porosity mode1 to include the effects of fracture skin, a 

common coating of fracture surfaces found in many crystailine rocks. He found that the 

formulation of Duguid and Lee (1977), and Huyakom et ai. (1983) in respect to the coupling term 

was a speciai case of his gened formulation, and in fact the quasi-steady state model of Huyakorn 

et ai. (1983) required some form of lower conductivity feature (such as a fracture skin) impeding 

flow between the matrix and the fracture. 

Moench (1984,1985) also found that the presence of a fiacture skin gave transient matrix to 

fncture flow. When the skin has a Iower penneability thm the ma&, the resistance to flow 

through the skin homogenizes the gradient within the matïix. TIUs gave a theoretical justification 

for the pseudo steady state linkage of Duguid and Lee (1977), in which the mass flow decreases 

with tirne to a steady state vaiue, and the divergence of flow in the blocks is ignored. 



Hamm and Bidaux (1996) extended the work of Moench (1984,1985) with respect to fracture skin 

effects through the use of a fractal analysis of the system. Their mode1 is compared to field data 

composed of obsewation well response to dnwdown from a purnping well in a hctured system. 

The hctal approach ailowed for a better representation than a Euclidian approach, but cannot be 

used in a predictive sense for a second observation well. 

2.2.2.3 Equivalent Porous Medium Representations 

In a conventional representation of an equivaient porous media (EPM) approach, individuai 

fractures are not explicitly rendered, and the hydraulic properties of the domain represent the 

volume-avengd contributions of mmy fractures. The size of the region under consideration mut  

be Large enough that there is no dependence upon a single feature's hydraulic or physical 

properties. The application of EPM theory is best suited to cases dealing with flow from large and 

extensively fractured and connected rock muses. in cases where hcture density or connectivity 

is low, the single continuum assumption rnay be inadequate. 

One of the first attempts to represent a fractured rock medium with an equivaient porous medium 

was conducted by Long et al. (1982). In their assessrnent they concentrated on the required 

eiements for a basis of simiIarity between porous and fnctured media. One of the major 

requirements for Darcy's law in three-dimensions to be valid is a symmetric permeability tensar. 

This means that for a fnctured rock mass to behave in a homogeneous, anisotropic mmor, it must 

be able to be represented with a symmetric permeability tensor, a situation that cannot be directly 

measured at a large (field) scaie. To fuKI the homogeneity requirement, a definable representative 

elementary volume must be able to be defined. The work of Snow (1969) has shown that 



such a volume may not exist for a fractured rock mass, and that the permeability of hctured m k  

may continue to increase with the volume tested. OvenlI, two main points were raised from this 

study, both of which must hold for a fractured rock mass to be ueated as a homogeneous 

anisotropic porous medium; first, there is an insignificant change in the value of the equivaient 

permeability tensor with a small addition or subtraction to the test volume (test volume provides a 

good statistical sample of the heterogeneities); and second, an equivalent permeability tensor exists 

which predicts the correct flux when the direction of gradient in a REV is changed (independent of 

boundary conditions). 

Sagar and Runchal (1982) also presented an equivaient porous medium model, in which a fictitious 

continuum was established based on a simiIarity O€ permeabilities between the fractured rock and 

the equivalent porous medium. They poinced out chat the senerd assumption of extensive and 

continuous fractures, which is geologically incorrect, has a great affect on the equivaient 

pemeability of the model domain. They also pointed out that for the pemeability tensor to be 

syrnrnetric three conditions must hold; first, the fractures are extensive (or infinite); second, the 

fracture plates have a rectangular shape; and third, the fractures lie in three orthogonal planes 

defined by the coordinate system. Given the facc that most crystalline rock is beset by a minimum 

of three sets of non-orthogonal fractures (see Part 0, these conditions would seem impossible in a 

realistic setting. 

2.2.2.4 Percolation Theory 

The simulation of water flow through fncture networks has aiso been investigated with the use of 

percoIation theory (Engleman et al., 1983; Berkowitz, 1995) in which random geometries of 

fractures can be mapped to an orthogonal network of bonds with open bonds dismiuted randomly 



according to a given probability, and lattices iinking bonds in three directions. By diowing the 

bond aperture to vary, aperture variability within a fracture can be simulated. The critical values of 

probability at which the network becomes conductive are termed the percolation threshold. 

The total discharge through the network (Q,J is: 

where P is the pressures in connected sites, 1 is the bond length, w is the bond width orthogonal to 

the flow direction, and p is the dynamic viscosity. The flow rate in a bond is proportional to in 

two dimensions. 

MargoIin et al, (1999) used percolation theory to study the dependence of the hydrauiic 

conductivity of fracture systems on aperture variability and interconnectivity, in addition to 

describing 3 relationship between simulation scde and permeability. The most important finding 

from their work was a rapid decrease in bulk hydraulic conductivity with increasing standard 

deviation of the aperture disuibution. This relationship becomes more important as the percolation 

threshold in reached, and is sirnilar to findings using the cubic law. 

2.2.2.5 Other Representations 

Shapiro and Andersson (1983) presented a unique approach to the debate between discrete and 

continuum approaches by producing a mode1 that inte-=tes the two approaches, as well as flow 

through a porous rnatrix. h areas where knowtedge of the fractures is extensive, the mode1 used a 

boundary element approach to solve for the flow in the fractures and coupled flow in the porous 



matrix through a similar rnethod to that of Duguid and Lee (1977). In areas where fracture data is 

Less defined, or only global effects are required, the domain was represented with an EPM 

approach. Elsworth f 1987) used an isoparametric coupled boundary elernent-finite element 

procedure to irnprove on the results of Shapiro and Andersson (1983) by irnproving computationai 

efficiency and therefore increasing accuncy through greater discretization and a more efficient and 

robust solution method. 

The previousty mentioned channel model presented by Tsang and Tsang (1987) is a simplification 

of a discrete Fracture model, with inherent empiricai properties. Flow through a tight (non-porous) 

rock medium wris conceptualized as king through a limited nurnber of tonuous and intersecting 

channels. This hypothesis was arrived at upon inspection of work into flow visualization (Pyrak et 

ai. (1985), Bourke et ai. (1985)), which showed the formation of preferentiai pathways in singie 

fractures at both the lab and the tield scaie. The proposed channels have vaying apertures dong 

their length and are characterized by an aperture density distribution, an effective length and width, 

and rt spatiai correlation length. No physicai bais exists in this model to distinguish between flow 

through a singie fracture or channel and flow through the connected Fnctures in a multi-fracture 

network. in this way the channel model is similar to an equivalent porous representation. 

Tsang and Tsang (1987) formulated their model with a uniform aperture density distribution and a 

specified correlation lenad, from which they generated 1-D channels using standard geostatisticai 

methods (Journel and Huijbregts, 1978). in cases where measured aperture distributions do not 

follow a normal or lognormal distribution, the &ta is modified to a cornmon cumulative fiequency. 

Tsang and Tsang (1987) cornpared their mode1 to tracer data breakthrough curves for a singie 



fracture and reported reasonable agreement. The jump to a M y  3-D representation, however, 

cequires some knowledge of the netwotk paramerers, and for systems where fracture spacings and 

sizes rtre comparable ro the characteristics leno@ of measurement, the statistical approach is not 

valid, and the channel lena@ needs to be ueated in a deterministic manner, thus reducing the 

simplicity and applicability of the mode]. 

Acuna and Yonsos (1995) hypothesized that the fractal properties of a network of fractures cm be 

inferred from log-log plots of well pressure vs. cime in a fnctured rock aquifer. Assuming that 

Darcy's Iaw applies in each fracture, that al1 fracrures have the same permeability, and that aperture 

and length rire uncorrelated, their theory proved to be sustainable provided that a significant 

number of fracture genentions was dlowed, or, equivalentIy, that the objecr is Fnctal aver a I q e  

enough range of scales. 

Acuna et al. (1992) performed fraccal based analyses on several sers of well data taken from the 

Iirerature. They found that the majority of the responses could be termed fnctal, and most tend to 

have a dimension less than 2, either because production thickness is small when cornpared to areai 

extent or due to the presence of impermeabte Iayers. The theories proposed by Acuna and Yomos 

(1995) and Acuna et al. (1992) do not ailow for the determination of al[ fractal parameters from a 

singfe test weI1, and aiso do not consider correiations of ripemire or length. In the case of a positive 

correlation between fracture aperture and length, large fractures may dominate transient behaviour 

at exly tirne, thus ptoducing a fraçtai-Iïke response from a Euciidean nework, and thus 

invaiidating the approac h. 



The selection of a "most accurate" or "best" approach to singe phase flow modelling in a network 

of fractures cannot be made in a generic sense. Trade-offs must be made between &ta acquisition 

and computational effciency. Given the hypothetical situation of exact data of fracture statistics 

(apenire, len,gh, frequency, and orientation distributions, and interconnectivity) and unlimited 

computational power, the use of the Reynolds or cubic equations in a discrete fracture system 

would yield the most accunte solution. The exchange relationship between mamx and fracture in 

such a system remains, however, to be exactly defined and modelled. 

2.3 Mass Transport 

In conjuncrion with hydraulic testing, tracer tests are often used in to explore the interconnectivity 

of the fracture network, as well as to provide an estimate of the transport properties (ie. 

dispersivity), and chemical reaction parameters (i.e. distribution coefficient). The anaiysis consists 

of selecting a conceptual mode1 for the behaviour of the system, and then numerically attempting 

to sirnulate the field test throuph parameter estimation. Three types of tracer tests are commonly 

conducted; naturd -=client, conver;ent/divergent, and two-well. 

The use of natural cmdient tracer tests, in which a tracer is injected into the naturai CIow system 

and monitored at a downgradient g -d  of wells, is the ideal method for studying the naturd fiow 

system as iittle or no perturbations are involved. In Eractured rock environments, however, setious 

difficuIties exist in providing a sampiing grÏd dense enough to capture a significant amount of the 

tracer, given the tomous and braided pathways taken by the solute (Abelin et ai., 1991). In 



addition, in low permeability systems the extraction of samples from the monitoring welis wili 

stress the system and change the naturai conditions (Lapsevic et al., 1999) 

Convergentldivergent tracer tests involve establishing m artificial flow field through the injection 

(divergent) or extraction (convergent) of water from a single borehole. Once a steady state 

situation has k e n  developed, a tracer is placed into the system (either in the injection well for 

divergent or at another well for the convergent) and its arrivai is monitored at the extraction well 

for convergent tests or at other wells for the divergent test. 

Two-well tracer tests involve the extraction of water from a single borehole, and re-introducing 

that water into the injection borehole. After the flow system is at steady state a tracer is added to 

the injection well and the breakthrough curves from the extraction well are used in the analysis. A 

serious dnwback of this approach is the anival time of each particle of solute is dependent upon 

the streamline it has followed, and the breakthrough curve is therefore less a function of dispersion 

than of path. 

Soluce transport in fractured rock environments operates under similar processes as that of porous 

media, with a few significant conceptud ciifferences. The advection and dispersion of m a s  within 

the system is described through the use of the average velocity field, and the local-scale dynarnics 

through the use of a dispersion tensor. Dagan (1986) and Gelhar (1986) have sugested that the 

classicai Fickian approach to the simulation of dispersion in porous media may not be valid for the 

anaiysis of tracer tests, as the reIativeIy short distance of travel may not aüow m e  Fickian 

dispersion to evolve. Sonnenborg et al. (1999) aiso found indications that, at the Iab scaie, the 



parameters required to accmtely simulate breakduough curves in fractured petmeable media, 

were not representative of the Fickian dispersivity of the system. Stafford et ai. (1999) found that 

the inclusion of several truncated discrete fractures to promote transverse dispersivity within an 

EPM approach rillowed for adequate simulation of a field scale tracer experiment. The values for 

transverse dispersivity within the EPM were set to zero such that only the presence of the fnctures 

(as well as numerical dispersion) would provide transverse spreading. Novakowski (1992) dso 

hypothesises that the large values of dispersivity that are cornrnonly retumed frorn tracer test 

analysis are due, in part, to large rnixing volumes in test boreholes. 

The four conceptud models presented in section 3.3 for single-phase flow also have their 

equivalents in cems of representing solute transport in fmtured environments. The concept of an 

appropriate scde for the single porosity approach is again a serious issue in the developmenc of the 

required effective porosity and dispersion terms. The standard assumption of an isotropic 

dispersion tensor is dmost certainly invaiid in fractured media given the anisotropy prevalent in 

the hydraulic conductivity field. Neuman (1990, 1994) has proposed an approach to scde the 

dispersivity of fractured environments with domain size, but there has been no work to provide a 

field evduation of this approach. 

A sipificant ciifference between the conceptuai models for flow in a porous media and flow in a 

fractured rock environment is the existence of a large immobile zone representing the rnatrix in 

fnctured rock. The Ioss of solute mass to the rock matrix (when there is Iittle or no fluid exchanse 

between the fractures and the matrix) is known as matrix diffusion, and can account for sipificant 

retardahon of the soiute piurne when matnx porosities are large. Typicaily the ma& blocks are 



approximated with an appropriate geornetric shape similar to methods used for duai porosity flow 

studies. Sudicky (1990) proposed a geornetrydependent m a s  transfer parameter (cc) to simulate 

the exchange between fracture and matrix: 

deh D; 
a =  

B~ 

where d is an integer equai to 3 for a slab approximation to the mmix and 1 5 for a sphere 

approximation, Oi,,, is the immobile zone (rnatrix) porosity, D*, is the immobile zone effective 

molecular diffusion coefficient, and B is either the fracture spacing for slabs or the sphere radius. 

2.4 Two Phase Flow in Fractures 

in the anaiysis of multiphase flows it is important to distinguish between the fluid phases and the 

components. Throughout a fluid phase, properties such as pressure, temperature, and viscosity 

Vary continuously and smoothly from point to point, while these pmperties undergo discontinuous 

changes at phase boundaries. The interfacial tension effects at the interface between fluids gives 

rise to capillaty pressure, and fluid components may distribute themselves mong phases according 

to solubility and volatility. For this work, only two-phase systems will be considered, primacily 

those cornposed of organic chemicai NAPLs and water. Unlike a water-water vapour system, in an 

oil-water system the phase saturation in a region can only change if the invading phase occupies a 

continuous flow path through the region. The occupancy of any a m  in the domain for an oil- 

water system, therefore, depends on a IocaI "ailowabiIity" critenon and a gobai "accessibility" 

criterion. 



2.4.1 Two Phase Flow Fundamentals 

2.4.1.1 Capillary Pressure 

As rnentioned previously, the effects of interfaciai tension between two phases gives rise to 

capillary pressure. The capilary pressure is defined as the difference in pressures across the 

interface between two immiscible fiuids. The greater pressure wilI exist in the fluid on the concave 

side of the interface, this king termed the nonwetting fluid. This tenninology evotved frorn the 

fact that in the presence oCa solid surface, one fluid will preferentidly "wet" the surface. The 

wetting criterion is defined through the use of the contact angie, the ande that the interface makes 

with the solid surface, The wetting fluid is the fluid through which the contact ande is measured 

to be less than 90 degrees, consistent with the convex side of the interface. 

Capillary pressure may be quantitrttively defined as: 

where P, is the capillary pressure, Pm, is the nonwetting phase pressure, and P, is the wetting 

phase pressure. in order for the nonwetting phase (usuaily the NAPL in a water-NAPL system) to 

enter a "voici" occupied by the wetting phase, the capillary pressure must be large enough that the 

interface between the two fluids is of such a form as to dlow entrance. For entrance into a 

facture, Kueper and McWhorter (1991), assuming that locally the hcture resembles a parailel 

plate opening, performed a force baiance for entry into the fracture: 



where P, is the entry pressure of the fracture, ais the interfaciai tension between the two fluids, 8 

is the contact angle measured through the wetting phase, and e is the fracture aperture giving rise to 

the first continuity of the nonwettin; phase. Assuming a circular aperture, nther than the parallel 

plate approach yielded: 

Kueper and McWhorter (1991) postulate that the tnie entry pressure for a fracture will lie 

somewhere between the vdues given by (2-32) and (2-33), but most likely closer to (2-32). 

By examining equations (2-33) and (2-33) it cm be seen that the entry pressure is directly 

proportional to the interfacial tension, and inversely proportional to the aperture. Given a variable 

aperture fracture of large extent in both directions orthogonal to aperture, it c m  be seen that the 

amount of nonwettinp phase in that fracture wilI increase for l q e r  fractures, and for lower 

interfacial tensions. The specific relationship between the capillary pressure in the system and the 

amount of nonwettinp phase in the fracture (&O cermed saturation) is comrnonly quantified 

through the use of a capillary pressure-saturation curve. These curves are readily measured in the 

laboratory for porous media, but are Iess readily available for fractured media. Figure 2-1 depicts a 

capillary pressure-saturation curve for a single fracture taken from Reitsma and Kueper (1994). 

The data is weil fit by a Brooks-Corey relationship (Brooks and Corey, 1966): 

where P, is the capillary pressure of interest, Pd is the displacement (or entry) pressure, A is a pore- 

size distribution index (or aperture distribution index) and S, is an effective wetting phase 

saturation given by (Brooks and Corey, 1966): 



where S,, is the wetting phase saturation, and Sr represents the residual wetting phase saturation. 

2.4.1.2 Relative Permeability 

When two fluids are present in a rock fracture, the presence of each will interfere with the mobility 

of the other. This is expressed in terms of relative permeability, kr, so that for a medium with 

intrinsic permeability k the effective permeability to fluid 1, &en the presence of fluid 2, is 

&. The relative permeability varies from O to 1, with O expressing severe (totd) interference 

and total immobility of the phase. 

The effective wettinp phase saturation is related to relative pemeability for the water phase 

through (Brooks and Corey, 1966): 

and to the nonwetting phase through (Brooks and Corey, 1966): 
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Figure 2-1. Capillary Pressure Curve for Single Rough Walled Fracture (Reitsma and 
Kueper, 1W) 

Very few references cm be found in the Iitenture to studies conducted which solely examine 

relative permeability effects in fractures (Reitsma (1992), Reirsrna and Kueper (1994), Pniess and 

Tsang (1990), Mendoza (1992), and Persoff and Pruess (LWS)), but the work of Reitsma (1992) 

has lent credence to the fact that similarities exist between fracture behaviour and the much more 

intenseIy studied porous media behaviour. 

FuIcher et aI. (1985) studied the effects of CapiUary Number and its constituents on reIative 

permeability curves in porous rock. They found that km was only a function of interfacial tension 



and viscosity. and not of capillary number (defined as the ratio of viscosity tirnes velocity to 

interfaciai tension times porosity). The wetting phase permeabilities, on the other hmd, were a 

function of capillary numkr. They dso observed no rate effects with flow rates between 16 and 

80 ftiday. 

Persoff and Pruess (1995) perfonned laboratory tests on nplicaeed naturai rough-walled fractures 

to mesure relative permeability for a gris-liquid systern. They found that even at itgorously 

controlled pressure boundq conditions, instabilities developed within the fracture due to capitlary 

effects and pressure drops due to viscous flow. Measurements of relative pemeabiIity showed 

significant phase interference, with relative permeabilities drastically reduced at intermediate 

saturations. They dso found that the proposed reiationship k,+km=l for a gas-liquid system 

(Gilman and Kazemi (19831, Rossen and Kurnar (1992)) was not vaiid except for at very smdl 

wettinghonwetting saturations. 

Simulation of fracture flow can be considered either as a limiting case of flow in a porous medium 

or as an elabontion of pipe flow. Historicaily, the porous medium approach has been used for 

situations involving saturated flow. This approach, when extended to two-phase flow, emphrisises 

the importance of capillq and viscous forces, and negiects inertiai forces. Under conditions of 

high velocity and relatively open hctures, such as neara production we11, the mechanîsrns may 

involve ineaiai andor turbulent flow effects. In such situations, a two-phase pipe tlow approach 

may be warranted. 



The following sections provide a brief outline of modelling efforts to date on two-phase flow in 

fractures. They are broken down into t h e  distinct categories, repcesenting the different special 

interest goups wfüch are actively researching the mas: AirNater systems, GdOil systerns, and 

NAPUWater systems. 

2.4.2 Two-Phase AirNater Systems 

The majority of work on two-phase flow in fractures to date has deait with the speciai case of air- 

water flows, particularly as they related to high-level radioactive waste storage in unsaturated rock 

masses. Foum et al. (1993) performed a series of airlwater experiments in smwth and artificially 

roughened fractures (glass plates). They found that the relationship between pressure drop and 

Fiow rate was not linear for any situation other than a smooth, paralle1 fracture. This deviation 

from Iinearity indicated a deviation from Darcy's law (see section 2.3 ,  but not necessarily 

turbulent flow, The experiments aiso showed that no static flows existed, but rather moving 

structures in which only one phase is continuous were fomed. This behaviour was found at 

hydraulic apertures of approxirnately 1.0 mm, for a range of hydraulic _mdients of 1 to 20 kPdm- 

To account for the deviation from Darcy's law, Fouraret ai. (1993) fonnuhted an amendment to 

Darcy's law based on an empiricai correction factor (B)  calibrated from the flow rate vs. pressure 

drop datx 



where Q is the volumetrîc flow rate per unit width, and b,, is the hydraulic aperture derived from 

the intrinsic permeability: 

Fourar et al. (1993) used the data from their experimentai work to assess three different models for 

two-phase flow in a fracture: porous medium @arcyls Law); pipe flow (Navier Stokes); and 

equivaient homogeneous flow. 

For the Darcy model, as the flow regime is airlwater, capillary pressure is negligible and the 

relative permeability values are solely functions of the viscosity, fluid velocities, pressure gradient 

and hydraulic aperture. Experimentd work found that the relative permeabilities were not purely 

functions of saturation under these conditions, and Darcy's law was inaccunte at the Reynolds 

nurnbers in the experimentd set-up. The pipe flow rnodel was a better fit to the data than the 

Darcy model, but the homogeneous model, with ail fluid properties avenged was found to give the 

besc Fit for the experirnental data. In this model, however, the pressure drop was solved through a 

comlation between an empirical friction factor, and the average Reynolds number of the two 

fluids. This procedure is of Little practical use to large-scaie problems. 

Peters and Klavetter (1988) deveIoped a continuum approach model to the simulation of water 

fi ow in a porous, fractured, unsatunted rock mass. in this situation, as pressure head is negative, 

most of the water in the rock will be in the porous matrix, with only smdi penduIous rings and 

films wiehin the fractures. The fracture conductivity in this case wili approach, but not be equd to, 

zero. As the matrix saturation increases, the fracture saturation wiii also increase, but in a highiy 



non-linear manner. The conductivity of the fracture will also increase, up to the point of zero 

pressure head, or saturated conditions. 

The method of Peters and Klavetter (1988) used a continuum approach, developed from the 

methods of Duguid and Lee (1977) that equates the fluxes through the matrix and the fractures. 

They developed their model based on the assumption that the pressure heads in the fractures and 

the rnatrix are identical in a direction perpendicular to flow. They validated their model through 

comparison to an anaiytical model of matrix recharge fiom partially saturated fractures. The 1-D 

recharge mo&l, however, was extremely lirnited by assurnptions required for solution 

Rasmussen (199 1) used a boundary in tepl  method to simulate flow and transport in a paru'aily 

saturated verticai fracture, and a theoretical fracture set Using a s h q  interface approach 

(different from the continuum approach of Peters and Klavetter (1988)) Rasmussen (1991) found 

good agreement between his method and analyticai solutions and labontory experiments. His 

simulations pmduced a point of interest: that zones of water were present under both positive and 

negative pressure head. Thc ;rnpikxtions of this are twofold: first, the equivalent continuum 

models which assume uniform pressuïe heads within a fracture may provide inaccurate predictions 

of velocities; and second, regions of saturation wilI be present in vertical fractures at pressures 

heads p a t e r  than the critical capillary suction of the fracture (pressure head at which ~ C N R  de- 

satuntes). Unfomnately the discrete fracnue appmach, solved through the BIM, requires 

sipificmt computationai space, so much so as to make modelling of reaiistic scaies presently 

impossible. 



Wang and Nansimhan (1985) performed a modelling study to investigate the aspects of aidwater 

flow in a fractured porous medium. They hypothesized that, as the material drains, the water wilI 

be held in by capillxity in the finer m n e d  matrix. In addition, as fiacture surfaces are not 

smooth, where fracture apertures are small, islands of water film will be held (after significant 

drainage), joining adjacent matrix blocks across an otherwise impermeable fiacture. With the 

presence of hi& air phase saturations, the conductivity of the fracture will decline significantly, 

eventually becoming lower than that of the porous mauix. 

Wang and Narasimhan (1985) developed theoretical relationships between fluid pressure head and 

fracture saturation, pressure head and fracture conductivity, and pressure head and the portion of 

the surface that remains wetted. With some simplifying assumptions, they found that simulation of 

flow under partially saturated conditions could be adequately modelled with a minimum of specific 

Fracture data. The highly transient system response in going From saturated to partiaily saturated 

conditions was, however, extremely sensitive to the actual fracture properu'es, and, therefore, the 

inherent assumptions. 

Abdel-Saiam and C hrysikopoulos (1996) coupled several diverse aspects of fncture flow (fracture 

skin, stochastic aperture distribution, and dual-porosity) in a quasi-be dimensionai (the maulx is 

represented by a series of 2-D @ds linked orthogonal to a fracture) finite element model, Their 

results are experimentdy supprted by Wan et ai. (1996) who found that increased matrix 

permeabiiity tends to reduce the formation of wetting phase fingering in the fracture. Abdel-Salam 

and ChrysikopouIos (1996) also found that an increase in the standard deviation of the fracture 



aperture distribution Ied to a faster increase in potentid across the system, and an increase in 

correlation length Ied to a decrease in totai flux a m s s  the fncture. 

The experimental work of Wan et ai. (1996) aIso proved the theoreticai results of several others 

researchers, ttiat with initiai wetting phase saturation of Fnctures frorn a porous matrix, F a t  

increases in transmissivity are gained through small increases in the wecting phase saturation. The 

rnechanisrn for this is through the formation of preferential flow "wedges" along contact of the 

rnatrix blocks. 

Themen (1992) examined saturated/unsarurated flow and contaminant transport in a three- 

dimensionai space consisting of fmctured rock with a porous matrix. in conmting the effects of 

matrix pemeability, he found that when the matrix had a hi& pemeability it controlled the overail 

flow and concentration profiles in the sandstone, and no preferential migration of the contaminant 

dong the fractures was seen until complete wetting phase saturation was achieved. This finding is 

in contradiction to the experimentd work of Wan et al. (1996). 

2.4.3 Two-Phase GasIOil Systems 

Horie et al. (1990) presented a laboratory study investigating the d e p  of capillary 

interconnection across rnatrix biocks in a gdoil system. Using a series of stacked column 

experiments, in which miitrix blocks were stacked vertically in a core holder, the investigation 

showed strong capiUary interaction benveen neighbouring btocks. Three modeis were proposed 

for the capillary pressure of the hcture: Pc=O, P,=Conmt (non-zero), and PC=PJSw). Their 



results showed that, for two-phase flow, the fmt two models were inconsistent with the laboratory 

data. They could not, however, propose a functiond for the thicd model, but reasoned that, &en 

the failure of the first two representations, the third seemed logical. 

Firoozabadi and Hague (1990) expand upon the work of Horie et al. (1990) by further investigation 

of the form of the capillary pressure functiond in the fractures of an oiVgas dual porosity system. 

Assuming that the form of the capillary pressure relationship is similar to that of porous media, and 

based on the work of1wa.i (1976) and Schrauf and Evans (1986), Firoozabadi and Hague (1990) 

conceptuaiized a fracture as a pair of pmlIel plates with shdlow cone shaped asperities extending 

from each plate to touch at their tips. Using a pph i cd  procedure to solve, explicitly, for the shape 

of the liquid bridge between solid surfaces, the saturation-capillary pressure relationship is found. 

With this relationship it was found that the maximum capillary pressure at 100% saturation (for an 

aspenty angle of incidence of 5 degees) was 1.8~~71 (where b is the fracture aperture). This is in 

cornparison to the parailel plate mode1 where Pc=t&. In the cases where the angle of incidence 

rises to 15 and 30 degrees, the maximum capillary pressures are 1.360h and 0.350., respectively, 

showing that the parallel plate approximation becomes Iess vdid as the angIe of incidence 

increases. The physicd effect of the increase in the angle of incidence is to increase the aperture of 

the fracture, as well as the porosity, and to decrease the tortuosity. This will most likely decrease 

viscous effects, and lower the capillary pressure. This is in direct contrast to the generally accepted 

fact that, in non-contact scenarîos, as the aperture increases, the parallel plate approximation 

becomes more vdid. 



In a discussion of Firoozabadi and Hague (1990). Sahdi (199 1) found great fault with their 

conceptual and experïmental approach. His comments are specified in three main points: fmt, that 

the calculated value of fracture capillary pressure was incorrect; second, that the use of a single 

capillary pressure curve for imbibition and drainage was incorrect; and third, that the maximum 

value of Pcr (fmcture capillary pressure) was too hi&. Sahdi (1991) examined the results of 

Firoozabadi and Hague (1990) from a constriction approach, where the interaction between matrix 

blocks is limited by some constriction coefficient, based on the work of Dodson and Carwell 

(1945) for slotted well liners. in a reply to the discussion of Sahdi (1991) Firoozabadi (199 1) 

defends each point well, but the overall applicability of the initial paper is difficult to assess, and, if 

Sahdi's (1991) cornments an: taken as correct, limited. 

The basic ciifference between the formulations of Firoozabadi and Hague (1990) and Sahdi (199 L) 

lie in the components that control the systern. Firoozabadi and Hague (1990) found that the 

fiacture capillary ptessure is the controlling factor over the rnatrix saturation levels, whereas Sahdi 

(199L), based on unpublished data, found exactly the opposite. The finding of Sahdi (1991) 

implies that the fracture capillary pressure has no effect on the wettinp fluid saturation in the 

matrix. This seems intuitiveiy incorrect, but may be true given certain boundary conditions. 

Land (1968) presented a mies of relationships for the capiltary pressure-saturation dependence for 

both two- (gasniquid) and the-phase (gas/oil/water) systems in rock. The focus was to produce 

equations which satisfied an ernpirical relationship of cesidual nonwetting phase saturation to 

initial nonwetting phase saturation that was hypothesized based on reprted work pubiished to that 



point. The work develops similarly to that for porous systems, and deais only with intact rock 

matrices (which are treated as a porous medium), not fractured systems. 

Babadagli and Ershaghi (1992) studied imbibition into the rock matrix under fracture flow 

conditions and found that it was a strong function of fracture flow rate, matrix capillary pressure, 

and matrix permeability. in the study they produced composite (fncture-matnx) relative 

perrneability curves, and in tum used these to model a dual porosity system as a fracture network 

model. The use of the Effective Fracture Relative PemeabiIity (EFRP) concept was limited to the 

case where experimental data was available for the particular system under study. Babadagli and 

Ershaghi (1993) extended this concept to field scale modelling applications. Limitations to this 

approach incIuded the Iack of consideration of oil viscosity, the inability to model different matrix 

block sizes, and the effects of pvity. 

2.4.4 Two-Phase WaterINAPL Systems 

The considention of systems composed of water and oganic chemical NAPLs is a relatively new 

aspect of research, and has emerged to assist in the understanding of environmental contamination. 

Historicaily the two main factions conducting research into fracture flow have concentrated on the 

movernent of the wetting phase across the fractures (in nuclear disposai research and in the oil 

industry) nther than on the movement of the nonwetting fluid within the fractures. 

The approaches to simulating water/NAPL systems have rnirnicked the results of simiIar research 

in porous media. Outside of the obvious physicai differences, two main differences in behaviour 



have become apparent. Fïrst, since hcture fiow is essentialiy a twodimensional phenornena, after 

imbibition the residual nonwetting phase saturations may be higher in a fracture thm in porous 

media, due to the decreased possibility of by-p~sinp, and second, with a penneable ma&, a 

fracture system is essentially composed of two overlapping continua, which means that the 

ireducible wetung phase saturation is not purely n function of pore size distribution and trapping, 

as with an increase of capillary pressure, wetting phase is able to escape throuph the matnx. These 

two points, though seemingly minor, compose the buk of the difference between the water/NAPL 

flow behaviours in porous and fractured matetiaIs. 

Pruess and Tsmg (1990) presented a conceptuid and numerical model of multiphase flow in 

fractures. The void space of red rough-wdled rock fractures was conceptuaIized a a twu- 

dimensional hererogeneous porous medium, characterized by a Iognomd aperture distribution 

with an exponentid spatial covariance. Pruess and Tsmg use a 2mm nodd spacing in discretizing 

a 40 mm by 40 mm domain for their modelling. 

Pruess and Tsmg (1990) use the parailel plate pemeabiiity expression at each node, and the 

capillary pressure criteria to assess ailowability. No consideration is given for dynamic 

phenornena, and the solution only considers the possibility of a single moving fluid. 

h e s s  and Tsang (1990) used their conceptualization and model to produce capillary pressure- 

saturation curves for their hypothetical fracture. Given the inherent Iimitations of the approach, the 

resemblance to curves from pomus media is not surprising. Using the same approach the authors 

aiso investigate hypothetical relative permeability relationships for the systern. The most 



remarkable tinding of the simulations is the degree of interference between the phases, simiiar to 

that found experimentdly by Persoff and Pruess (1995). The residuai nonwetting phase saturation 

varied from 5 1.5 % to 84 % in the simulations, significantly higher than the value found 

experirnentally by Longino and Kueper (1999). Some mns also found that there was virtually no 

situation in which both phases would be mobile. A general conclusion was made that significant 

simultaneous movement of both phases was more favoured with increasing anisotropic aperture 

distributions, and with increasing spatial correlation length in the direction of flow. 

The reason for the behaviour observed in the simulations can be traced to three factors: the 

lognomal distribution; the two-dimensionality of the system; and the five-point finite difference 

scheme employed. As the lognormal distribution is skewed towarck smdler apertures, for a 

continuous nonwetting phase flowpath to exist, the few large apertures and some of the smaller 

apertures would have to be fiHed with the nonwetting phase. In a two-dimensionai system there 

exist fewer bypassing routes than in a three-dimensional one, which will increase phase 

interference effects. This fact may be offset in the simulations by the tendency of anisotropic 

spatial correlation to segregate small and large aperture pathways, thus artiticially nising the 

relative permeability characteristics of the system. 

Rossen and Kumar (1992) extend the work of Pruess and Tsang (1990) with the development of 

the Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) that calculates relative permeabilities and saturations 

in two dimensional network problems similar to that of Pmess and Tsang (1990). Their approach 

essentially replaces the physicai heterogeneous network wïth a homogeneous network of bonds of 

uniforrn conductïvity, in which individual bonds are replaced at mdom with values h m  the 



aperture distribution of the fncture. This resuIts in a distortion in the pressure drap across that 

bond. in ùie EMA approach, the netwoh is sequentidly replaced with the fraçture apertures such 

that the network conductivity distortion is zero, The EMA approach improved upon the small 

scale and computer intensive approach of Pruess and Tsang (1990), but also included several 

significant disridvmtages. The approach itseif is only an approxirnate solution for conductivity, 

and is an especidly poor one as relative permeabiiities (either wetting or nonwetting) approach 

zero. This problem develops fmm the fact that EMA is a bond percolation approach, whereas 

fracture conductivity is govemed by site percolation theory in addition, EMA cannot handle 

situations where spatial correlations exist in the aperture distribution, an error that becomes more 

pronounced as correlation len,ghs decrease. 

Haghighi et al. (1994) performed a series of micromode1 experiments to investigate the exchange 

of fIuid between matnx and fmctures. Through the use of carehlly etched @ass micromodels, they 

simulated mauix flow through a uiangular and square Iattice type mangement of identical pores 

coupled to a fracture of approximately twice the size. These studies revealed that mamx invasion 

only occurred above a certain flow rate in the fracture (represented by the critical capillary number 

of the matrix pores). The experimental resuIts were simulared with a network mode[, as the exact 

spatid disuibution of pores and sizes was known. With these results, effective relative 

permeabilities were tound to depend on the viscosity ratio, contrary to homogeneous systems. The 

work was limited by irs restricuon to two dimensions and the regularity of the mmix 

discretization. 



Through a series of experiments Reitsma and Kueper (1994) presented an anaiysis of the hysteretic 

relationship between capillary pressure and fluid saturation for a single rough wded rock fracture. 

They found that the Brooks-Corey relationship used in porous media was adequate in describing 

relative permeability in rock frachues, and that the Brooks-Corey equation proved superior to the 

van Genuchten form. This resuit was also found (numerically) by Mendoza (1992), but the 

Brooks-Corey relationship was found to be inferior to a power Iaw formulation for the nonwetting 

phase transrnissivity. From the capillary pressure-saturation curves Reitsma and Kueper (1994) 

attempted to derive an aperture distribution for the fracture studied. Under the assumption chat the 

entire fracture can be represented as an assemblage of subdivisions each represented by two 

parailel plates separated by a discrete distance and having a definable areal exrent, three 

approaches were taken to develop aperture distributions. 

in the type 1 conceptuai model, al1 regions having local entry pressure less than the capillary 

pressure of the systern are assurned CO be invaded. The type II model uses the assumptions from 

type 1, with the further caveat that order of encounter in considered, i.e. only those regions which 

are hydraulically connected by the nonwetting phase to the edge of the fracture plane cm be 

invaded. The type iii mode1 is identical to the type iT, wwith the exception of the exclusion of 

theoretical matrix flow. in the type iI model, if the entry capiLlary pressures in the srnall apertures 

surrounding an isolated large apermre region are exceeded, nonwetting phase flow occurs into the 

region, but the only exit for the wetting phase is through matrïx flow, a factor not explicitly 

considered in the experimental work. h the type iIi model, there is no consideration of mamx 

flow, and an isolated region of Iarge apertures wouid remain as irreducible wetting phase. 



Reitsma and Kueper (1994) developed an apparent aperture distribution from their data by 

assuming a series of discrete voIume elements (based on the aperture and mal extent of theù 

subdivisions) representing the fracture volume. The volume invaded with e x h  rise in capillary 

pressure is hown from the experimental data, thus a surnmation throughout the test results in a 

cumulative normalized m a  of the fmcrure invaded at a @ven capilIary pressure. From bis, a 

corresponding aperture was calculated, and could be plotted as a cumuIative probability curve. A 

comction factor was required in the work, the value of which (0.9) w u  chosen to provide the best 

fit to the data, as an actual value could not be deterrnined from the experiments. 

2.4.4.1 Numerical Simulation of Two-Phase WaterNAPL Systems 

Kueper and McWhorter (199 1) simulated simultaneous two-phase flow in a single vertical fracture 

using a mass conservation approach: 

where qWi and qnWi are the fluxes of the wetting and nontvetting phases respectively. They assume 

that both phases occupy theirown set of flow channeIs wiihin the fracture plane, and taking z in the 

vertical direction, the fluxes can be represented by Dmy's law: 



Equations (42) and (43) c m  be reduced to a fom with only 2 dependent variables, through the 

capillay pressure relationship, and subject to S,+S,,,=I.O. Assurning locally isotropie conditions, 

the cross derivatives in (40) and (41) c m  be ignored: 

--- as, a [exkm ( y w ] ] + $ [ ~ ( ~ + P w S g ) ]  = Cdi 
a-r P w  

These equations are highly non-linear in form, due to the dependence of the relative peneabilities 

and the capillary pressure on saturation. Kueper and McWhorter (199 1) simulate a fracture sirnilar 

to that of Pruess and Tsang (1990), with a lognomai aperture distribution following a stationay, 

exponential autocorrelation with principal correlation Iengths of 4.4 and 13.3 percent of the domain 

size in the x and t directions. 

in sensitivity analyses, Kueper and McWhorter (1991) found that the time taken for a DNAPL to 

traverse a fmctured aquitard is inversely proportiond to the height of DNAPL above the fracture 

(available capillary pressure), the aperture of the fncture, and the dip of the fracture to the 

horizontai. 

Huyakorn et al. (1994) presented a three-dimensional the-phase model for simulation of the 

movement of non-aqueous-phase Liquids in porous and hctured media The model uses a 

combination of Galerkin finite element, upstream weighted finite difference, hybrid spatial 

approximation, and other procedures. Primarily designed to work in porous media, they expand 

the formulation to include both discrete Eracture and dud-porosity reprcsentations. No abiIity to 



hande aperture distributions is included, and matrix contributions are treated as superpositional 

sources within the framework. The dud porosity approach is identicai to that of Barenblatt et al. 

(19601, with two discrete yet fully overlapping continua and a quasi-steirdy state approximation for 

the matrix/fracture fluid transfer tecm. The paper focuses on the solution techniques to the problem 

and not on the physicd representation. 

An explicit saturation approach to the simulation of two-phase flow in a fracture was presented by 

Murphy and Thomson (1993). The developed mode1 represented the flow system as 

incompressible parallel plate flow within two-dimensional subregions of constant aperture. The 

mode1 is formulated through the use of a five-spot finite volume technique and by treating the 

fluid-fluid interface as a discrete pressure discontinuity. As in the work of Rasmussen (1991) this 

treatment of the interface nquires an exact representation of Ihe interface location. Rather than the 

numericdly eiegant but computationdly cumbersome boundary formulations of Rasmussen (1991) 

and others, Murphy and Thomson (1993) rneet this requirement by not onIy defining the d e p e  of 

s;l~urstion for each cell, but also the specific distribution of the phases. This approach is possible 

through a step-by-step application of Darcy's Iaw creating a series of steady-state approximations 

completed in two steps. Specificdly, a pressure solution For both phases throughout the domain is 

cdculated at time t, followed by a flow solution (using the above mentioned technique) from t to 

t+&, and then a new pressure solution fort+&. 

The disuibution of the phases is represented by one of 15 possible scenarios, which the authors 

believe to be sufficient to cover ail possible phase distributions within a c d .  The distribution 

within a ce11 in conjunction with phase saturations wiM determine several pnctical points such as: 



flow volumes in an out of the ceil, trapping criteria, and saturation. A limit of this system, 

however, is that flow across a boundary is Iirnited to one phase only. To ensure that this has a 

minimal effect, a suitably fine discretization is required, 

Some of the main conclusions of this paper were: nonwetting phase giobules may undergo 

repeated pinching as other flow paths open during drainage; nonwetting fluids may be excluded 

from open fracture regions by intervening tight aperture regions; a fluid may mip t e  downslope, 

opposite to the flow of a less dense fluid if the buoyant force is sufficient; and that isolated ganglia 

may migrate due to pressure gradients in the surrounding fluid. Al1 these points predict similar 

behaviour for two-phase flow in fractures and porous media. 

Gilman (1986) presented a finite-difference mode1 to simulate multiphase flow in a double porosity 

reservoir. Using the assumption that the flow is dominated and controlled by the fractures, the 

mmix blocks must, therefore, act as sources to the fractures. Specific interest was shown to the 

effects of phase segregation in the matrix blocks and its effect on the recoveries from the system. 

This was achieved through the subdivision of the discrete matrix blocks into either stacked or 

nested subdomains. Cornparisons with single matrix block simulations showed marked differences 

when the effects of phase sepregation are taken into account. The effect of bloçk discretization 

was to increase the wetting phase saturation in the matnx blocks with time, or h m  a petroleum 

industry standpoint, to increase the apparent production of the system. Unfortunately the mode1 

was only a 1-D representation, and computational time was found to increase by up to 80% for 

each mamx block subdivision. In addition, the required capilIary pressure to cause nonwetting 

phase mamx invasion is extremely high for most rock types, and is not Iikely to be encountered. 



Braester (1972) formulated an analytical solution to the situation of two-phase flow through a 

fnctured porous media, for the case of horizontal displacement of a nonwetting fluid in one 

dimension. The work was Iimited in two main areas: the medium was treated as being 

homogenous with respect to fractures and matrix, and the effects of capillarity in the fnctures was 

ignored, The matrix is simulated as a bundle of randomly oriented capillary tubes to derive the 

source function to the fracture. Braester (L972) found chat the ratio of the volume of nonwetting 

fluid expelled from a system during imbibition to the volume of wetting fluid that entered the 

system is dependent upon the total flux. This is in contrat to porous media where the ratio is 

independent of the flux. 

Thomas et al. (1983) developed a three dimensional rnodel for sirnulating three phase flow of ;as, 

oi1, and water in a fractured medium using the dud porosity approach. The system was modelled 

as king cornposed of a continuous fracture systern Eilted with discontinuous reservoir blocks of 

known properties and geornetric shape. Local flow was assumed to occur only in the fractures 

with the matrix blocks acting as sink or source terms. The mode1 was shown to agree well with 

that of Kazerni et al. (1976) for simulations of single block and five-spot recovery tests. The 

expansion of the rnodel to sirnulating three-dimensional field examples can only be viewed as a 

qualitative exercise, given the ambiguities of the duaI porosity approach. Simplifying assumptions 

were also incorponted, such as straight-line fracture relative permeabilities, and fracture capiilary 

pressures of zero. An example of this is the h o s t  identicd performance of the three dimensional 

example to that of a singe block surrounded by water. The pitfalls of the dual porosity approach 

are especially apparent here, as the modei's resdts infer ehat scale is not a factor in the problem. 



In another purely numericai investigation, Mendoza (1992) investigated two-dimensionai two- 

phase fiow in a parailel plate scenario. Using micro-discretizations across the fracture plane, each 

having a unique entry pressure and transmissivity, the macroscopic capillary pressure was 

detennined through percolation theory. This approach allowed for an in-depth investigation of the 

physicai dependencies of the capillary pressure and transmissivity. Mendoza (1992) found that the 

capillary pressure was directly dependent upon the mean geometric aperture, and the nonwetting 

phase transmissivity upon the variance of the aperture field. Both quantities were found to be 

independent of the inclusion of a porous matrix component. 

The use of the fractionai flow approach to the simulation of multi-phase flows was investigated by 

Binning and Celia (1999). The fractionai flow approach uses a goveming saturation equation 

suitable to solution through method of characteristics, coupled to a global pressure equation. The 

approach is computationally efficient on smail hornogeneous problems, but has yet to be expanded 

to include general boundary formulations or heterogeneous material properties. 

Fully compositional three-dimensional simulation of multiphase flow and transport in fnctured 

systems was presented by Slough et al. (1999a) in which the matrix and fracture systems are both 

treated explicitly, and no equilibrium assumptions are made. The model is used to examine the 

effects of matrix diffusion upon the migration of a DNAPL through fnctured clay. The use of a 

constant nonwetting phase injection boundary condition, however, prevents the system h m  

performing in a natural manner, and causes an overestimation of the effects of matrix porosity on 

the rate of DNAPL migration. The model of Slough et al. (1999a) is fuaher limited by the lack of 



differentiation between drainage and imbibition in the functionai relationships for capillary 

pressure and relative permeability. Ross and Lu (1999) also investigate the retardation of a 

DNAPL moving down a vertical fracture due to mas  lost to the matrix. With an analytical 

formulation, they concluded that sipificant retardation of the nonwetting phase of cornmon 

organic contarninants would not occur in rock, except for in fractures with apertures less than LO 

Pm. Ross and Lu (1999) report similar results for high porosity clays, but the aperture increases eo 

approximateiy 20 prn. The fomulation of Ross and Lu (1999), due to its analytical nature, does 

not incorporate relative permeability, nor capillary over-pressuring (the existence of capiIlary 

pressure p a t e r  than the entry pressure of the fracture). 
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CHAPTER 3 - FACTORS AFFECTING DNAPL MIGRATION IN 

A SINGLE FRACTURE' 

3.1 Introduction 

The presence of DNAPL in the subsurface is recognized as a significant source of Ion,- a terrn 

groundwater contamination at many sites throughout North America and Europe (Cherry et al., 

1996; Freeze and McWhorter, 1997). DNAPLs of environmental concem include PCB oils, 

chlorinated solvents, coal tar, and creosote. A release of DNAPL to the subsurface will 

distribute itself as both disconnected brobs and ganglia of Iiquid referred to as residual, and in 

continuous distributions referred to as pools. The relative proportions of residual and pooled 

DNAPL depends upon a number of factors including DNAPL density, interfacial tension, 

capillary properties, release rate, and hydnulic ,mdient. At many sites in North America, the 

volume of DNAPL released to the subsurface is sufficient to penetrate bedrock and fractured 

chy aquitards located beneath the wateaabIe. 

Kueper and McWhorter (1991) developed a conceptual mode1 for DNAPL flow through 

saturated fractured environments, pointing out that once entering a fracture network DNAPL will 

rnigrate preferentially through the Iargest aperture fractures and will in generai prefer to migrate 

vertically downwards in response to pv i t y  forces. Lateral fiow will aIso occur, provided the 

entry pressure of intersecting horizontal fractures is overcome, and any verticai migration 
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pathways are incapable of accepting the incoming flux of DNAPL, or are non-existent. Because 

DNAPL is more dense than water, it wiil also enter dead-end vertical fractures and in the case of 

a relatively coarse-gained rock type, rnay also enter the rock matnx provided that sufficient 

capillary pressures are generated. 

Parker et al. (1994; 1996) pointed out that due to the porous nature of the matrix surrounding 

fractures, the DNAPL trapped in fractures may dissolve into the aqueous phase and diffuse into 

the matrix. The life span of DNAPL in such situations c m  range from less than a day to 

hundreds of years depending on the chemical composition of the DNAPL, the physical properties 

of the matrix, and the fracture aperture. 

Ross and Lu (1999) presented an analytical soIution to investigate the effects of mass transfer to 

the matrix on the advancement of DNAPL down a vertical fracture. Using a dimensionless 

"Nitao" number, Ross and Lu present a method of determining if the effects of matrix diffusion 

are significant on the rate of advance of a DNAPL front. The analytical formulation, though 

allowing for dynamic flow behaviour, did not incorponte the effects of relative permeability, or 

an explicit representation of capillary pressure gradients. 

Numencai investigations of DNAPL flow in a single fracture (Slough et al., 1999, Esposito and 

Thomson, 1999) have examined the effects of porosity, aperture, and spacing on DNAPL 

migration, and on factors affecting mass removai fiom a h t u r e d  system. Slough et al. (1999) 

found that increasing the mauix porosity dramaticaily increased the required time for DNAPL to 

penetrate a 10m long fracture. SIough et al.'s (1999) use ofa  constant nonwetting phase flux 



boundary condition at the top of the fracture, however, influences the relationship between 

matrix pomsity and nonwetting phase front advancement. Reynolds and Kueper (2000) 

performed a similar analysis on migration through a 3m fracture embedded in a clay-Iike matrix, 

with the incorporation of a constant capillary pressure boundary condition above the fracture to 

simulate pooled DNAPL, and showed that porosity has less of an impact on DNAPL migration 

in such a scenario. 

The objective of this study is to advance the above works by considering fully the effects of 

gavity, capillary pressure, relative permeability, viscosity, and matrix diffusion on the rate of 

DNAPL migration through fractured porous media, and the length of time required for 

contminants to "rever~e'~ diffuse back out of the matrix once al1 DNAPL has been removed 

from the fractures. This work is focused on a single fracture, as understanding at this scale is a 

prerequisite to understanding and anaiysis at the network and field scales. 

3.2 Methodology 

The numencal mode1 used in this work (QUMPFS, Reynolds and Kueper (200 1)) is a fully three- 

dimensional, multiphase compositional simulator, which alIows for explicit simulation of matrix- 

fncnire interactions, non-equilibrium phase partitionirig, and hysteresis in the relative 

pemeability and capiIIay pressure-saturations relationships. The partial differentid equations 

goveming isotherrnal muhiphase flow with multicomponent transport in porous media on which 

the mode[ is based are: 



B =l..n,, i= l . .n ,  

where n, is the number of phases, Bis the phase of interest, n, is the number of components, i is 

the component of interest, cd is the rnolar density of phase fi, SB is the fraction of void space 

occupied by phase fi, @ is the porosity of the medium, vg is the flux of phase 13, .K~B is the mole 

fraction of component i in phase 0, Dia is the dispersion tensor for component i in phase B. qio is 

a source or sink of component i in phase b, and Iio cepresents the inter-phase mass transfer of 

component i to or fmm phase P. The goveming equations are discretized through the finite 

volume method using a lumped mass time derivative. 

The physicd system used in this study consists of a single frrtcture embedded in a porous matrix. 

The fncture is either 3 m or 10 m long, and is inclined from 30 to 90 degrees below horizontai in 

various simulations with unit depth into the third dimension. The spatiaI discretization 

perpendicular to the fracture grades from 100 microns adjacent to the fracture to over LO cm at 

the edge of the domain. This fine discretization is required to handle the steep concentration 

,-dient that exists at early tirne between the fracture and the matrix, and which greatly affects 

the behaviour in the system (Slough et ai., 1999). The vertical discretization begins with 1 cm at 

the top (inlet) of the fracture, and grades to 10 cm at the bottom (outlet) of the fracture. Most 

simulations incorporated between 1500 and 4251 control volumes. AIL simulation domains were 

oriented with sides paraile[ to the horizontai and vertical axes, the clifferhg fracture inclinations 

being simulated through manipulation of the gavity term in the discretized equations. 



Flow boundary conditions on the domain consist of no-flow dong al1 vertical edges, and 

constant wetting phase pressure dong the top and bottom of the domain, such that the pressure 

dismbution is hydrostatic. DNAPL was introduced into the top of the fracture under a constant 

capillary pressure of 42% Pa, equal to 0.3 m of pooled TCE situated at the watertable, which is 

located at the top of the domain. This value was chosen to allow entry into al1 fracture apertures 

simulated in this study. Al1 simulations terminated when nonwetting phase appeared in the 

lowest ce11 of the fracture. Transport bouridary conditions were set such that aqueous phase 

contaminant was unable to leave the domain except at the fracture outlet. Figure 3-1 illustrates 

the domain of interest. 



2~iffusion into rnatrix 

DNAPL Migration 
in fracture 

Figure 3-1. Simulation Domain for All Single Fracture Scenarios (L - Fracture Length (m), 
y - Fracture Inclination) 

Table 3-1 presents the range of parameters used in this study (values in bold denote the base 

case). The choice of parameters to Vary in the study (aperture (e), rnauix porosity (@), matrix 

distribution coefficient (Kd), and fracture inclination (y)) was based on the work of Kueper and 

McWhorter (199 1) and Pankow and Cherry (1996), who identified these as the key parameters 

controhg DNAPL migration in fractured clay. In gened, the geologicd parameters were kept 

within what wouId be considered appropriate for a clay or silty-clay deposit. 



Pore Size 2.0 I Longitudinal 
Distribution Index Dispersivity 0.01 m 

Table 3-1. Physiochernical parameters 

Residuai Wetting o. 1 I Transverse 
Phase Saturation Dispersivity 0.001 rn 

Pararne ter Value 

Wetting Phase Fniction OWnic 0. ~,O.OI,O.OO~ 
Viscosity 1.0 IO-' Pais 1 Csrbm (W 

Panmeter Value 

Wetting Phase 
Density 1000 kg/m3 / Fracture Aperture 1.5, M. 50 p n  

Interfacial Tension 2.0 x 10.' N h  1 Mntrix Paraslty 0.1,0.3,0.5 

The migration of five DNAPLs was investigated in this wotk: ChIorobenzene (CB), 12- 

Matrix Permeability 1.0 x 10-17 m2 

dichloroethylene (DCE), Trichloroethylene (TCE), Tetrachloroethylene (PCE), and 1 2 -  

Fracture 
lnclination 30,60,90 O 

dibromoethane (EDB). The chemical properties of these compounds are presented in Table 3-2. 

These compounds are comrnonly occumng DNAPLs and exhibit a wide range of physio- 

chemical properties. 

Table 3-2. Chemical parameters of DNAPLs 

Parameter CB 1,L-DCE TCE PCE EDB 

Density (kg/m3) 1100 12 10 1460 1630 2180 

Solubility (mg/L)' 500 3350 1100 200 4200 

Viscosity (cP) 0.80 0.36 0.57 0.90 1.72 

D* (m'ls) 8,7x10-'~ 1.0 1x10-~ 1.0 1 x 1 ~ ~  8.7x10-'O 9 . 6 ~  10-'O 

1 -Mackenzie 1988 
2 - Hayduk and Laudie (1974) 



3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Rate of Migration 

The five DNAPLs chosen in this study Vary significantly with respect to solubility and density. 

TCE is representative of a moderately dense, modemtely soluble DNAPL, while EDB can be 

considered a heavy and very soluble DNAPL. The other three DNAPLs were selected to span 

the endpoints of the spectrum; PCE as heavy and slightly sohble, CB as light and slightly 

soluble, and DCE as light and very so tubte. 

Figure 3-2 presents the breakthrough times (time required for DNAPL to reach bottom of 

fracture) for each of the five DNAPLs. Noie that foc, $, and y were set to the base case values, 

and that the fracture permeability is calculated as e'112. The resuits presented in Figure 3-2 

illustrate the "homogenizing" effect that large apertures have on the DNAPL migration rate. The 

breakthrough times for the 30 pm and 50 Fm aperture hctures are similar, differing by Iess than 

a factor of 3.5 for the 10 m fracture, and by Iess than a factor of2.5 for the 3 rn fracture. This 

simiiarity illustrates the difftcuky in predicting the resuits of complex systems without the use of 

numerical models. Based on consideration of density and solubility alone, it might have k e n  

expected that PCE wouid transit the system most rapidly (hi& density, low solubility), and DCE 

the sIowest (low density, high solubility). This is only the case, however, in the L5 aperture, 

10 m long fracture. 







Direct cornparison of the migration predictions of this work to that of Ross and Lu (1999) is 

difficult, due to the limitations of the analytical solution of Nitao and Buschek (1991) employed 

in their derivation. The mathematical formulation of two-phase flow in a fracture used by Ross 

and Lu (1999) ignores the effects of the reduction in nonwetting phase permeability due to the 

presence of the wetting phase (and indeed ignores the existence of the wetting phase entirely 

behind the DNAPL front). In addition, the boundary conditions of their solution are such that the 

nonwetting phase pressure at the upper boundary of the fracture is set equd to the entry pressure 

of the fracture, and therefore they cannot consider the effects of capillary over-pressurization. 

The reduction in nonwetting phase permeability due to the presence of the wetting phase, and 

capillary over-pressurizaiion caused by a DNAPL pool above the fracture which exceeds its 

entry pressure are off-setting phenomena, reducing (relative permeability) and increasing (over- 

p~ssurization) the mass flow into the system as compared to Ross and Lu (1999). The relative 

importance of these factors to an accurate analysis of the migration of DNAPL through a fracture 

is demonstrated in Figure 3-3, which presents the migration of the PCE and CB fronts through a 

3 m fracture for a 60' dip. The effects of reIative permeability are clear in the delayed arriva1 

time (more than 100%) of PCE at the terminus of the fracture in this work as compared to that of 

Ross and Lu (1999). The effects of relative permeability and the resultmt increase in travel 

times increases the mus lost to the matrix over that predicted by Ross and Lu (1999). 

It should be noted that the breakthrough times on this graph are at Ieast two orders of magnitude 

iess than the theoreticai inflection point used by Ross and Lu (1999) in their cakulations, after 

which the effects of mass Ioss through matrix diffusion become increasingly important. Based 



on this, Ross and Lu (1999) predict that the presence of the matrïx will not affect the migration 

of the DNAPL for al1 of the cases presented here. As wiii be discussed further on, matrix 

diffusion does influence the breakthrough times exarnined in this study. Slough et al. (1999) 

found that the mioption rate of the DNAPL was also sensitive to the form of the relative 

permeability function, though comparison is difficult due to their use of a nonwetting phase 

injection boundary condition at the entrance to the fracture. 

The dmost co-incident arriva1 times predicted for CB in Figure 3-3 are an artefact of the 

particular parameters chosen in this work. Breakthrough time predictions for a 10 m long 

fracture for CB are significantly longer in this work compared to the work of Ross and Lu (1999) 

( pa t e r  than 60 hours as compared to approximately 3 1 hours). The CB results presented in 

Figure 3-3 do show that capillary over-pressurization has some affect on the rate of DNAPL 

migration, but only at earIy time. The increased depth of penetration predicted by this work (as 

compared to Ross and Lu (1999)) at early time is a function of the capillary over-pressurization 

of the system. The capillary effects are more pronounced for CB as opposed to PCE as the over 

pressurization forms a larger component of the nonwetting phase driving force due to the Iower 

density of CB. 



1 

Time (h) 

Figure 3-3. Cornparison of the Vertical Location of the DNAPL Front vs. Tinte betwcen the Numerical Model and the 
Analytical Formulation of Ross and Lu (1999( 



Fipre 3-4 presents the breakthrough times for the simulations in which the dip of the fracture 

was varied for each of the DNAPLs (with dip being measured from the horizontal). Physicaily, a 

shallower dipping fracture reduces the p v i t y  component of the Darcy flux through the fracture 

(by 50 percent, for example, for a dip of 30"). thus reducing the volume of DNAPL entering the 

fracture per unit time. The flux of DNAPL into the fracture is also, however, a function of 

rnatrix diffusion. For the 10 m TCE simuIations, for example, the flow into the fracture at late 

time (almost equal to breakthrough time) for the 30' dipping fracture is 58.2 percent of that for 

the 90' dip. With the ratio of gravity farce alortg the fracture being 0.5, the extra flow in the 30' 

case is accounted for by more mass Ioss to the matrix due to the longer residence tirne in the 

fracture to that point. 

Overail, the effect of dip on the migration rate of the DNAPL is less pronounced than the effect 

of aperture, as an increase in dip from 30 to 90 degrees resulted in a decrease in breakthrough 

time of up to 550 percent compmd to a decrease of up to 9300 percent for an increase in 

aperture from 15 to 50 Pm. This comparison is sornewhat offset when the actuai travel distance 

of the DNAPL is taken into account. Recail that the breakthrough times are defined as the time 

required for the DNAPL to traverse the 3 m (or LO m) clay Iayer. For a fracture with a dip of 

30°, this translates into an actuai mvel distance of 6 m dong the fracture in a 3 m thick clay 

layer, and 20 m in a 10 m thick layer. 
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if the migration rate of the DNAPL is assurned constant, the combination of the inmerise in travel 

distance and the decrease in gravity driving force should result in an increase in migration time 

of 400 percent. For DCE in a 30 degree dipping fracture in a 10 m thick clay layer, for example, 

the additional increase in breakthrough time due to the increase in mass lost to the matrix due to 

the increased travel cime is on the order of 40 percent. In ternis of p m e t e r  estimation, 

however, an error in the estimation of aperture by 10 to 15 Pm will have a rnuch p a t e r  impact 

on the DNAPL breakthrough time than an error in the estimation of dip by 30 desees. This 

illustrates the fundamental importance of king able to estimate fracture aperture when 

performing travel time calculations, 

Figure 3-5 presents the breakthrough times for the simulations in which the fraction oforganic 

carbon contained in the matrix was vrined between simulations. The results clearly demonstrate 

chat the effect of increasing the sorptive cripacity of the rnatrix has only a small effect on the 

migration of the DNAPL through the fracture (with the possible exception of CB). Table 3-3 

presents the aqueous phase rnatrix retardation factors (R) for each DNAPL for each of che f, 

vaIues used in this work for a rnauix porosity oP0.3 and a dry bulk density of k.86 gcc. The 

relatively large value of R (176.3) for PCE with a f, of 0.1, for example, would tend to indicate 

that significant retardation of the DNML front rnight occurdue to rnatrix losses. This is not the 

case, however, as the low solubility, high density, and low viscosity of PCE rnask the effect. The 

even Iarger value of R (221.0) for CB with a f, of 0.1 i m p m  onIy siight retardation upon the 

migration of the DNAPL front, most notably in the 10 m fracture. in cornparison to PCE 

(despite simiiar viscosities and organic-carbon partition coefficients) the small density of CB 

results in sIower movement of DNAPL through the fracture, and increased relative diffusive [and 



therefore sorbed) losses to the matrix. It shouid be pointed out that this effect is masked in the 3 

m fracture, as travel times are rapid enough to minimize matrix losses. 

Figure 3-6 presents the breakthrough times for the simulations in which the porosity of the 

matrix was vaied for each of the DNAPLs. The irnmediate conclusion from these results is the 

aimost complete insensitivity of the DNAPL migration rare to matrix porosity. The lesser 

sensitivity to porosity as compared to f, is due to the offsetting effects of increasing porosity 

from a rnatrix storage standpoint. The increased porosity results in a lower value of the bulk 

density of the soil, and thus a smaller amount of sorbed mass per volume. The increased 

porosity increases the dissolved storage capacity of the matrix, however, by increasing the 

volume of wetting phase occupying a unit volume of aquifer. An increase in porosity from 0.3 to 

0.5, for exmple, results in an overall net increase in matrix storage capacity (both dissolved and 

sorbed) for CB of 19.0 percent. In contrat, increasing f, from 0.01 to 0.1 without changing the 

matrix porosity increases matrix storage by 166 percent for CB. 



3m Fracture 

10m Fracture 

Figure 3-5. Breakthrough Times (First Arrical of DNAPL at Bottom of Fracture) for Various Values off, 



Table 3-3. Matrix Retardation Factors (44.3, ph=1.86 p;/cc) 

foc (percent) 

Compound O. 1 0.0 1 0.00 1 

CB 221.0 23 .O 3.2 

DCE 54.1 5.3 1.4 

TCE 85.0 9.4 1.8 

PCE 176.3 18.5 2 -8 

EDB 62.3 7.1 1.6 

These resuks for porosity are sigihcantly different than those presented by SIough et al. (19991, 

who found that increasinp the matrix porosity from 0.1 to 0.5 for TCE in a 30 prn aperture, 10 rn 

long fracture sigificantly increased the breakthrougb tirne for the DNAPL. The apparent 

contradiction between these findings is explained by an exrunination of the nonwetting phase 

boundary conditions applied to the top of the fracture. SIough et al. (1999) used a constant 

injection rate of DNAPL equal to 0.4 mIld for their simulations, as opposed to the constant 

capiilriry pressure boundary condition employed in this work, The impact of using the constant 

capiIIary pressure condition is to atIow the physics of the system to determine the amount of 

DNAPL that encers the fracture. An increased amount of matrix diffusion, for example, would 

result in an increased arnount of DNAPL entering the top of the fracture. 

Figure 3-7 presents the percentage of total mas  in the system that resides in the matrix (in 

sorbed and dissolved fom) for the base case 3 m TCE run in th is  work, and an identical 

sirnuIation in which DNAPL is injected into the [op of the fracture at a ate  of 0.4 mUd. M e r  

four hom the DNAPL has mipied to within 0.3 m of the bottom of the fracture with the 
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capillary pressure boundary condition, as opposed to onIy 0.06 m from the top of the fracture in 

the injection case. The simulation in which the DNAPL is injected at a constant rate results in 

greater than 40 percent of the mass in the system resident in the matrix after 4 hours, as 

compared to less than 7 percent for the constant capillary pressure boundary condition. The use 

of a constant Iow injection rate in the work of Slough et al. (1999) does not capture the effects of 

capillary over-pressuring at the top of the fracture. 

The controlling factor in the assessment of the effects of matrix diffusion on the rate of DNAPL 

migration is the amount of mass transferred to the macrix in relation to the amount of mass 

entenng the fracture as replenishment. Figure 3-8 presents the ratio of mass flux (mous) into the 

matrix through diffusion (in dissolved phase) to mass flux (mous) entenng the fracture (in both 

the dissolved and nonwetting phases) as a function of time for a 10 m fracture dipping at 60 

degrees. The results show that this rehtionship is primady a function of solubility, as the order 

(from bottorn to top) is CO-incident with the increasing solubility of the DNAPLs. The exception 

to this is the placement of EDB slightiy below DCE despite its greater solubility. This stems 

from the large difference between the densities of the two DNAPLs, resulting in a larger gravity 

component of the driving force replenishing EDB to the fracture. The Iarge density difference is 

countered somewhat by the greater viscosity of EDB which reduces flow-rate dong the fracture, 

the resultant k ing very similar behaviour between EDB and DCE. 

The question of the ability of rnatnx diffusion to arrest DNAPL migration through a vertical 

fracture is also addressed through the results presented in F imm 3-8. For the DNAPL to stop 

migrating, at a minimum, the mass lost to the ma& wouid have to exceed the mass entenng the 
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inlet of the fracture. The ratio presented in Figure 3-8 would therefore have to exceed 1.0 for a 

significant length of time, as even in a temporriry net loss scenario the nonwetting phase would 

continue to flow vertically downward under imbibition conditions due to the effect of gravity 

until the entire DNAPL mass has exhausted itself to residuai. The closest this comes to 

occuning is for the two high solubility DNAPL (EDB and DCE), both of which are approaching 

asymptotic behaviour to a value less than 1.0 when breakthmuph is achieved. If the results from 

Figure 3-8 are extrapolated to a fracture in excess of 10 m in length, when the mas  ratio 

becomes constant, the DNAPL will be migratin; at a constant velocity. As can be seen from 

Figure 3-8, the lenpth of time required to approach the asymptote and hence the iength of 

fracture traversed up to this point in time varies €rom DNAPL to DNAPL, and will also vary 

with hydrogeologic setting (aperture, Kd, matrix porosity, etc.). The time and distance required 

to reach asymptotic behaviour will be l q e r  for heavier, less soluble DNAPLs (e-p. PCE). 

3.3.2 Remediation 

The results from the previous sections have show that the mas  lost from the nonwetting phase 

due to dissolution and matrix diffusion is usudly not enough to significantly retard the migration 

of DNAPL through fractures. This lost mass, however, poses a threat to the Ion,- = tenn 

groundwater quality of the aquifer exclusive of the presence of DNAPL in the fnçtures. To 

demonstrate this, five additional simulations were performed in which 5 mL of each of the 

DNAPLs was allowed to enter a 30 pm aperture, 3 m long fracture subject to the iniet capilIary 

pressure used previously (4295 Pa). After 5 mL had entered (Iess than 1 hour in each case), the 

DNAPL source to the fracture was removed and a wetting phase hydraulic gradient of 0.01 was 



applied to flush clem water through the fracture (resulting in a groundwater velacity within the 

fracture of 0.64 rnld). The simulations allowed for DNAPL dissolution into the flowing 

groundwater (assurning equilibrium partitioning), as well as matrix diffusion. The various stages 

of interest are illustrated in Figure 3-9. 

Stage 1 

Stage 3 

Figure 3-9. Direction of M a s  Elux Within the System a) During DNAPL Invasion, b) 
During DNAPL Redistribution to Raiduai, c) After DNAPL Disappe~nuice 



The srnall volume of DNAPL that was ailowed to enter the fracture was not sufficient to reach 

the exit of the fracture. The deepest penetrating DNAPL (PCE) reached a maximum depth of 2.1 

m into the fracture before becoming immobile under imbibition. In contrast, primarily due to its 

greater solubihty and viscosity, EDB only penetrated 1.4 m into the fncture before depleting 

itself to residual. In ail cases the DNAPL continued to migrate verticaliy after the source was 

removed, but at a slower rate due to the reduced capillary driving forces and progressive 

reduction in nonwetting phase relative permeability that occur under imbibition. After the 

initiation of the clean water flush, the DNAPL rapidly partitioned itself into the aqueous phase 

due to the presence of flowing water. The life span of DNAPL in the fracture for these 

simulations ranged from 15 hours (following the start of injection) for DCE to p a t e r  than 140 

days for the relatively insoluble and slowly diffusing PCE. 

Figure 3-10 displays the dissolved concentrations of each DNAPL at the exit of the fracture as a 

function of tirne. Despite the presence of nonwetting phase at early times within the fracture, the 

exit concentrations never reach more than a fraction of each individual DNAPL's solubility. 

Under the equilibriurn dissolution assumption in this work, concentrations in the invaded 

portions of the fracture are always at solubility levels while DNAPL exists. Downgadient 

concentntions, however, are rapidly attenuated by the matrix throughout the portion of the 

fracture that was not invaded by DNAPL. This is evidenced by the temporal location of the 

maximum in the effluent curves, which occurs between 275 and 350 days after the disappearance 

of the nonwetting phase from the system. The line on Figure 3-10 represents a concentration of 

5 pP/L (ppb), a typicai remediation goal for certain chlorinated compounds. The tirne required to 

reach this level is on the order of 500 to 1000 years for the DNAPb studied, despite the 



disappearance of the nonwetting phase in less than a year in each case. This is primacily due eo 

the sIaw nature of moiecular diffusion, the dominant transport process in these simuhtions once 

the nonwetting phase disappeae from the fractures, and the retardation impmed by sorption 

phenornena, It is of interest to note that the two low solubility organics (CB and PCE) require 

the greatest amount of time to reach this 5 pg/L Iimit (up to 300 years longer than EDB and 

TCE) due to their dfinity for sorption to the clay matrix, 

The process of reverse diffusion (from matrix to fracture) during the clem water flush is further 

retarded by the presence of opposite concentration gndients within the matrix, one towards the 

fracture, and another away from the fracture towards the centre of each matrix "block". At very 

early times (when DNAPL is present in the fracture) a uni-directional concentration gradient 

exists, from the solubility levels within the fracture towards the uncontaminated areas of the 

mntrix farthest nway from the fracture. The concentrations at all points within the matrix 

continue to increase with time, as long as DNAPL is present to maintain the high concentrations 

within the fracture, and cm reach the solubility of the orgmic in certain crises (Figure 3-1 1). 







Figure 3-11 shows the maximum concentration achieved in the matrix for each simulation. The 

two low solubility organics (Cl3 and PCE) achieve solubility limits in the matrix adjacent to the 

fracture, which are maintained untiI the DNAPL source in the fracture is exhausted. The three 

higher solubility DNAPLs, however, never achieve this Ievel within the mauix. The 5 pg/L line 

is again drawn in Figure 3- 1 1 and shows that concentrations above this Ievel persist for up to 

1283 years within the matrix (for PCE), longer than exceedances were observed at the fracture 

terminus (due to dispersion and dilution within the fracture). After the disappeamce of the 

DNAPL and the instigation of the water flush, the maximum concentration in the system no 

longer exists in the fracture, but rather some distance into the matrix. As a result, the initial 

concentration gradient is reversed across the fracture wall. The dissoived contamination is now 

moving in two directions from the point of highest concentration, towards and away from the 

fracture. 

3.4 Conclusions 

The single most important factor conuolling the migration rate of DNAPL through a single 

fncture is the fracture aperture. Increasing the fracture aperture from 15 pm to 50 pm results in 

an approximately 20-fold increase in the rate of migration. Sirnilar variations in the parameters 

goveming matrix diffusion have a relativeiy insignificmt influence on DNAPL migration rates. 

The effect of the inclination of the fracture on the migration rate of the DNAPL is significant, 

primarily due to the increased len-a of travel required to traverse the aquitard and the reduced 

pvity dnving force in the direction of flow- The rnass lost to the matrix due to the increased 



travel time can aiso retard the migration (up to 40% for DCE in a 10 m fracture). Although the 

mass lost to the matrix increases with an increase in f, and matrix porosity the resulting decrease 

in DNAPL migration rate is negligible. The use of a constant capillary boundary condition 

ensures that the system is not artificially lirnited in its ability to replenish the lost DNAPL. 

The similarities in breakthrough times predicted in the Iarger aperture fractures for the five 

DNAPLs illustrates the difficulty in predicting migration times without the use of numerical 

models. Based solely on an examination of the solubility and density, the DNAPL with the 

slowest breakthrough time would be expected to be DCE. This, however, was not the case in the 

majority of the simulations. In al1 cases (with the exception of the 15 pm aperture, 10 m Iong 

fracture) CB was found to be the slowest migrating DNAPL. The insensitivity of the migration 

rate to matrix diffusion decreases the importance of solubility, and increases the importance of 

viscosity and density. 

in assessing the decrease in migration rate due to matrix diffusion, the most descriptive indicator 

is the ratio of mass lost to the matrix to mas  replenishment rit the fracture entrante. This ratio is 

primanly dependent upon the solubility of the DNAPL when ail other factors remain the same. 

To arrest downward migration, this ratio would have to exceed 1.0 for a significant length of 

time. This never occurred in any of the simulations perforrned in this work. This is due to a 

limitation in the "contributing length" of the DNAPL body. As the DNAPL penetrates through 

the aquitard the ratio of mass lost to mass repIenished becomes essentiaily constant, as the matnx 

adjacent to the upper portions of the fracture becomes saturated with contaminant, and no longer 

acts as a si& to the DNAPL in the fracture. 



The presence of the dissolved and sorbed contaminant within the matrix presents a much longer 

term impact on groundwater quality than the presence of the DNAPL in the fracture. if the 

DNNL source to the fracture is removed, the DNAPL will quickiy become entrapped as 

residual and then disappear due to dissolution and resultant rnatrix diffusion. Once the fracture is 

devoid of DNAPL, two concentration gradients exist within the matrix, the first engendering 

"reverse" diffusion back into the fracture, the second pushing contamination deeper into the 

rnatrix. In time this behaviour reverts to the case where a single gradient exists, driving 

contamination only towards the fracture. These processes can result in aqueous concentrations 

exiting the fracture above acceptable values for up to 1Oûû years after the disappearance of 

DNAPL from the fracture. 
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CHAPTER 4 - FACTORS AFFECTING MULTIPHASE FLOW 

AND TRANSPORT IN FRACTURED GEOLOGIC SEQUENCES~ 

4.1 Introduction 

Contamination of groundwater in contact with dense, non-aqueous phase liquids ONAPLs) such 

as PCB oils, chlorinated solvents, and creosote has become a major environmental concern over 

the course of the Iast two decades. Many sites worldwide have been identified where significant 

volumes of these chernicals have been released to the subsurface. Given the relatively low 

solubility and other physio-chemical properties of DNAPLs, they cm peneuate to Iarge depths 

below the watertable. Historically, the existence of low permeability units in the subsurface 

(clays, silts, etc.) was thought CO be an effective barrier to further vertical migration of DNAPLs. 

Recently, however, it has been shown that the near ubiquitous presence of fractures in these low 

permeability units (McKay et al-, 1993) removes their effectiveness as capillary bürriers to 

DNAPL migration (Kueper and McWhoner, 1991). 

Kueper and McWhorter (1991) presented a conceptuai mode1 in which DNAPL preferentially 

enters the higher aperture (lower dispIacernent pressure) fractures in both clay and rock. Given 

the low storage capacity of the fractures themselves, even smdl volumes of DNAPL are capable 

of traveling large distances through interconnecteci fncture pathways, Longino and Kueper 

(1999) demonstrated that the residual saturation left behind migrating DNAPL cm be as high as 

'Reynolds, D.A., and B.H. Kueper. 1001. Factors Affecting Multiphase Flow md Transport in ClaylSand 
Sequences, Journal of Contriminitnt Hydralog. In Press. 



27% of fracture volume, and is dependent upon factors such as fracture dip, fracture aperture, 

hydraulic gradient, and maximum capillary pressure attained during drainage. Parker et al. 

(1994) demonstrated thix residual DNAPL has a finite lifespan in fractured porous media as a 

result of diffusion into the mauix, with timescales on the order of weeks to several hundred years 

depending on the DNAPL and matrix properties. Although the above studies have sipificantly 

advanced our understmding of DNAPL in fractured deposits, they have not considered 

behaviour in akemating sequences of frdctured and granular porous media. 

The focus of this work is on numerical simulation of DNAPL movement through layered 

sequences of fractured and unfnctured porous media. Sedimentary deposits of this type are 

cornmonly found in shoreiine and deItGc depositional environments, and compose a majority of 

the surface geology dong the Gulf Coast of the United States. A typical subsurface environment 

in this area consists of Pleistocene Age sequences of clays and siky clays with thin, interbedded 

sand intervals. Frorn a goundwater resource standpoint, the most impoaant feature of these 

mas is the prevalence of deep srind aquifers (for exmple the Chicot in Southern Louisiana) rhat 

are used as drinking water supplies for many people. The resuits of this study also have 

application to shdlow sequences of cIay aquitards separated by sandy aquifets, characteristic of 

many settings worldwide. 

The complexities of numencally simulating the behaviour of multi-phase flow and transport in 

fractüred media have led to a great deal of research and mode[ development in ment years. 

Kueper and McWhorter (1991) developed a two-phrise mode1 capable of simulating DNAPL 

flow (without dissolution and aqueous phase transport) through orthogonal fncture systems- 



Slough (1997) introduced CompFloi-v, a multi-phase multi-component simulator capable of 

simulating both DNAPL migration and plume migration. Reitsma and Kueper (1998) developed 

a complex compositional simulator to investigate non-equilibrium dissolution effects in alcohol 

flooding of porous media that, however, was Iirnited to one-dimension. Murphy and Thomson 

(1993) and Esposito and Thomson (1999) developed a numencal mode1 that does not rely on an 

empirical capillary pressure-saturation relationship, but rather defines phase location explicitly. 

These models, however, do not include mass transfer or advection of an aqueous phase except 

under certain restrictive assumptions. To the authors' knowledge, there has not k e n  any 

published research which utilizes the benefits of compositional simulation to investigate multi- 

phase flow and transport in fractured, layered geologic sequences containing multiple sand units. 

The specific objective of this paper is to systematically study the migration O€  DNAPLs through 

Iayered sandclay systems below the watertable, with specific emphasis on the effects of 

hydraulic gradient, displacement pressure ratios between the interbedded sands and the fmtures, 

the importance of dissolution in potentially retarding the rate of DNAPL migration, and the role 

of DNAPL release volume. These four factors will be assessed by exarnining their effects on 

DNAPL first arriva1 time at the base of the system, and mass flux into the lowermost sand, The 

first portion of this work inuoduces QUMPFS (Queen's University Multi-Phase Fiow 

Sirnulator), a the-dimensional, two- phase, compositional simulator developed to simulate 

muhiphase flow and transport in fractured porous media. 



4.2 Numerical Model 

A three-dimensional multiphase compositional simulator, with the capabilities of modeling 

advection. dispersive and diffusive fluxes, equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase partitioning, 

and capillary hysteresis was developed to investigate the fate of NAPLs in discretely fractured 

porous geolopic media. The mode1 is based on the equations governing isothermai multiphase 

flow and multicomponent transport in porous media (Abnola and Pinder, 1985): 

where n,, is the number of phases, n, is the nurnber of components, P is the particular phase of 

interest, c,g is the molar density of phase fi, @ is the porosity of the medium, S g  is the saturation 

of phase /?, -rip is the mole fraction of component i in phase fi, va is the Darcy flux of phase /3, Dig 

is the dispersion tensor for cornponent i in phase /3, qia is the sourcelsink term for component i in 

phase P, Iig represents the inter-phase mass transfer of component i to or from phase @, and t is 

time. 

The constraints amongst the mole fraction, saturation, and mass transfer tenns, as well as the 

forms of the dispersion tensor, and equilibrium m a s  transfer are given elsewhere and not 

repeated here (Unger et al., 1995, Reitsma and Kueper, 1998). The phase flux vector, vg, is 

expressed according to Darcy's law @ex, 1972): 



where k '  is the intrinsic permeability tensor of the medium, k,p is the relative permeability to 

phase B, pg is the viscosity of phase 8, Pp is the pressure of phase /3, pp is the mass density of 

phase P, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and z is the elevation. 

The Brooks-Corey functional relationship between capillary pressure and saturation (Brooks and 

Corey, 1964) is adopted in the mode1 for both the Fractures and the porous media based on the 

laboratory work of Reitsma and Kueper (1994): 

where P, is the capiIlûry pressure defined as the difference between the nonwettinp and wetting 

phase pressures, Pd is the displacement pressure of the medium, A is the pore size distribution 

index, and S, is the effective wetting phase saturation given by: 

where S,, is the wetting phase saturation, and Sm the irreducible wetting phase saturation. 

Mendoza (1992), using invasion percolation theory, perfonned a Monte-Carlo analysis and 

compiled mean capil lq pressure and relative penneability curves for multiple realizations of 

fracture aperture distributions, and also found that the results were adequately nrpresented by the 

Brooks-Corey model. Mendoza (1992) also pointed out that the capillary pressure-saturation 



rehtionship exhibits hysteretic behaviour at the scde of a single fracture plane, sirnilar to the 

behaviour of DNAPUwater systerns in porous media. Reitsma and Kueper (1994) observed 

hyseeretic behaviour in measuring the relationships between capillary pressure and fluid 

saturation in a single, rough-walled fracture. 

To capture the effects of capillary hysteresis in the model, the technique of Gerhard et al. (1998) 

was adopted, which uses a linear approximation of the imbibition and secondiuy wetting curves, 

based on the initial and residual saturations. Since relative permeability is generally accepted to 

be weakly influenced by saturation history (Bear, 1972), the non-hysteretic Brooks-Corey 

saturation-relative permeability relationship is adopted (Brooks and Corey, 1964): 

where km is the relative permeability of the wetting phase, and km,, the relative permeability of 

the nonwetting phase. 

Equation 14-11 is discretized using the finite volume method, incorporating the porous matrix as 

three-dimensionai block cells, and the discrete fractures as two-dimensional planar cells. The 

discretized form of equation (4-11 is: 



where 1 is the node of interest, J represents a node connected to node I,  q, represents the set of al1 

nodes connected to node I, pb is the dry buik densi ty of the porous medium, Kdi is the distribution 

coefficient of component i, VI is the volume associated with node 1, t is tirne, n, is the number of 

nodes, n, is the number of components, N+l denotes vaLues at the present tirne step, and N 

denotes values at the previous tirne step, The fluid potenriai of phase at node 1, ygr, is given 

where subscript iJ+1/7 represents the central weighted value between nodes 1 and J such that: 

The molar densities are dso cenually weighted: 

The advective and dispersive transmissibility terms (nj, are given by: 



where k,J,l/l is the harmonic mean of the permeability between nodes I and J,  Al/ is the cross- 

sectional area between nodes I and J, and ArrJ is the distance between nodes 1 and J. 

The advective flux, sourcelsink, and inter-phase mass transfer terms are treated implicitly within 

the model, while the non-advective flux term is treated h o u &  the combined explicit-implicit 

Formulation expressed in [4-121. The discretized equations are linearized through a Fu11 Newton- 

Raphson iterative process including optirnized under-relaxation, with the resulting matrix 

equations solved through moditled ORTHOMIN (Behie and Forsyth, 1984) acceleration. 

The use of mass lumping and fully implicit time-weighting produce a monotone solution 

regardless of the time step size. Further, ail advective flux terms are upstream weighted to 

ensure monotonicity, a technique that does not introduce significant numerical dispersion of the 

phase saturation variables due to the self-sharpening nature of the progressing saturation fronts 

(Aziz and Settari, 1979). The model's use of upstream weighting in terms involving the 

advective flux of dissolved contaminants will, however, produce numerical dispersion, 

particuIarly in regions which are advection dominated and have high wetting phase saturations 

(ünger et ai., 1996). The effects of this induced error are not expected to be significant in this 

study due to the Iack of spatiaily extensive aqueous phase plumes. 

The numerical model was verified against the analytical solution of McWhorter and Sunada 

(1990), which fully incorpontes the effects of capillarïty. In addition, a two-dimensionai version 

of QUMPFS was validated against a two-dimensional heterogeneous sand Iens experiment 

(Kueper and Frind, 199 1). QUMPFS was dso verified against two anaiyticai solutions involving 



aqueous phase transport, the one-dimensional advection dispersion solution of Ogata and Banks 

(1961), and the two-dimensionai solution to the problem of transport in a system of p d l e l  

fractures (Sudicky and Frind, 1982). These verification and validation procedures provide 

confidence that, in a two-dimensionai cross-section, QUMPFS correctly simulates the physics of 

rnulti-phase flow and aqueous phase transport. QUMPFS (as opposed to FRACAS) was required 

in this work to allow for the transport of the nonwetting phase into the sand lenses. 

Et has recentIy been shown that with some approaches, the Ievel of spatial discretization cm 

greatly affect the prediceions of phase migration through fracture intersections (Slough et al., 

1999). The spatial discreeination used in this mode1 incorporates an exact representation of the 

fracture intersections through the use of a control volume representing the actual intersection 

(Figure 4-1). To aid in the Newton Raphson procedure, the actuai volume of the intersection ceIl 

is increased by "borrowing" from the adjacent cells representing the horizontal fracture (Figure 

4-1). It has been found that this approach greatly ecises Newton Raphson convergence, as the 

volume of the intersection cell is sirniiar to that of the adjacent fracture cells. This approach 

introduces a slight approximation into the systern during the discretization of the 

dispersioddi ffusion term. The area term in the transmissi bility equation [4-121 for the fracture 

control volumes adjacent to a fracture intersection is the area before "bormwing* occurs. This 

will cause a slight over- or underestimation of mass transfer if the mole fractions in the 

intersection control voiume is significantly p a t e r  than that in the adjacent FMcture conuol 

volumes. The combination of this discretization approach and the unifom aperture dismbutions 

used in the present study circumvents the problems encountered with other approaches. 



Figure 1-1. Fracture Intersection Discretization Showing '%orrowing9' Approach 

4.3 Methodology 

AI1 simulations presented in this study are carried out in a rectangular two-dimensional, vertical 

cross section 60 m in width and 33 rn in height. The domain is initially 100% water saturated, 

with a watertable boundary condition dong the top of the domain, and constant wetting phase 

pressure boundary conditions dong the vertical sides and bottom of the domain. AI1 porous 

medium boundaries, with the exception of the top, were assigned a free exit condition for both 

the nonwetting phase and the dissolved phase. Ai1 fracture boundaries were formulated such that 

contaminant may Ieave under the process of advection only. 

Two different geologic settings were modeled within this framework; the first consisting of a 

singe 30 rn thick fractured clay layer overlying a 3m thick lower sand aquifer (Figure 4-21)? and 

the second identicai to the f i t ,  with the exception that two horizonta1 sections of the clay are 



replaced with sand lenses (Figure 4-2b). The lenses are referred to as the upper sand lem and the 

lower sand lens. The fracture patterns within the clay units between the two domains are 

identicai. The porous medium in both domains is discretized into 240 control volumes 

horizontally (0.25 m spacing) and 264 control volumes vertically (0.125 m spacing), resulting in 

63,360 porous media control volumes. The discrete fractures are discretized at m identical scde, 

resulting in 7,936, and 6,976 fracture control volumes in the first (fractured) and second (lenses) 

domains, respectively. The discretization incorporated in this work (adjacent to the fractures) is 

not as refined as was used in Chapter 3 due to computational limitations. The coarser 

discretization wil1 result in smaller concenmtion gradients immediately adjacent to the fracture, 

and resuit in less mass lost to the matrix, and a corresponding faster predicted migration time for 

the aqueous phase. 

Table 4-1 summarizes the physical parameters used in ail simulations. The nonwetting phase has 

been assigned the properties of trichloroethylene (TCE), a comrnon chlorinated solvent. DNAPL 

was released into the domain through a 3m wide patch in the middle of the upper boundary. This 

source ailowed DNAPL to access three fractures intersecting the top of the domain. A constant 

capillary pressure equal to 14,3 17 Pa was applied to this source in al1 simulations. and was 

removed after LO m3 had infiltrated the domain in those simulations where the source was 

terminated. This capillary pressure corresponds to 1.0 m oCTCE pooled above the watertabie. 



Figure 4-2. Solution Domain A) fractured, B) lens 

Table 4-2 sumrn~zes  the conditions modelied for each of the simulations that were performed. 

For cIarity and brevity during the presentation of results, each simulation has been given an 

abbreviation to help place it into one of four broad categories. FD and FND denote the fractured 

domain, both with dissolution (FD) and with no dissolution 0). LD and LND denote the lens 

domain, both with dissolution (LD) and with no dissolution (LND). Each subset is further 

broken down through the assigning of a simulation nurnber, which pertains to either the applied 

gradient, the type of release, or the displacement pressure of the sand Note that a positive 

p d i e n t  in Table 4-2 produces upward groundwater fiow, 



Table 4-1. Numerical Mode1 Input Parameters 
Parmeter Value 

CIay permeability 1.0 x 10-l' (m2) 

Sand permeability 

CIay porosity 

Sand porosity 

Pore size distribution index 

Residual wetting phase saturation 

Fracture displacement pressure, Pdf 

Clay displacement pressure 

Sand displacernent pressure, Pds 

SandIClay longitudinal dispersivity 

SandlClay transverse dispersivity 

Fracture longitudinal dispersivity 

Fracture transverse dispersivity 

Fracture aperture 

Fracture penneabitity 

Wetting phase density 

Nonwetting phase density 

Wetting phase viscosity 

Nonwetting phase viscosity 

Interfacial tension 

Tortuosity 

Free sohtion diffusion coefficient 

1.0 x IO-" (rn') 

0.35 

0.25 

2.0 

0.10 

1145 (Pa) 

30,000 (Pa) 

326 to 3621 (Pa) 

0.1 (m) 

0.03 (m) 

0.01 (rn) 

0.001 (rn) 

35 (pm) 

1 .O2 x Wt0  (m2) 

Loo0 (kglm3) 

1460 (k&n3) 

0.00 1 (Pa s) 

0.00057 (Pa s) 

0.02 (Nlrn) 

0.10 

1.01 x IO-' (rn2/s) 

Equilibriurn mole fraction in aqueous phase 1.9 x lo4 

Distribution coefficient 1.26 x loJ (m'kg) 

Dry bulk density clay 1.82 x lo3 (kglm3) 

Dry buik density sand 1.95 x 103 (kglm3) 

Applied gradient (positive results in -0.25,0.0,0.1 
u~ward fiow) 



Table 4-2. Identification of Simulations 
Run Domain Gradient Dissolution Relerise ' pds (Pa) 

FNDl Fractured O .O No C NA 

Frac tured 

Frac tured 

Frac tured 

Fractured 

Fractured 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

Lenses 

ienses 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

L, C = Continuous, FV = Finite Volume (10 rn3) 



4.4 Results and Analysis 

4.4.1 First Arrival Time 

4.4.1.1 Effect of lncorporating Sand Lenses 

The time until the Lirst appemnce of DNAPL in the Lower aquifer is termed the bredcthrough 

time. Figure 4-3 presents the breakthrough times for al[ simulations in this work. The most 

srriking conclusion that cm be drawn from the data is the Large increase in breakthrough times 

when sand lenses are incorporared into the domain (Figure 4-3a). The DNAPL reached the 

lower aquifer in less than 5 days in the six simulations performed in the fractured domain, with 

times increasing between the negative, neutral, and positive gradients. 

The average breakthugh time for the eight Lens domain scenarios that eventually reached the 

Iower aquifer was 857 days (2.3 years) (ranging from 120 days for Lm4 to 2345 days (6.4 

years) for LND?), as compared to an average of 3.0 days for the fractures-only domain. The 

most si,onificant factor controlling this behaviour is the Iarge retention capacity of the sand as 

compared to the fractures. Although the DNAPL veIocity is hi& in the fnctures, the DNAPL 

flow rate is exceedingIy smail. A sipificrint period of time must pass before the fiactures have 

supplied sufficient DNAPL to exceed the retention capacity of the sand uni&. This is depicted 

~raphically in Figure 4-4, which shows the location OF the leading edge of the DNAPL as a 

Cunction of time for several scenarïos. Compsuing FND 1 and LND 1 (both having a neutrd 

gradient), it cm be seen that the time required to reach the Iower aquifer increases from 0.5 days 

to over 200 days with the presence of interspersed sand Ienses, 













4.4.1.2 Effect of Hydraulic Gradient 

The DNAPL failed to reach the lower aquifer in five simulations in this work (maximum 

simulation time was 150 years). SpecificaIly, breakthrough was never achieved for any of the 

upward groundwater flow scenarios in the Iens domain (4 simulations), nor for the case where 

the displacement pressure of the sand was less than that of the fractures (1 simulation). In the 

fractured domain, upward groundwater flow did not prevent the DNAPL from reaching the lower 

aquifer, but did slow it by 28.5 to 49.9 percent (FND3 and FD3 respectively) compared to the 

neutral gradient simulation (ml). The effect of hydraulic gradient on the penetration rate 

through the system is also depicted in Figure W. The applied negative gradient (LND4) creates 

downward groundwater flow and therefore increases the penetration rate through the upper 

fractured layer, and slightly increases the rate through the upper sand lens. 

The influence of a vertical gradient in the wetting phase on the rate of DNAPL migration is best 

illustrated using the following one-dimensional fonn of Darcy's Law: 

where q,,,,. is the nonwetting phase @NAPL) flux, k is the intrinsic permeability of the medium 

(porous or fractured), km,, is the nonwetting phase relative permeability, pn,, is the nonwetting 

phase viscosity, P,, is the wetting phase pressure, P, is the capillary pressure, z is the elevation, 

p,, is the nonwetting phase density, and g is the gravhtional constant. 



Equation (13) dearly shows that the wetting phase hydraulic gradient can oppose both the 

capillary pressure and gravitationai gradients, and that downward DNAPL migration will be 

arrested in a one-dimensionai system where: 

Although the applied gradients in this study do not appear to satisfy (14) across the entire 

domain, the condition is met locally within the domain for some simulations. In particular, it 

should be noted that aP& can reach relatively high values locally where the medium 

permeability is low, and where high DNAPL saturations exist (promoting low values of k, 

which in turn promote high values of aP,/az). 

4.4.1.3 Effect of Displacement Pressure 

The effect of increasing the displacement pressure of the sand lenses relative to that of the 

fractures (nin LND2 vs. LNDL, Figure 4-3b) manifests itself as an increased tirne for DNAPL to 

penetrate the sand Ienses and exit the overlying fractures. The long hocizontd plateau in Figure 

4-4 for LND2 near 1 day, for example, is the result of the capillary pressures requiring time to 

buiId up at the base of the fractures prior to overcoming the entry pressure of the upper sand lens. 

The Iogarithmic time scale in Figure 4 4  obscures this behaviour when the DNAPL reaches the 

(op of the lower sand lens (around 350 days). Approxirnately 85 days elapse in mn LW2 while 

the capillary pressures at the base of the fractures build to overcome the entry pressure of the 

lower sand lens. Figure 4-5 illustrates the saturation distribution for mns LNDL and LND2 when 

DNAPL first reaches the lower aquifer. It is clear that there is increased lateral spreading of 

DNAPL in the fractures at the upper elevations as a result of the increased capillary resistance 

exhibited by the sand. 



The simulation in which the displacernent pressure of the sand was lowered relative to that of the 

fractures (run LND3 vs. LNDL, Figure C3b) did not achieve breakthrough into the lower 

aquifer. The relatively lower capiilary resistance of the sand units promoted laterai flow of 

DNAPL out the side boundaries of the solution domain, and prevented the build-up of hi& 

capillary pressures. Simulation LND3 resulted in capillary pressures less than Il45 Pa in the 

lower sand lens. As a result, DNAPL could not penetrate the underlying fractures since the 

capillary pressure never exceeded the fracture e n q  pressure. 

4.4.1.4 Effects of Dissolution 

Of the six pairs of simulations performed in the Iens domain to investigate the effects of 

dissoiution and matnx diffusion on the penetration rate of the nonwetting phase through the 

sysrem (continuous and finite volume releases, three gradients each), three pairs reached the 

lower aquifer allowing for comparïson. The upward gradient scenatios, as was mentioned 

earlier, did not reach the lower aquifer within the simulation period, nor did the neutral gradient 

finite volume release with dissolution simulrited. 
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Figure 4-5. Nonwetting Phase Saturations at Two Breakthroughs into Lower Aquifer 



The increase in breakthrough time as a resuIt of incorporating dissolution into the sand lens 

domain rringed from 67 percent (LNDL vs. LD3), to over 354 percent (LND7 vs. LD5). The 

incorporation of dissolution in the fractured domain increased breakthrough time to a smaller 

degree; 9.1 percent (FND2 vs. FD?) to 25.6 percent (FM33 vs. FD3). These relatively smdl 

increases are similar to those found by Reynoids and Kueper (2000) in a study on the effects of 

diffusive losses co the matrix on the mi,ption rate of DNAPL through a single fracture. The 

larger timescales chat the nonwetting phase requires to reach the lower aquifer in the lens domain 

allows for increased mass Lost to the clay matrix through diffusion. In addition, significant mass 

is Iost from the DNAPL within the sand Ienses thernselves due to dissolution and subsequent 

sorption. 

4.4.1.5 Effect of Ftelease Volume 

An interesting phenomenon occurs in regards to the finite volume releases with dissolution 

incorporaied. As was explained in the previous section, the nonwetting phase in the negative 

,=dient simulation rnanaged to reach the lower aquifer for both dissolution cases, The neutral 

gradient simulation, however, reached the Iower aquifer for the no-dissolution case, but not for 

the dissolution case (Figure 4-3d). The rnass Iost from the nonwetting phase through the various 

processes described above was sufficient to halt the penetration through the Iower sand tens 

above the contact with the clay unit sepanting it from the lower aquifer. The reduced driving 

forces in the system (Iower capilhy pressures due to mass lost to the ma& in conjunction with 

imbibition behaviour) resuIted in an extremely low volume flux to the lower sand lens, which 

was compIeteIy cut-off when the fractures entering from the top entered a residual nonwetting 

phase saturation stiite. This behaviour was not evident in the downward gradient simulation as 



the increased rate of advance (and decreased spreading) dlowed a DNAPL flux to the Lower sand 

lens that was sufficient to ensure complete penetration to the lower clay unit- 

Figure 4-6 compares the bmkthrough cimes of the DNAPL and aqueous phases t'or alI of the 

dissolution simulations that reached the lower aquifer. The high levels of attenuation of the 

aqueous phase by diffusive losses to the matrix, even under downward flowing conditions, are 

evident by the reiatively srnaII hg of the DNAPL behind the dissolved phase. 

4.4.1.6 Long-term Migration of DNAPL 

A pertinent question is raised by this work, conceming the time required for DNAPL to stop 

moving in the subsurface. An exact and detded study of such is far beyond the scope ofthis 

work, but some observations of interest concerning vertical migration cm be made. DNAPL did 

not penetrate to the lower aquifer (wirhin the 150 year tirneframe simulated) in six simulations 

performed in this work. Three of the simulations invoived a continuous DNAPL source for the 

entire 150 years ( D l ,  LND3, LNDS). Excluding the unlikelihood of such a source occumng, 

what was seen in these simuiations was a cessation of vertical migration due to the presence of a 

positive gradient, or a capillary barrier. in the cases where the presence of the positive gradient 

was preventing entry into the fractures undedying a sand lens zuid causing lacerai spreading, the 

DNAPL saturations in the sand imrnediately above the fractures were still slowly increasing after 

150 years, Given this source condition, this slow buiidup wiIl eventualIy cause entry into the 

underlying fractures. 

A more reaiistic exiimination of the timescdes of verticai migration in the system cm be 

conducted on the three finite voIume rdease simulations that did not reach the bwer aquifer 



(LD4, LD6, LND8). Simulation LD6 and LNDS are the finite votume equivdents of the two 

positive gradient continuous release simulcltions discussed in the previous paragaph. The depth 

of penetration of these is significantly less than their continuous release counterparts (do not 

penetrate through the upper sand lens) and al1 DNAPL migration has ceased by the end of the 

simuIations (al1 DNAPL has either exited the domain laterally, decreased to residuai, or is in 

stable pools), Simulation LD4 (finite volume release, neutral gradient) did not reach the lower 

aquifer, but was stopped in the fractured clay irnmediately above it, due to a combination of mas  

Lost to dissolution and reduced driving forces (as compared to the continuous release simulation). 

After 150 years vertical penetration of the DNAPL front has ceased, but slow imbibition is still 

occurring within the main DNAPL body. It shouid be noted chat capillary behaviour within the 

DNAPL body is govemed by the linearized representation OC the imbibition functionzil 

relationship in the numerical mode1 discussed eariier. Different formulations of these functions 

could lead to different predicted behaviour in the system. 





4.4.2 Mass Loading 

A second important facet of multi-phase flow and transport through these fractured layered 

sequences, from a groundwater quality perspective, are the volurnes of contaminant thrit are 

capable of reaching the lower aquifer. If even a small volume of DNAPL enters the iower 

aquifer, it has the capability of contaminating large volumes of water due to low regulatory 

limits, and the low solubility of cornrnon chlorinated solvents. 

4.4.2.1 Nonwetting Phase 

Figure 4-7 presents the fraction of DNAPL entering the lower aquifer relative to the amount of 

DNAPL entenng the systern dong the top boundary at steady-state for a variety of simulations. 

The steady-state values for flow into the fractured system are hydraulic gradient dependent, and 

were appmxirnately 1.4 m3/yr, 1.2 m3/yr, and 0.9 m3/yr for the negative (FNDZ), neutrai. and 

positive (FND3) gradients respectively. Steady-state is defined here as equal masses olDNAPL 

entering and exiting the simulation domain. The six different scenarios in the fractured domain 

showed very little storage or loss of nonwetting phase within the system. The negative and 

neutral gradient simulations both transferred -ater than 99 percent of the DNAPL flow entering 

the system to the Iower aquifer. The positive gradient scenarios sustained some degree of mass 

loss out the sides of the domains through the horizontal fractures, but still transferred greater than 

90 percent of the nonwetting phase through the system. 
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Figure 4-7. Fraction of Nanwettiiig Phase Entcring Systeni Reaching Lawer Aquifer 



The simulations carried out in the lens dornain presented different trends with respect to rnass 

loading into the lower aquifer. Figure 4-7 also presents the steady-state loading fractions for the 

five lens domain continuous release scenarios that reached the lower aquifer. The behaviours of 

the two negative gradient scenarios (LD2 and LND4) are sornewhat sirnilar to that of the 

fractured domain, transfemng 90 and 98 percent, respectively, of the nonwetting phase entering 

the dornain to the lower aquifer. The difference in loading fraction between the dissolution 

(LD2) and non-dissolution 0 4 )  scenuios is p a t e r  than the difference between the 

equivaIent simulations in the fractured domain (8 percent vs. 0.3 percent) due to the increased 

tirne required to traverse the systern, and the resultant greater mass lost to dissoIution/matrix 

diffusion. 

The most stnking data presented in Figure 4-7 are the very small fractions of the DNAPL flux 

that reached the lower aquifer for the neutral gradient simulations (LD3 and LNDL). Less than 7 

percent enters the lower aquifer for the non-dissolution scenario, and less than 3 percent for the 

dissoIution scenario. Without the downward driving force of an applied "pdient, the DNAPL 

tends to pool at the bottom of the sand lenses, and spread laterally. For each sand lens, there are 

a greater nurnber of fractures acting as a source of DNAPL (entering the top) than there are 

acting as a sink (leaving the bottom). The Iateral spreading of the DNAPL eventually reaches 

the side boundaries of the dornain and is lost from the systern. This occurs in each of the sand 

lenses for the equd displacement pressure scenarios discussed previously, but only in the upper 

sand lens for ihe simuIation in which the displacernent pressure of the sand is p a t e r  than that of 

the fractures (LND2). in this simulation, si,pificant mass is lost through the horizontal fractures 

intersecting the domain boundaries as capillary pressures build in the fractures to overcome the 



displacement pressure of the underlying sand lenses. This, combined with a much larger lateral 

loss from the upper sand lens, equates to less than 3 percent of the entering nonwetting phase 

reaching the lower aquifer. 

The mass lost from the system through the side boundaries of the domain would not, in fact, be 

Iost from a real system. The laterai spreading which is occurring under neutral and positive 

gradient conditions would, in an infinite domain, give access to additional vertical migration 

pathways which may eventuaily reach the lower aquifer, and, therefore, increase the percentage 

of total mass reaching the lower aquifer. Compositional simulation at this scale requires 

significmt computing resources and extensive mn times. The domains chosen for this work 

were a balance between available computing resources, and spatial extents required to 

demonstrate the physical processes. 

4.4.2.2 Aqueous Phase 

TabIe 4-3 presents the steady-state aqueous phase mass loading rates into the lower aquifer for 

each of the dissolution simulations where DNAPL reached the Iower aquifer. The largest value 

in the fractured system (FD2) represents less than 5 g/yr of dissolved phase contaminant entering 

the lower aquifer. This is clearly of secondary importance as cornpared to the volumes of 

DNAPL entering the aquifer. It should be pointed out that in the case of a finite volume release 

(LDS), the maximum dissolved phase Ioading into the lower aquifer does not occur when the 

system is at steady state, but rather somewhat earlier as DNAPL is entering the lower aquifer 

(Figure 4-8). 



Table 4-3. Aqueous Phase Mass Loadings to Lower Aquifer 
Run Gradient Mass Loading (gyr) 

FDl 0.0 6.897~10-' 

FD2 -0.25 4.179 

FD3 0.1 1.30~ 105 

LD2 -0.25 0.347 

LD3 0.0 8.87~10-' 

LDS' -0.25 3 1.25 

1 - Not a S teady-state Loading 

The previous discussion has focused on the simulations in which the nonwetting phase was 

released continuously into the system. These are the only simuiations in which steady-state flow 

conditions are approached, dIowing for a standard b u i s  for cornparison. The six simulations 

conducted for the finite volume releases obviously do not achieve a steady-state flow condition, 

but some observations cm be made. The largest volume of DNAPL entered the lower aquifer 

for the ne~ative gradient simulation without dissolution (2.5 m3). Conversely, the volume 

entering the lower aquifer for the negative gradient simulation with dissolution was only 0.2 L. 

in this case, not oniy has dissolution significantly retarded the arrivai of the DNAPL at the lower 

aquifer, but it has also greatiy reduced the volume of DNAPL in the aquifer. The aqueous phase 

mass loading to the lower aquifer for the negative gradient dissolution scenario and a finite 

volume release was the Iargest recorded in these simulations (3 1 g/yr). This high value is due to 

the fact that only two of the hctures entering the lower aquifer were invaded with DNAPL, 

allowing unobsuucted pathways for the aqueous phase (at hiph concentrations) to enter the lower 

aquifer. 
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Figure 4-8. Mass Loading to Lower Aquifer Versus Time (Run LD5) 



This finding (in addition to the results presented in Figure 4-8) shows that the nature of the 

contaminant penetrating fractured layered systems changes over time (assuming that the source 

is depleted at some point) from predominantly DNAPL to predominantly aqueous phase. The 

timescales and relative iunounts transferred during theses different stages will Vary with the 

hydrogeology of the system, and the nature and volume of the contaminant. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The rate of verticai penetration of DNAPL through fractured clay aquitards void of sand lenses 

can be extremely rapid, on the order of days For a 30 m sequence containing 35 pm fractures. 

The presence of vertical gradients can enhance or retard this rate, depending on whether 

groundwater flow is downwards or upwards. The loss of mass to the mauix through dissolution 

and diffusion has relatively Little effect on the penetration rate, given the rapid rate of DNAPL 

migration. 

The ratio of displacement pressures between the fractures and the sand lenses is another major 

controlling factor in the migration time of the DNAPL through the system. Increasing the 

displacement pressure of the sand relative to that of the fractures (by a factor of approximately 

t h e )  resulted in more than a ten-fold increase in the DNAPL breakthrough time. Conversely, 

decreasing the displacement pressure of the sand reIative to that of the fractures (by a factor of 

approxirnateiy three) prevented the nonwetting phase from reaching the lower aquifer. 



The existence of sand lenses interbedded with fractured clay, as  comrnoniy found in deltaic 

depositiond environments, significantly influences the migration times of the nonwetting phase 

vertically through the system. The presence of a 2 m and a 5 m thick sand Iens within the 30 m 

clay lixyer cm increase the time required to traverse the system from a few days to several years. 

The presence of vertical gradients in the layered sequence caused significant changes in the 

DNAPL breakthrough times. A downward gradient of 0.25 decreased the breakthrough tirne 

from over 300 days to less than 150 days, while an applied upward gradient of 0.1 completel y 

arrested the nonwetting phase within the lower sand lens. 

The retardation of the anival of the nonwetting phase in the Iower aquifer, due to the presence of 

rnatrix diffusion, was more pronounced with the inclusion of sand lenses into the dornain as 

opposed to the fractures-only system. The quantities of aqueous phase flux penetrating the 

systern are, however, significantIy less than that of the nonwetting phase in aImost all possible 

scenarios. The exception to this oçcurs in the case of a limited volume release, in which, on 

occasion, no nonwetting phase reaches the underlying aquifer, or the nonwetting phase flow is 

cut-off as the source is depleted. 
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CHAPTER 5 - DNAPL MIGRATION IN FRACTURED 

HETEROGENEOUS POROUS ME DIA^ 

5.1 Introduction 

The presence of DNAPL (Dense, Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid) in the subsurface is recognized as 

a significant source of long-term groundwater contamination at many sites throughout North 

America and Europe (Cherry et al., 1996; Freeze and McWhorter, 1997). DNAPLs of 

environmental concern include PCB oils, chlon'nated solvents, coal tar, and creosote. The 

migration of DNAPL through the subswface will depend upon many factors, such as the 

permeability of the porous medium, the physical and chernical properties of the DNAPL 

(density, viscosity, etc.), and the voIume and intensity of the release itself. Schwille (1988), for 

example, performed extensive hboratory studies examining the migration of several DNAPLs 

through a variety of porous media, showing thzit they may pool above lower permeability layers 

below the watertable, and may aIso become tnpped as immobile residual. Field experiments 

have shown that DNAPL migration pathways through the subsurface can be strongly influenced 

by even minor variations in permeability (Poulson and Kueper, 1991; Kueper et al., 1993). 

Several authors have investigated the effects of subsurface heterogeneity on the migration of 

DNAPL through the subsurface with the use of numerical models (ep. Kueper and Frind, 199 1; 

Kueper and Gerhard, 1995; Dekker and Abriola, 2000). Dekker and Abnola (2000) performed a 
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modelling study investigating the effects of spill release rate, hydraulic gradient, and the 

statistical descriptions of the permeability field in muItiple realization studies incorporating 

random spatially correlated fields. Results showed that the mean, variance, and vertical 

correlation length of the permeability field, dong with the spiIl rate, exerted the most influence 

on the distribution of the DNAPL in the subsurface. Gerhard and Kueper (1995) investigated the 

influence of source strength and size on the infiltration rate and laterai spreading of DNAPL in a 

water saturated heterogeneous porous medium. The infiItration rates in twenty-five realizations 

of a spatially correlated random field were found CO be log-normally distributed and with a 

variance that mirnicked the underiying variation in the permeability field. Gerhard and Kueper 

(1995) also found that increasing the size of the source in relation to the horizontai correlation 

length decreased the variability of the infiltration race. Neither the degree of laterd spreading of 

the DNAPL body, nor the infiltration rate showed any tendency to converge to an ensemble 

average. Bradford et al. (1998) used a numericai approach sirnilar to that of Dekker and Abriola 

(2000) to show that, if the wettability charactenstics of a porous medium are conelated with 

permeability, spatial variations in wettability can have a dmat ic  impact on DNAPL 

distributions, resulting in higher nonwetting phase saturations and increased lateral spreading, 

Significant work has also been undenaken involving the numerical simulation of the migration 

of DNAPL in fractured environments, based on the conceptual mode1 of Kueper and McWhorter 

(1991) which showed that the underlying physics controlling DNAPL migration in porous media 

are identical to that for fractures. The majority of studies to date (Murphy and Thompson, 1993; 

Slough et al., 1999a) have only dedt with the migration of DNAPL through a single fracture, or 

through a fractured clay aquitard overlying a higher pemeabitity aquifer. Reynolds and Kueper 



(2001) studied the migration of Trichloroethylene (TCE) through an idealized layered system 

consisting of 30 m of fractured clay containing two thin interbedded sand lenses. It was found 

that the presence of the sand Ienses retarded the migration rate of the DNAPL through the system 

by orders of magnitude, as compared to a 30 m sequence of fractured clay without interspersed 

sand beds. In addition, Reynolds and Kueper (2001) found that the presence of vertical 

hydraulic gradients and the ratio of displacement pressures between the fractures and the sand 

lenses also affected the migration rate. SIough et aI. (L999b) found that the magnitude of the 

disphcement pressure of the rock matrix surrounding a fncture network exerted significant 

control on the migration pattern of a DNAPL release. 

The presence of fractures in clay environments has k e n  well documented (e.g. McKay, 1995), 

and recent evidence has pointed to the existence of fractures in silts and silty-clays (e.g. Pankow 

et al., 1984). Based on this evidence it is logical to assume that in extremely heterogeneous 

environments, where the permeability ranges over severai orders of magnitude, fractures may 

exist across low permeability lenses linking higher permeability lenses, resulting in a 

combination of fracture and porous media flow within the system. To date, no investigation has 

focused on the rote of fractures in the migration of DNAPL in heterogeneous porous media. The 

objective of this study, therefore, is to investigate the migration and entrapment of DNAPL in a 

heterogeneous permeability environment. containing fractures in the lowest permeability lenses. 

To this end, a series of multiphase flow and transport simulations are undertaken to investigate 

the importance of various key parameters in the distribution of the DNAPL in the subsurface- 

The influence of the mean and variance of the random penneabiiïty field, as well as the d e p e  of 

fracturing within the simulation domain, are snidied 



5.2 Model and Domain Development 

The nurnericd model used in this study (QUMPFS), developed by Reynolds and Kueper (2001), 

has been tested against andytical solutions for rnultiphase flow and mass transport under 

advection and dispersion. In addition, the model has been verified against other pubiished 

numericd simulators (Kueper and Frind, 1991a,b; Gerhard and Kueper, 1995). QUMPFS is a 

three-dimensional multiphase compositional sirnulator, with the capabilities of modeling 

advection, dispersive and diffusive fluxes, equilibrium and non-equilibrium phase partitioning, 

and capillary hysteresis, The model utilizes a finite volume approach to solve the partid 

differential equations goveming isothermal multiphase flow and multicomponent transport in 

porous media (Abrioh and Pinder, 1985): 

where n, is the number of phases, n, is the nurnber ofcornponents, /3 is the particular phase of 

interest, c,,g is the molar density of phase p, qi is the porosity of the medium, Sg is the saturation 

of phase P, -rifi is the mole fraction of component i in phase fi, v,g is the Dxcy flux of phase /3, 

EiP is the dispersion tensor for component i in phase fi, qia is the souree/sink t em  for 

component i in phase fl, Iib represents the inter-phase mass transfer of component i to or from 

phase fl, and t is time. 



Equation set [5-11 is closed by assuming the phase saturations and the mole fractions of each 

component comprising a phase both sum to unity. The mode1 employs the constitutive 

relationships of Brooks and Corey (1964) relating capillary pressure, saturation, and relative 

permeability, with the modifications proposed by Gerhard et al. (1995) to simulate hysteresis. 

The use of Brooks-Corey functions to represent two-phase flow in fractures is supported by the 

work of Reitsma and Kueper (1994). The mode1 is fomulated using a fully implicit approach, 

and utilizes full Newton-Raphson iteration with upstream weighting of the relative 

permeabilities. 

Ali simulations conducted in this study are cmied out in a two-dimensional, vertical section 120 

m wide by 40 m high. The upper boundary is specified as the watertable, and al1 other 

boundaries are specified as to impose an upward gradient of 0.05 (resulting in downward wetting 

phase flow). The nonwetting phase is introduced into the domain at a constant capillary pressure 

of7158.4 Pa (equal to 0.5 rn of TCE pooled above the watertable) dong a 20 m wide patch 

centred dong the top of the domain. The domain is discretized into 38,400 regularly spaced 

control volumes compnsing 240 nodes in the horizontal direction by 160 nodes in the verticd 

direction. A horizontal nodd spacing of 0.5 m and a vertical spacing of 0.25 m is employed in 

al1 cases. A spatially correlated random permeability fieid was generated assuming an 

exponentid autocorrelation function (Robin et ai., 199L). The variance of the correlated 

permeability fields was set hi@ ( ~ 5 . 5  for the log of permeability) to assure that the generated 

permeabilities encompassed values ranging from a coarse sand (1.0 x 10" m') to a lacustrine clay 

(1.0 x 10-'a m'). The horizontal and verticai correlation Lengths were assigned values of 8.75 rn  



and 0.92 m, respectively. The nodal discretization ensured that 12 and JO correlation lengths 

were included in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. 

The use of a typicai capilIary pressure-saturation scaiing relationship (e.g., Leverett, 1941) is not 

appropriate ;iven the wide variation in the permeabilities in the generated fields. The 

rdationship employed in this work was, therefore, developed from vaiues of displacement 

pressure reported in the literature for various porous media. Results reported by Brooks and 

Corey (1964), Thomas et ai. (19681, Schowalter (1979), and Kueper and Frind (199 16) were 

used to develop a relationship between displacement pressure and permeability (Figure 5-1). 

The vaiues of displacement pressure reported in these studies were scaled to an interfacial 

tension of 0.04 N/m before being plotted. The best-fit Iog-log linear relationship between 

pemeability and displacement pressure was found ro be: 

where Pd is the displacement pressure (Pa) and k is the intrinsic permeability (m'). The sole 

dependence of the displacement pressure on pemeability is satisfüctory in this study, as only a 

single fluid pair is considered, and the porosity in the system is kept constant. The entry pressure 

of the fractures in the s ystem is based upon Kueper and McWhorter (199 1): 

where o is the interfacial tension (Nim), e is the aperture of the fracture giving rise to the first 

connected pathway of the nonwetting phase (m), and 9 is the contact angle- 





The placement of the fractures within the domriin was based on the intrinsic permeability. For 

the rnajority of the simulations, it was assurned chat al1 Lenses with permeabitities less than or 

equal to that of a typical siIt (1 x 10- l~ m') contained fractures. This was based on Pankow et al. 

(1984) which reports fractures occumng naturrtlly in a Iacustnne silt deposit, and represents the 

highest pemeability tiactured deposit reported in the Iiterature. Horizontal spacing of the 

venical fractures within the Low permeability lenses was constant and equal to 3 m. No 

horizontal fnctures were simulated given the smail vertical correlation lengths in the genented 

fields. The apertures of the generrited fractures were correlated to the pemeabiiity of the lenses 

surrounding thern. Figure 5-7 pnsents Iiterature values of aperture in terms of the reported 

matrix permeability of the fractured unit. The majori ty of these studies used modeiling to 

determine "hydraulic" apertures for the medium in question, and no differentiation is  made 

between "hydraulic" and mechanical apertures. The best-fit line to the presented data is given 

b y: 

r = (759.098 +45,455 log(k))o13 E 5-41 

where e is the aperture (Pm) and k is the intrinsic pemeability (m') of the porous medium, 

The prirnary focus of this work is on the geoiogic controls on nonwetting and dissolved phase 

migration through fractured heterogeneous environments- Three key geologic paramerers were 

investigated, the mean permeability of the generated field, the variance in permeabitity, and the 

maximum permeability of uni& that were assigned Fractures. The base case domain used in the 

simulations is displayed in Figure 5-3a, shotving the mdom pemeability field in pyscale (with 

the fractures portrayed by the vertical white lines). 





The values of the relevant parameters used in the base-case simulation are listed in Table 5-1, 

with the chernical parameters chosen to be representative of TCE. A totd of 30 m3 of TCE was 

reIeased into the dornain in each simulation, with an applied upward wetting phase gradient of 

0.05. A surnmary of dl simulations is provided in Table 5-2, The sensitivity of the migration to 

the statistical parameters goveming the generated permeability field was evaiuated by 

performing identicai release simulations with the mean equal to ten times and one tenth of its 

base value, and the variance equd to twice and one hall its base value (four simulations in 

addition to base case). The generation of the permeability fields with different means was 

performed with the same random seed, thus ensunng that the location and size of the lenses was 

identicd, the only difference being the magnitude of the permeability. The fracturing procedure 

was not varied between simulations, however, which resulted in different fracture patterns 

between the fields. As described earlier, the Fracturing algorithm located dl lenses with 

permeabilities less thnn 1 .O x 10*13 m', and produced vertical fractures within the lenses at a 

sprtcing of 1 metres. For the simulation with the increased mean permeability, this procedure 

resutts in significantly Iess fractunng in the system as compared to the base scenario (e.g. Figure 

5-3b vs, Figure 5-3a). The fracture patterns and locations in the permeability fields with 

diffenng variances are not as altered From the base scenario as for the increased mean 

pemeability case (e.g. Figure 5-3c vs. Figure 5-3a). The final geologic control varied in this 

work was the cut-off permeability below which fractures were created (two simulations). Figure 

5-3d presents the permeability field for the case where the cut-off permeability was increased by 

an order of magnitude (to I.OXIO-" m2). This results in sipificantly more fractunng in the 

system, as more lenses fd1 under the cut-off7 as well as increasing the lengths of the existing 

fractures through the higher permeability gradations surrounding the previousIy fnctured lenses. 



The reverse behaviour applies to the above discussion when the varied parameter is less than the 

base parmeter (Figure 5-4 a through d). 

Table 5-1. Base Case Numerical Mode1 input Parameters 
Parme ter Vdue 

Mean porous media permeability 

Variance of log of permeability 

Porous media permeability horizontal correlation length 

Porous media permeability vertical correlation length 

Maximum porous media permeability fractured 

Porous Media porosity 

Pore size distribution index (porous media and fractures) 

Residual wetting phase saturation (porous media and fractures) 

Porous media tongitudinal dispersivity 

Porous media transverse dispersivity 

Fracture Longitudinal dispersivity 

Fracture transverse dispersivity 

Wetting phase density 

Nonwetting phase density 

Wetting phase viscosity 

Nonwetting phase viscosity 

interfacial tension 

Tonuosi ty 

Free solution diffusion coefficient (porous media and fractures) 

EquiIibrium mole fraction in aqueous phase 

Distribution coefficient (porous media and fractures) 

Porous media dry bulk density 

Applied wetting phase gradient 

1.02 x 10-l~ (m') 

5.5 

20.0 m 

1.0 m 

1 .O2 x 10"~ (ml) 

0.30 

2.0 

o. 10 

1 .O (rn) 

0.10 (m) 

0.01 (m) 

0.001 (m) 

lûûû (kg/m3) 

1460 (kg/m3) 

0.001 (Pa s) 

0.00057 (Pa s) 

0.0 1 (Nlm) 

O. ro 
1 .O 1 x 10" (m2/s) 

1.9 x 104 

1-16 x 1 O-' (m'/kg) 

1.82 x 10' (kg/m3) 

0.05 Upwards 



Figure 5-3. Generateà Permeability Fields (a) Base Case, (b) Increased Mean Permeability, 
(c) Increased Permeability Variance, (d) Increased Cut-off Permeability For Fractures 





Table 5-2. Parameters Varied in Sensitivity Simulations 
Simulation Mean Permeability (m') Variance of log Maximum Fractured Lens 

- 

PemeabiIity Permeability (m') 
h w - k  1.02 x 10 - l~  5.5 LOZ IO-l3 

Hi-k 1.02 x Wr2 

LOW-VU 1.02 104~  

Hi-Var 1.02 x 10-l3 

Cut-Low 1.02 x 10-l~ 

Cut-Hi 1.02 x 10-l~ 



Figure 5-4. Generated Permeability Fields (a) Base Case, (b) Decreased Mean Permeability, 
(c) Decreased Permeability Variance, (d) Decreased Cut-off Permeability for Fractures 



5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Depth of Migration 

One of the most criticai questions asked in a DNAPL release scenario is the maximum depth of 

penetration of the nonwetting phase in the system. It is well established that the migration 

pathway of the DNAPL is controlled by subtle permeability variations in the subsurface (Kueper 

et al., 1993) whose locations cannot be predicted by cornmon field methods. The presence of 

high permeability fractures in the path of the migrating DNAPL opens the possibility of 

significant "short-circuiting" of the DNAPL across otherwise impenetmble lenses. 

Table 5-3 presents the total length of fractures in the seven simulations conducted in this work. 

Given the algorithm used to produce the fractures, the maximum length possible for a domain 

consisting enticely of fractured media would be 2,400 m, with the simulations conducted in this 

work ranging between 1.5 and 30 percent of the maximum. Figure 5-5 compares the lowest 

elevation of the DNAPL front versus time for the seven different scenarios. The most obvious 

trend in the data is the importance of the mean porous media permeability of the domain. The 

increased permeability simulation exhibits DNAPL miprating quickly through the system, due to 

the lower entry pressures and higher permeabilities encountered. 

Figure 5-6 reports the tirne required for the 30 m3 of DNAPL ta enter the domain for each 

simulation. As expected, the Iow permeabiIity and hi& permeabiIity Fields exhibit the Iowest 

and highest rates of infiltration, respectiveIy. it is of interest to note the behaviour of the 

infiltration rates for the different cut-off permeability simuIations as compared to the base case 



scenririo. The rate is airnost identicai to the base for the situation where only lenses of 

permeability less than 1 . 0 ~  10-IJ m2 are frrictured, implying that dunng the "source-on" portion of 

the simulations, the geology encountered by the migrating DNAPL is similar and fractures have 

littie influence on the infiltration rate (this is supported by the results presented in Figure 5-5). 

The infiltration rate is greater than that of the base case for the simulation, however, where lenses 

of permeability less than 1 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~ ' ~  m2 are fractured, implying that the increased presence of 

fractures in the system is providing some control over the migration process. 

Table 5-3. Total Length of Fractures Present in Simulations 
Simulation Total Linear Length of Fractures (m) 

Decreased Cut-off Permeability 65.0 

Increased Mean Permeability 245.5 

Decreased Variance of Penneability 276.3 

Base 351.5 

Incresed Variance of Permeability 406.0 

Decreased Mean Pemeability 48 1.5 

ïncreased Cut-off Permeability 738.5 







The importance of the fractures in the system is highlighted by examining the behaviour of the 

DNAPL front as it arrives rtt a low perrneability feature that is present in al1 simulations. The sik 

Icns, located at an erevation of approxirnately 32 ni and spanning from 50 m to 70 m horizontally 

is present in some form in each of the seven domains. Three ways exist to penetrate beyond this 

barrier: by-passing it through porous media flow, penetrating into it through porous media flow, 

and short-circuiting through it via fractures. The determination af which process has occurred 

requires examination of the global pattern of migration, as the presence of the DNAPL at an 

eIevation equd to that of the bottom of the Iens does not necessarily s ip i fy  breakthrough, since 

this could be occurring elsewhere in the domriin. Cornparisons for four simulations are presented 

after 15 pars of migration in Figure 5-7, In the four scenarios presented, the low permeability 

lens under considerrition has been by-passed in the base case, increued mean permeribiiity, and 

increased variance of permeability simulations. The increased fracturing present in the increased 

permeability cut-off simulation has allowed the DNAPL to both by-pass and shon-circuit across 

the Iens. The short-circuiting is the quicker mechanisrn in this pmicular circumstance, as 

evidenced by the rapid decrease in elevation of the DNAPL front shortly after reaching the 

capillary barrier (Figure 5-5). This pattem is signatory of flow through fracrures and its 

occurrence cm be noted elsewhere in Figure 5-5. 

The time required for the bypiissing of the capiI1ary bmier in the increased mean permeability 

scenario is sirnilar to that of the increased permeabi tity cut-off scenario, but is entirely through 

by-pasing, as evidenced in Fiope Wb. The decreased mean permeability simulation requires 

p a t e r  than twice the time to by-pass the banier due to a combination of the decreased 

infiltration rate providing reduced driving forces, a p a t e r  Iareral extent of the Iens, and a "skin" 



effect which oçcurs as the permeability of the Iens and it's surroundings is decreased requiring 

higher capiilary pressures to be invaded, yet is not Iow enough to be fracnired and provide hi& 

permeability pachways. A second, more significant (both from a capilliuy and size standpoint) 

bmier exists in every domain centred at an elevation of approximately 21 m and a horizontal 

distance of 65 m. The upper surface of the lens is variable between domains, due to the diifexnt 

controllinp statistics underlying their generation, but is locared at approximately 24 m. After 15 

years, four of ihe seven simulations have resulted in the occurrence of DNAPL below this 

banier- The three simulations that do not exhibit DNAPL below this bar& (decreased mean 

permeability, increased variance of permeability, and decreased cut-off permeability) have 

essentially stopped migration ofter 15 yem. 

The near-vertical section of the migration vs. time data for the increased cut-off permeability 

scenario at approximateiy 13 years in Figure 5-5 is the rapid crossing of the lens through the 

extensive fracturing in this domain, The sIow vertical migration that occurs in this simulation 

after brertking through the Iens is a funcrion of the small volumes which fractures are capable of 

transmitting. Reynolds and Kueper (2001) found sirnilar behaviours in homogeneous domains, 

where the presence of porous media underlying fractured formations resulted in significant 

increases in vertical migration times. At the 15 year point in the migration the only other 

simulation ro breach the lower capillary bmier is the base case, and this has occurred in a singie 

fracture onty (Figure 5-7a) 



Figure 5-7. Wetting Phase Saturations After 15 Years (a) Base, (b) Increased Mean 
Permeabüity, (c) increased Permeabüity Variance, (d) Increased Cut-off Permea biüty for 

Fractures 



5.3.2 Lateral and Vertical Spreading 

The depth of penetration into the domain is only one indicator of the spatial extent of the 

contamination that has occurred. Nonwetting phase moments can be used as an indicator of the 

verticai and horizontal spreading that has occurred (Kueper and Frind, 199 1 b): 

where V,,, is the volume of the nonwetting fluid (m3). Figure 5-8 presents a plot of the 

nonwetting phase second moment about a horizontal axis through the centre of mass for each 

simulation according to: 

ai - = M , / M ,  -c 15-61 

where 2, is the position of the z coordinate of the centre of mass (m). A higher second moment 

as defined by [5-61 is indicative of a higher degree of verticai spreading in the system, The same 

procedure is also adopted to determine the second moment about a vertical axis through the 

centre of mass. which corresponds to a measure of the degree of lateral spreading (Le., dong 

horizontal lenses) within the system. The second moments about a vertical axis through the 

centre of mas  for al1 simulations are presented in Figure 5-9. 

The moments presented in Figure 5-8 and 5-9 in general "level-off' iifter approximately 9 years, 

as the source has ce-distributed itseIF into a residud configuration. Verticai movement is stilI 

occumng in al1 simulations, but at a generdly lesser rate than at early time, This is consistent 

wich the leading-edge vertical migration resuIts presented in Figure 5-5. The DNAPL in the 

exceptions to this case (base case, increased permeability cut-off, decreased permeability 



variance) is still mignting vertically, but has essentidly ceased spreading horizontdly (Figure 5- 

9). 

The maximum depth of penetration into a system, however, does not provide a complett picture 

of the extents of DNAPL contamination. The maximum vertical penetration portrayed in Figure 

5-5 could be the result of DNAPL travelling down a single fracture, white the bulk of the 

DNAPL resides higher in the system. Combining the results of Figure 5-5 with those of Figure 

5-8 (vertical second moments) produces a more accurate view of the venical extent of the 

DNAPL contamination in the system. Based on Figure 5-5, after 12 yem the maximum 

penetration into the system for al1 the scenarios (with the exception of the reduced mean 

pemeability simulation) is between elevations of 13 and 25 m. Comparing the degree of vertical 

spreading between simulations (Figure 5-8) shows that only the base case, decreased variance of 

permeability and Low pemeability cut-off simulations have simiiar venical second moments, and 

there fore sirnilar vertical DNAPL distributions in the subsurface. Coupled with this, the 

similarities in horizontal second moments (Figure 5-9) in these simulations indicates that the 

DNAPL body is mignting in a similu mariner in these three domains. It is of inierest to note 

that the Iower infiItration rate exhibited by the reduced variance of pemeabiiity simulation does 

not affect the vertical migration pattern of the DNAPL, but nther the extents of the horizontal 

migration. 

The generai trends exhibited in regards to the verticd spreading of the DNAPL body are 

expected, based on the underlying permeability distributions. The increased mean permeabiIity 

domain exhibits the Iargest degree of vertical spreading, as the boundary capilIq pressures 



force the body through the horizontal lenses. Conversely, the reduced mean pemeability 

simulation exhibits the least degree of vertical spreading The decreased vaciance of 

permeability simulation migrates vertically at a slower rate than the increased scenario, but 

penetrates deeper into the system. These resutts are rnimicked by the vertical second moments, 

w hich show the increased variance of permeability simulation spreading to a greater degree at 

early time, and to a lesser de,gee at Iate time. This is Iikely a function of the generated 

distribution allowing for migration dong a high permeabitity pathway at exly time in the more 

heterogeneous domain. 

Figure 5-10 presents the arithrnetic average wetting phase saturations in each domain as a 

function of time (al1 nodes are included in this calculation, whether invaded by DNAPL or not). 

The reduced spreading in the reduced mean permeability domain is accounted for in the 

increased average wetting phase saturations. The DNAPL hm tended to remain trapped in lenses 

at greater saturations than in the other simulations. The generai increasing trends exhibited by al1 

simulations in Figure 5-10 (after the abrupt inflection point) represents the redistribution of the 

DNAPL after the source has k e n  turned "off'. 

The presence of fractures in the porous media domains studied here has not influenced the 

vertical migration of the DNAPL body to a significant degree, but has affected the horizontal 

spreadinj. The increased cut-off penneability scenario has managed to avoid the hi$ 

permeability "sink" located rit the left side of the domain at an elevation of 30 m (Figure 5-3). 

This simulation (as well as the decreased mean permeability) was the only one to display this 

behaviour. The increased density of fracturing in the system diowed the DNAPL to by-pass the 



"sink by rnigrating vertically through a Lower permeability layer, Similar behaviour (ta a lesser 

degree) can be seen to occur on the right hand edge of the DNAPL body. 









The changing nature of the DNAPL body with time is evidenced by cornparing the second 

moments of the increased mean permeability simuhion. The DNAPL in this domain spreads 

latenlly and vertically faster than any other simulation, due to the high capillary pressure to 

displacement pressure ratio as compared to the other simulations. Examination of Figure 5-9 

shows the degree of horizontal spreading decreases after 6 years, however. This is not indicative 

of the edges of the DNAPL body recedins, but could be due to the mobile DNAPL mass draining 

slowly back towards the rniddle of the domain and veaicalIy downwards, or a migration of the 

centre of mass. 

5.3.3 Timescales of DNAPL Movement 

Another important aspect conceming the mi-ntion of a DNAPL through the subsuriace is the 

timefnme during which movement occurs. The incorporation of hysteresis and trapping in the 

constitutive relationships within the mode1 allows for simulation of the production of residual 

DNAPL upon re-distribution. It shouId be pointed out that the particula. formulation of the 

hysteretic relationship used, as well as the ernployed parameters, will influence the time of 

migration. The results presented here, therefore, are an attempt to determine the relative efkcts 

of the altered permeability fields, nther than an atternpt to produce a general statement on the 

migration times of DNAPL spills. 

In the process of assessing the migration of a DNAPL body after its release to the subsurface, 

differentiation must be made between migration and re-distribution and the parameters used to 

indicate each. The results presented in Figure 5-5 represent the migration of the DNAPL 



vertically through the subsurface, resulting in further contamination as the front drops. From 

these results, it can be concluded that in the majority of the simulations, DNAPL has stopped 

rapid large-scale migration after 15 years (with the possible exception of the increased 

permeability for fracturing scenario). The use of moment analysis, however, does not 

necessarily indicate that a larger volume of the subsurface is being contaminated with increasing 

moments. The DNAPL may be re-distributing within the body after the source has been 

rernoved (as is evidenced in Figure 5-10), and not increasing in volume. 

The second moment results presented in Figures 5-8 and 5-9 allow for some indication of the 

continuing movement of the DNAPL body. If the second moments are stabilizing with time, it 

can be inferred (in this work) that the DNAPL body h a ,  at lem temporarily, slowed in its Iarge- 

scale migration. Of the seven simulations presented in Figure 5-9 it would appear that the 

increased variance of permeability simulation is the only one exhibiting laterd DNAPL 

rni,mtion to any great extent after 15 years. The 15 year "snap-shot" presentcd in Figure 5-7 

shows that the hi$ permeability lens located in the upper left hand side of the domain contains 

high nonwetting phase saturations, and is exiting the side of the domain (this is the only 

simulation in which this occurred). Slow migration Iaterally is also occumng above the centraily 

located low permeability barrïer. 

The moments presented in Figure 5-8, however, indicate that vertical redistribution of the 

DNAPL after 15 years is still occumng in al1 but three scenarios (reduced mean permeabiiity, 

increased mean permeability, and increased variance of permeabiIity). This is an indication that 

while the presence of fmctures does not exhibit a con troll in^ influence on the extent of verticai 



DNAPL migration in the systerns studied, they do dlow for extended periods of movement. The 

two aItered mean permeability simulations (which are no longer migrating venically) have the 

lem amount of fracture length contarninated by DNAPL, due to the few fractures present in the 

increased mean pemeability scenario. and the lack of Fractures encountered in the decreased 

rnean permeability scenario. The rernaining scenarios have significant flow occurring in the 

fractures, as well as in the porous media underiying the fractures. The base case scenario was 

extended to 30 yem simulation tirne, and had yet to nach symptotic behaviour (data not 

shown). 

5.3.4 Aqueous Phase Contamination 

The main focus of this work has k e n  on the migration of the nonwetting phase through the 

seven simulated systems. Al1 simulations conducted in ttiis work also inctuded equilibrium 

dissolution as well as advective/ciispersive transport of the dissolved phase. The upward gradient 

applied (0.05) resuIted in an average downward retarded solute velocity of 0.61 mlyear. This is 

IocalIy variable due to the combined effects of local-scale permeability and the reduced relative 

permeability due ro the presence of DNAPL. 

Figure 5-11 presents "snapshots" of the contaminant plume after 15 years of simulation for the 

base case, decreased mean of permeabiiity, decreased variance of permeability, and decreased 

cut-off permeability for fracruring scenarios. In general, the mival times of the dissolved phase 

are not significantly in advance of the nonwetting phase. In certain cases the DNAPL source has 

become exhausted, and the vertical migration h a  stopped stightiy above a fractured unit (for 

example the pmtrusion on the right hand side of the main DNAPL body in the base and 



increased variance of pemeability simulations at 80 m in Figure 5-7). The wetting phase flow is 

being funnelled around this area due to the reduced permeability caused by the presence of the 

DNAPL and the high permeability pathway beIow represented by the fractures. This causes the 

dissolved phase to migrate through the fractures and appear "ahead" of the DNAPL. Due to the 

discretization limitations imposed by the available computationai resources, this migration is not 

as retarded due to matrix diffusion as rnight be the case in an anatytical formulation. An analysis 

of the migration of TCE through a 1 m Iong 130 p aperture fracture (equivalent to a silty sand 

in this work) within a similar hydrolo@cal seteing using the analyticai method of Sudicky and 

Frind (1982), however, showed arriva1 of the solute at Ievels greater han 1 ppm after less than 

10 days. The presence of these large fractures aiIows for the vertical migration of the dissolved 

phase ahead of the DNAPL phase (a 30 pm fracture in the same setting would require more chan 

150 yexs to transmit equivalent concentrations). 

The second situation in which the dissolved phase occurs in advance of the DNAPL also 

involves the deviation of the flowlines due to increased pemeability zones in the domain that are 

not due to fractures. An examination of the dissolved phase in the reduced variance of 

permeability simulation Ftgure 5-1 lc) shows the migration of the aqueous phase out the left side 

of the domain through the high permeability lens at 30 ni eIevation discussed earlier. In generai, 

however, the vertical aqueous phase migration is not significantty in advance of the DNAPL, 

under the moderate gradients applied in this work. 



Figure 5-11. TCE Concentrations After 15 Years (a) Base, (b) Decreased Mean 
Permeabiiity, (c) Decreased Pernwabiiity Variance, (d) Decreased Cut-off Permeabiiity for 

Fractures 



5.4 Conclusions 

The migration of DNAPL and dissolved phase contamination through a fractured heterogeneous 

porous medium has been investigated through the use of a multiphase compositionai model. The 

sensitivity to the mean permeability, the variance of the penneability, and the degree of 

fracturing of the domain were examined. A release of 30 m3 of TCE was allowed to rnigrate for 

15 years, and the resultant distribution of the nonwetting and dissolved phases was exarnined. 

The investigation used relütionships between the permeability of a lens and fracture aperture, and 

between the permeability and displacement pressure that were developed from published values. 

The first focus was to the sensitivity of the ma..imum depth of DNAPL penetration to the varied 

parameters. it was found that increasing the mean permeability of the domain allowed the 

DNAPL to penetrate deeper into the subsurface, while decreasing the mean permeability caused 

the DNAPL to pool at shallower depths. The infiltration rates of these two simulations were 

Found to be the highest and lowest respectively, indicating that the order of lenses encountered in 

the migration determined the overail rates of migration+ The presence of fractures within the 

system was found to control the infiltration only for the case where lenses with a permeability of 

less than 1.0x10'" m2 were fractured. The importance of fractures in the system w u  seen when 

examining the tirne required to penetrate through low permeability features present in al1 

sirnulated dornains. In simulations with extensive fracturing, the DNAPL was able to "short- 

circuit" npidly across low permeability Iayers and penetrate deeper into the subsurface. In rnost 

cases where the DNAPL encountered a low permeability barrïer during the "source-on" 



condition, DNAPL eventually migrated below the barriers, either through by-passing, invasion, 

or a combination of the two. 

The extent of DNAPL contamination within the system was aiso evaluated through the use of 

moments about the centre of rnass of the DNAPL body. The moments, which indicate the degree 

of lateral and verticai spreading of the DNAPL, tended to level off after approximately nine 

years (maximum durrition of the source-on condition was approxirnately 4.5 years). This tended 

to be due to a redistribution of the DNAPL towards a 1-esidual configuration, as was evidenced 

by the gradua1 trending of average nonwetting phase saturations within the domain to a static 

value, The increased presence of fractunng within the domain was, in general, found to ailow 

for deeper DNAPL penetration into the subsurface. The exception to this was found when the 

mean of the permeabiIity field was reduced. Reducing the mean produced more fractures in the 

dornain (as the permeability of more lenses fer1 below the cut-off value for fracturing) but the 

higher degree of lateral spreading prevented the DNAPL from encountering significant numbers 

of fractures. 

The dissolved phase plume was found to migrate at essentially the sarne rate as the nonwetting 

phase, due to the reduced relative permeability of lenses containing DNAPL, and due to diffusive 

tosses of mass to the matrix of fiactured clay and silty-clay lenses. Some exceptions to this were 

found when the DNAPL could not overcome the displacement pressure of a lens, and could not 

bypass the lens due to the Iack of availnble driving force after the source had been shut off. 
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CHAPTER 6 - LARGE-SCALE CAPILLARY PRESSURE 

RELATIONSHIPS IN FRACTURED ROCK 

6.1 Introduction 

The numencal simulation of subsurface flow and transport can incorporate relatively well 

understood concepts and simple geologic environments (such as single phase flow through 

homogeneous porous media), as well as significantly more complex scenaios such as multiphase 

flow through discretely fractured rock masses. The flow of fluids through the subsurface cm be 

strongly influenced by spatial varïability that may exist at the centimetre or smaller scale. It is 

currently computationally challenging to simulate large-scale problems with this level of detaiI, 

and as a result some scaling must occur to translate this information to a practicable scaie. In 

addition to the computationd infeasibility, the acquisition of data at a fine scale cm be difficult 

@en existing field methods. Significant work has been undertaken to invcstigate the scaiin; of 

the hydradic conductivity of porous and fractured media (e.g., Long et al., 1982; Zhang et al., 

1996, Zhmg and Sanderson, 1999), but relatively little work has been perforrned (in the context 

of simulating environmentai contamination) on the scaling of the constitutive relationships (such 

as reiative permeability-saturation and capillary pressure-saturation) required in the modelling of 

multiphase flows. 

Given the non-linearïty of many constitutive relationships, their scaling is significantly more 

complex than the singIe-phase permeability tensor. PetroIeurn reservoir charactexïzation studies 



have dominated the literature conceming the scaling of rnultiphase flow behaviours (see Christie 

(1996) for a review) in an attempt to convert detailed geologic models to their numerical 

equivaients. The focus of the literature, however, has k e n  on the scaling of porosity and 

permeabiIity, where the total flows through coarse homogeneous grid blocks are rnatched to finer 

heterogeneous grid blocks. For example, King et ai. (1993) used renormalization procedures 

(where smalI subsets of the fine grid are extncted and used to produce an average) to produce 

effective relative permeabilities. A different approach was undertaken by Durlofsky et al. (1997) 

who used an adaptable grid technique to scale the intrinsic permeability aione, while retaining a 

single pair of constitutive relations for the entire medium. 

In generd, there are three approaches to the scaling of the constitutive relations; avenging 

methods, stochastic methods, and deterministic methods. in addition, Hassanizadeh and Gray 

(1990), and Gray (2000) formulated a system of equations describing two-phase flow in porous 

media based on rnacro-scde thermodynarnic concepts. The equations developed for describing 

the niovement and appearanceldisappeiinnce of interfaces are the macroscopic versions of 

rnicroscopic interfacial tension concepts. The resulting formulation of capillary pressure as a 

function of rnass density, porosity, saturation, temperature, and specific surface, though 

thermodynamically correct, complicates the determination of the large-scale relationships, and 

has yet co be fully tested (Miller et al., 1998). 

A second approach to the scaling of rnultiphase flow parameters is the utilization of large-scde 

vohne averaging. With this approach, the flow equations and effective properties at a large- 

scale are calculated by avenging over the equations corresponding to a finer scale. Darcy's 



Law, for example, may be thought of as a large-scale averaging process of Stokes Law at the 

pore scale to the local-scale. Quintard and Whitaker (1988) found that the large-scale equations 

in a quasi-static case are similar to the locd-scde versions (based on Darcy's Law), and the 

constitutive relationships are functions of the large-scde saturation only. The use of this 

approach on dynarnic problems (Le. where pressure gradients and transient effects result in 

saturation changes over the avenging volume) is lirnited by poorly defined closure equations 

(Quintard and Whitaker, 1990). Ahmadi and Quintard (1996) performed a large-scale averaging 

analysis of multiphase flow in random porous media, using correlations between the physical 

properties (such as porosity and permeability), and determined that the use of local-scale 

correlations is not justified in either two or three dimensions. Desbarats (1995), however, found 

that upscaled capillary pressure (scaled as a function of permeability, porosity, and irreducible 

water saturations) accuntely reproduced vertical saturation profiles in layered unsaturated 

systems. 

Stochastic approaches to the scaiing of multiphase nows in porous media have mostly 

concenmted on the unsaturated zone (Dagan and Bresler, 1983; Mantoglou and Gelhar, 1987a, 

b, c). Mantoglou and Gelhar (1987a, b, c) avenged the locai unsaturated flow equations over 

repeated realizations of a statisticaily homogeneous mdom field. The permeability, specific 

moisture capacity, and a relative permeability fitting parameter were separated into mean and 

variation components as functions of the mean capillary tension head and mean hydraulic 

gradient, as well as the statisticai pararneters of the perrneability field. Yeh et al. (1985) found 

excellent agreement between their stochastic resuits and laboratory data, and found that the 



anisotropy ratio of the large-scale hydraulic permeability increased when the large-scaie 

capillary pressure increases, or the large-scaie moisture content decreases. 

The use of a deterministic approach to the scaling of multiphase flow in porous media involves 

the numerical simulation of fine scale domains. and the creation of averaged macro-scale 

properties based on the results from the Iocai-scaie. The use ofre-nomalization in the 

simulation of petroleum reservoirs (King, 1989; King, et ai., 1993) where a large problem is 

reduced to a series of smaller, tractable problems is an example of a deterministic approach, 

Percolation theory was first applied to the deterministic production of large-scale capillary 

pressure curves in heterogeneous pomus media by Kueper and McWhorter (1992) and Ferrand 

and Celia (1992). Kueper and McWhorter (1992) used a macroscopi:: percolation approach, in 

which the classical pore and pore throat dimensions were replaced with local-scale porosity, 

permeability, and capillary pressure-saturation relationships. This approach allowed for the 

construction of large-scale hysteretic pressure relationships, but did not allow for the 

determination of large-scale saturation-relative pemeability functions, and cannot account fully 

for gravitational and viscous forces. Ioannidis et al. (1996) also used macroscopic percolation to 

investigate quasi-static drainage and imbibition in three-dimensional spatially correlated 

permeability fields. Their results, which included the effecis of buoancy and gravity, showed 

that larse-scaie capillary pressure and relative permeabiiity curves are strongly influenced by 

spatial correlation. 

The homogenization approach to the large-scale representation of multiphase ffow in porous 

media was developed by Arnazine et al. (1991), where a representative elementary volume 



WV) for periodic heterogeneous media is determined, and the large-scale saturation-relative 

permeability relationship found through numerical simulation. Desbarats (1995) performed 

sirnihr studies on the capillary pressure-saturation relationship in layered soils under capillary 

p v i t y  equiIibrium. Ataie-Ashtiani et ai. (200 1) performed a homogenization study on periodic 

heterogeneous porous media through upscaling of both the relative permeability and capillary 

pressure ~lationships. The general findings of these studies was that the underlying 

heterogeneity exerted significant conuol on the large-scale flow behaviours, and that no single 

method exist which is tractable and applicable in ail situations. 

The rnajority of the work detailed above has been performed in porous media, and not in a 

discretely fractured rock setting, The focus in rock settings to date has been upon the scaling of 

the intnnsic permeability tensor for single-phase flow (e.g., Long et ai., 1982; Cravero and 

Fidelibus, 1999; Zhang and Sanderson, 1999), or large-scaie averaging approiiches in dual- 

porosity systems (eg., Chen, 1995). The petroleum Iitewture contains numerous studies on the 

use of pseudorelative permeabilities in the upscaling of resetvoir simulation (see Barker and 

Thibeau (1997) for a review), but their focus tends to be on imbibition processes, and hiiigh oil 

saturations, as opposed to drainage behaviour and low nonwetting phase saturations often 

encountered in environmental applications. 

The work presented here utilizes FRACAS (FRActure Compositiond Simulacor), a newly 

developed numerical model, to investigate the deterministic production of large-scde 

constitutive relationships (Pc(Sw) and two-phase kkrIIw(Sw)) for flow in a two-dimensionai section 

of fractured pranite developed from published field data. The sensitivity of the Iarge-scde 



properties to the statistics underlying the aperture distribution is presented, as well as the 

importance of fracture terminations, a phenornenon not encountered in porous media work. The 

conducted simulations are posed such that the off-diagonal terms in the tensor representation of 

the combined intrinsic and nonwetting relative permeabilities (kkr,,, which is defined in this 

work as the effective permeability) cm be cdculated, and the difficulties of producing the entries 

representative of a gadient in the direction orthogonal to gravity are discussed. 

6.2 Domain Development 

The production of representative thre m i  discrete fracture networks is a difficult task, 

prirnarily due to the lirnited availability of data, and the difficulties associated with collecting 

such data. The synthesis of outcrop mapping, borehole logging/hydraulic testing, and down-hole 

geophysics can, however, produce reasonably accunte stochastic or cornbined 

stochastic/deterministic models of the distribution of fractures in the subsurface. A discrete 

fracture network can be characterized by the statistical distributions describing ail aspects of the 

network, from the broad classification of fractures into similar sets and the determination of 

iiicensity, to distributions describing the orientation of the fracture poles, the areal size of the 

fractures, and the fracture aperture (e.g., Dershowitz and Miller, 199%). The two-dimensional 

fracture network used as the basis for this work was extracted from a numericdly generated 

three-dimensional network based on the properties of various granitic sequences reported in the 

litennire. 



The ASPO Hard Rock laboratory in Sweden formed the basis for the majority of the data used in 

the development of the three-dimensional network. The fracture orientation distribution was 

simulated with the bootstrap method, based on Uchida et al. (1997). The distribution of fracture 

radii was also taken from Uchida et al. (1997) and was simulated as lognormal with a mean of 

6.85 rn and a variance of 6.35 ml. In order to keep the size of the domain tractable. the intensity 

P3sf the fractures within the dornain was increased from that reported at the ASPO site, from 

0.02 to 1.0, a value consistent with the results of Ehlan (1999) who performed extensive 

lineament and outcrop analysis of weathered and unweathered granites in Southeast Asia. The 

selection ofstatistics covering the aperture distribution within the domain was the least rigorous, 

as little information is available on the mechanical apertures of fractures at large scdes. 

Consistent with the results of Bianchi (1968), however, a lognormal distribution was chosen, 

with a mean of 50 ym, and a variance of 25 ym2. The apertures were assigned to the network on 

the basis of fracture number, meaning that within a given fracture the apertures were 

homogeneous and aperture varied from fracture to fracture. The exception to this case occurs at 

the intersection of two fractures, in which case the aperture of the node representing the 

intersection is consistently set equd to the larger of the two apertures. This approach wiII dlow 

for nonwetting phase rnigating thmugh a large aperture fracture to cross a smaller aperture 

fracture without invasion necessariIy occumng. Conversely, nonwetting phase rnipting dong a 

small aperture fracture wili enter an intersecting larger aperture fracture, and not cross the higher 

aperture fracture until sufficient nonwetting phase saturations have built to overcome the entry 

pressure of the low aperture fncture (based on the locd ilsplacemetit pressure of the higher 

aperture fncture). 



The three-dimensional fracture network was generated using FRACMANB, a discrete fracture 

generator and analysis tool (Dershowitz et al., 1995a). in a cube rneasuring 250 rn per side. The 

three-dirnensional network was sampled by taking a vertical slice 100 rn by 100 m, centred in the 

rniddle of the cube. This approach ensured that edge effects resulting from the generation 

procedure were not included. The fractures in the domain were therefore represented by a Planar 

Straight Line Graph (Figure 6-l), used as input to TRIANGLE (Shewchuk, 1986) which 

performed a Delaunay trianguhtion, resulting in a finite element mesh containing triangular 

elernents representing the rock rnatrix and line elements representing the fracture traces. The 

discretization was performed such that at lecist two line eIements occurred between each fracture 

intersection, and between each boundary node and each fracture intersection. The domain 

contained 1440 fracture traces, which were discretized into 113 5 16 nodes representing both 

fracture and matrix, and 22 542 nodes representing the matrix alone. The use of a two- 

dimensional plane cutting through the three-dimensional network means that the statistics of the 

three-dimensional field are not necessarily retained. The fracture traces in Figure 6-1 were 

therefore quantified based on their dips, measured from a horizontal axis in the positive x 

direction. To give an estimate of the anisotropy of the system, the total length of al1 traces with 

dips falling within four brackets was calculated. The total Iengths of al1 traces with dips between 

O0 and 4S0, 45" and 90°, 90" and 135", and 135" and 180' were 3534 m, 5855 m, 4924 m. and 

2867 m respectively. This shows an anisotropy biased towards flow in the vertical direction. 



6.3 Model Development and Numerical Approach 

6.3.1 Governing Equations 

Abriola and Pinder (1985) developed the partial differentiai equations goveming multiphase flow 

and multicomponent transport in porous media as folIows: 

where c , ~  is the molar density of phase 0, @ is the porosity of the medium, Sb is the saturation of 

phase /3 expressed as a fraction of void space, sg is the mole fraction of cornponent i in phase /3, 

va is the Darcy flux of phase b, Dip is the dispersion tensor for cornponent i in phase P, qip is a 

source or sink of cornponent i to or from phase fl, and l i p  is the interphase mass transfer of 

component i to or from phase fl. 



Figure 6-1. Fracture Network in Simulation Domain (Extracted from 3-D Network) 

The goveming equations described above were discretized through the use of the Control 

Volume Finite Eiement method (CVFE) of Forsyth (1991), through the use of overlapping 

continua representing the fractures and the matrix: 



where pb is the dry bulk density of the medium, Kd is the distribution coefficient, V[ is the 

eiementai volume, f i  is the dynamic viscosity, yu is the cross-sectionai area available for flux 

divided by the distance between nodes and multiplied by the perrneability, is the fiuid 

potentiai, and y',, is the cross-sectional a m  available For flux divided by the distance between the 

nodes and multiplied by a dispersion term. The subscripts f and m refer to the contributions of 

the fractures and matrix, respectively. Equation [6-21 was solved in a M y  implicit rnanner 

utilking wetting phase pressure and wetting phase saturation as dependent variables, w i h  full 

Newton-Raphson iteration. The mode1 w u  verified against the anaiyticai soIution of McWhorter 

and Sunada (1990) for one-dimensional two-phase flow in the absence of mass transfer. Nodes 

representing the fractures were aiways CO-incident with nodes representing the matrix, ensuring 

continuity of wetting phase pressures between the two continua. 



Equation set [6-21 is closed by assuming the phase saturations and the mole fractions of each 

component comprising a phase both sum to unity. The mode1 employs the constitutive 

relationships of Brooks and Corey (1964) reiating capilIary pressure, saturation, and relative 

permeability, with the modifications proposed by Gerhard et al. (1998) to simdate hysteresis. 

The use of Brooks-Corey functions to represent two-phase fIow in fractures is supponed by the 

work of Reitsma and Kueper (1994). The effects of mus transfer from the nonwetting to the 

wetting phase were not included in this study. 

6.3.2 Largescale Capillary Pressure and Relative Permeability 

The definition of Iarge-scale capillary pressure can take various forrns, depending on the process 

being considered. Kueper and McWhorter (1992) define the macroscopic capillary pressure in a 

heterogeneous medium as: 

where is the macroscopic average capillary pressure, ifnw is the total volume ofnonwetting 

fluid in the region, P,, is the locai-scde nonwetting phase pressure, Vw is the total volume of 

wetting fluid in the region, and P, the locai-scale wetting phase pressure. The macmscopic 

wetting phase saturation. <, corresponding to this capillary pressure is @en by: 



where 4 is the local-scde porosity md Vthe total vohme of the region of interest. In this 

formulation, negative large-scale capillary pressure may result when srnail percentages of the 

volume are invaded by the nonwetting phase. 

Ataie-Ashtiani et al. (2001) presented large-scale capillary pressure-saturation curves in terms of 

the applied boundary capillary pressure (thus not incorporating the capillary pressures within the 

domain) and an aïthmetic average of the nodal wetting phase saturations. Desbarats (1995) used 

volume averaging to define large-scale water saturations and porosities, with the incorporation of 

a characteristic pore length defined by the ratio of intrinsic permeribility to porosity. 

Four approaches for the calculaeion of the Iarge-scale capillary pressures are calculated in this 

work. The first utilizes the method presented in [6-31. The second considers a volume averaged 

capillary pressure of the invaded nodes (inv) only: 

where P, is the local capillary pressure, and Vh, is the volume of the domain containing two 

fluids. The third method considers a volume average of al1 nodes, where un-invaded nodes 

(rrniv) are assigned a capillary pressure equai to their locai-scaie displacement pressure: 

where Pdi is the local displacement pressure. The fourth method utilizes the voiume average of 

ai1 nodes, where un-invaded nodes are assigned the applied bound;iry capillary pressure: 



where P: is equal to the applied boundary capillary pressure. 

Figure 6-2 presents three formulations of the large-scale capillary pressure curves for the domain 

described in section 6.2. The curves for the method presented in [6-31 are not included, as they 

produced negative values. The shifting of the curve produced by including only the nodes 

invaded by the nonwetting phase towards higher nonwetting phase saturations is simply a result 

of its definition (as the effects of areas where the nonwetting saturation is equal to zero are not 

considered). Similarly, the higher capillary pressures exhibited at intermediate wetting phase 

saturations through the utilization of [6-61 (as cornpared to calculations based on [6-7]), are due 

to the inclusion of the displacernent pressures of un-invaded nodes, which are necessarily greater 

than the applied boundary pressure. The boundary pressure approach was adopted for the 

remainine simulations in this work, as it represents behaviour between the other two approaches. 

The caiculation of the large-scale constitutive relationships relating the nonwetting phase 

permeability of the system to the average wetting phase saturation are anived at through 

application of the two-phase formulation of Darcy's Law for the nonwetting phase: 

where qi., is the large-scale flux of the nonwetting phase, ku is the large-scale intrinsic 

permeability tensor, kt,, is the large-scale relative permeability of the nonwetting phase, p,,, is 

the viscosity of the nonwetting phase, p,, is the density of the nonwetting phase, and z is the 

elevation above the datum. IF the steady-state volumetric fluxes through the boundarïes are 

recorded from the numericd model, and the Iqe-scale gradients are known, the elements of the 



effective permeabihty ( k k ~ , )  tensor can be calculated. The off-diagonal terms of the effective 

pemeability tensor are posed such that the flow through both boundaries perpendicular to the 

gradient are additive. 

6.3.3 Representative Elementary Volumes 

hplicit in the formulations presented for the calculation of the large-scaie capillary pressure and 

effective pemeability relationships is that the volume considered is large enough such that srnall 

changes in its value do not have a sipificant effect on and S.. This requires that the volume 

of interest be considered as a representative elernentary volume (REV), with the physical 

rneaning that the rivenging process has encompassed enough fractures such that inmases in the 

size of the dornain do not affect the rnacro-scale parameter of interest. Neuman (1990) proposed 

that, as opposed to an REV, fractured rock be treated as multiscale stochastic continua for single- 

phase flow and transport. Margolin et al. (1998) performed a percolation study on three- 

dimensionai networks of fractures and found that the macroscopic permeability becarne invariant 

with scde above a block size of approximately 100 m. It is felt that given the relative density 

(Pti) of conducting fractures within our dornain, and he Fact that the fracture generation process 

is stationary, an REV that is srnaII enough in size to be numerically tractable is attainable. 

One method of determining the existence of an REV is to examine the fracture network statistics 

versus domain size. Figure 6-3 presents the average fracture length, average fracture aperture, 

and the trace-plane fracture density (PzI) which is defined as the Iength of fracture traces divided 

by the cross-sectionai m a  of the domain. The variation in dl three statisticai descriptions is 



decreasing with domain size, and approaches constant behaviour after a domain size of 

approximately 60 m to70 m. The relativeiy small variation in PIl is due to the nature of the 

fracture generation process, which is fomulated such that the density of the fractures are the 

controlling statistic, whereas the length and apertures are "randomly" assigned. 
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Figure 6-2. Alternate Approaches to the Calculation of Large-scale Capillary Pressure Curves 
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The generated fracture network was aIso tested for REV behaviour by examining the single 

phase hydraulic conductivity in both the x and z directions, and the average capillary pressure 

within the domain given the boundary condition approach represented by [6-7). The 

investigation of the existence of an REV was detenninistic, accomplished b y perfoming single 

and multiphase flow simulations on subsees of the 100 rn by 100 m domain. Concentric 

"squares" aIigned on the Cartesian centre of the large domain were extracted, starting at 5 m by 5 

m in size and increasing until the entire domain wrts tested. The boundary conditions for the 

hydraulic conductivity evaiuation consisted of applying a hydraulic ,mdient of 0.1 across the 

domain, and setting the opposing sides to a no-flow condition. This was carried out in both 

directions to yield the large-scale hydraulic conductivity in both the x and z directions. Darcy's 

Law was used to back-calculate the Iarge-scale hydrauiic conductivity of the fracture network 

given the calculated steady-state boundary fluxes and the imposed Iarge-scde hydraulic gradient. 

Figure 6-4 presents the results of the hydraulic REV analysis, and it cm be seen that the 

behaviour begins to become independent of size after approximately 50 m in both the x and z 

directions. The general anisotropy of permeabirity in the fracture network, imparted by the 

larger density of sub-vertical fractures, is captured in this andysis. 

The determination of an REV for capiIlary pressure was more computationally demanding, given 

the extra difficulties inherent in the simulation of multiphase flow. A boundary capillary 

pressure of lûûû Pa wrts applied to d l  sides of the sub-domains extracted for the hydraulic 

conductivity REV determination, resulting in a vertical gradient dnving flow. The wetting phase 

pressures on the boundary were hydrosmtic. The simdations were aliowed to run until a steady- 

state condition for flow infout of the domain was reached. The nonwetting phase was assigned ii 



density of 1460 kg/m3, a viscosity of 5 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  Pa s, and an interfacial tension of 20 dynesicm. 

Figure 6-5 presents the results of this analysis, and it c m  be seen that the REV found in the 

hydraulic case is also satisfactory for the determination of the macroscopic capillary pressure and 

saturation. Given the sirnilarities in the Iength scdes of the REVs for hydraulic conductivity and 

macroscopic capillary pressure, a bIock size of 50 m w u  selecred for the remainder of this study. 

The PSLG depicted in Figure 6-1 represents a very well fractured rock mas, and accounts for ail 

fractures present regardless of their ability to transmit fluid. 

6.3.4 Boundary Conditions 

The selection of boundary conditions for the simulations was critical, as the stresses applied to 

the system were required to be consistent with the goal of producing an effective permeability 

tensor relation, as opposed to two scalar representations based on direction. This issue is of 

sigificant importance, as the boundary conditions wilI influence the outcome of the simulations. 

Several options exist for the specification of the boundary conditions, including sequences (eg., 

White and Hom, 1987), and periodicity (e-g., Durlofsky, 1991). The specification of periodicity 

is numerically attractive, as it guarancees a symmeuic, positive definite scaled permeability 

tensor (DurIofsky, 199 1). The work to date incorpomting penodic boundary conditions (which 

entails the specification of correspondences between boundary pressures and fluxes, as opposed 

to specification of boundary values) has been focused on the production of homogenized relative 

permeability curves, not Iarge-scde capiiiary pressure curves. Kueper and McWhorter (1993) 

successfully applied the sequence approach in the production of Iarge-scale capillary pressure 

curves through percolation theory, 
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Figure 6-5. Average Capillary Pressure and Wetting Phase Saturation for 2-D Cross-section vs. Block Size 



Considenng the two-dimensionai, two-phase formulation of Darcy's Law for the nonwetting 

phase [6-81, if a constant capillary pressure boundary condition is applied to ail four exterior 

edges of the domain, and the wetting phase pressure distribution is set to hydrostatic, then only 

the gavity term in [6-81 acts as a large-scaie driving force verticaily across the domain. This 

ailows for straightforward determination of the entries in the right column of the tensor. 

Determination of the two entries in the tensor representing flow due to a large-scale gradient 

applied in the x (or horizontal) direction (left column) requires that simulation be performed 

without the incorporation of a large-scale gravity gradient (pg az/axj) in the direction of Iarge- 

scale flow. As discussed previously, calculation of the left-hand column in [6-91 is beyond the 

scope of the current study. 

For flow in the vertical direction, it is not intuitive that the dPJaz, aP&, and p,,g Wdz terms 

can be assigned arbitrary vaiues to arrive at a specified total pressure gradient across the domain. 

In an effort to assess this, three simulations were performed in the 50 m square domain. The first 

simulation was conducted with the large-scale vertical gradient generated only as a result of the 

gavity term (i.e. Iarge-scaie aP,/az and aP,/az equal to zero). The second simulation was 

conducted with a less dense nonwetting liquid, resulting in a lower p v i t y  driving force. in 

order to produce the same iarge-scale total driving force as in the first simulation, the large-scde 

wetting phase pressure _mdient was increased to offset the loss of _pidient due to the reduced 

density. Given the two densities used in this test (1460 kg/m3 and 1 la0 kg/rn5), the totai required 

increase in wetting phase gradient was 3530.16 Pdrn. This was appIied between the top and 



bottom boundarîes of the domain. The constant werting phase pressures dong the vertical sides 

of the domain were aIso adjusted to exactly repiicate the nonwetting phase potentiais between the 

different gradient formulations everywhere on the boundaries. The third simulation was 

identical to the first, with the exception that a Lower density nonwetting phase was employed, 

resulting in a Iower lasje-scale vertical driving force. 

Figure 6-6 presents the main drainage and main wetting limbs of the large-scde capilLq 

pressure curves generated from the three simulations. These curves were created by starting with 

an initially wecting fluid saturated domriin, and increasing the macroscopic capillary pressure 

(dong the boundaries) in small (<s'O0 Pa) increments to a maximum of 5,000 Pa. At that point, 

the boundq capillary pressure was incrementdly reduced to create a wetting curve (dotted 

line). The effects of manipulrrting the density and wetting phase gradient to match the gravity 

driven case are evident, with a shifting of the mricroscopic curve to higher nonwetting phase 

saturations and lower capillary pressures. The third curve, which represents the case where the 

wetting phase -mdient is not aitered to match the gravity driven case is similx to the altered 

wetting phase ,-dient case, implying that the density of the nonwetting phase may be the 

controiling factor in these systems. The results of ihis anaiysis indicate thar the large-scale 

P&) relationship is not simply a îüncuon of the totd *=dient applied across the system, but is 

dependent on fluid density. 





Figures 6-7 through 6-9 present the three components of the total gradient (capillary pressure, 

wetting phase pressure, and gravity) on a local-scale basis. The vertical component of each of 

the three total gradient components in each linear fracture element for each of the simulations 

was calculated and plotted as histograrns. Close examination of the local-scale gradient 

behaviours shows that each of the gradients translates to a more positive state with the 

application of the lower density, increased wetting phase pressure boundary condition. Of 

particular interest is the change in the distribution of the wetting phase gradients. The 

implementation of the gradient requires that the wetting phase is no longer in a hydrostatic 

condition, and results in flow through the system. The resuiting energy losses in the flowinp 

system disperse the distribution of local-scale wetting phase gradients from the uniform 

distribution of the stritic case (Figure 6-8). This is mimicked in the distribution of capillary 

gradients (Figure 6-7). The overall effects of the change in wetting phase pressure gradients is 

not significant, however, as evidenced by the sirnilarities in the large-scale curves between the 

reduced density and equal total gradient simulations (Figure 6-6). 
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Figure 6-9. Distribution of Gravity Gradients Between Alternate Boundary Condition Formulations. The Frequency 
Represents Nodal Values from Fractures Only (no1 Matrix) 



The Iocai-scale gradient distributions of the density and wetting phase pressure (Fimues 6-9 and 

6-8) globally shift to match the changes at the boundacies (shift to a more positive average). 

Given this behaviour, the local-scale capillary gradients should remain unchanged if the large- 

scale capillary pressure curves remained unchanged. Given the observed changes in the large- 

scale capillaiy pressure curves, it is therefore not surprising that the local-scale capillary 

behaviour is dramaticdly different between the simulations. The drastic shift in capillary 

behaviour exhibited at the local-scde between the base and reduced density simulations is 

indicative of the density dependent behaviour discussed earlier. There is less of a force driving 

the nonwetting phase through the systern, therefore nonwetting phase saturations increase at low 

permeability features. The shift in local-scale capillary behaviour between the reduced density 

and equal total ,-dient simulations is sigificantly less, resulting in similar behaviour. Work is 

cumntly on-going to develop the appropriate rnethodologies which wiI1 allow for a 

detemination of al1 the elernents of the effective permeability tensor. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

Table 6- L lists the parameters used in the production of each of the 11 large-scale relationships 

discussed in this study. The base case scenario for the simulations consisted of the 50 m by 50 m 

section arrived at through the REV study discussed in 6.3.3. The pattern of fractures within the 

dornain was not varied, as it was produced from a three-dimensional network genented with a 

gven set of statistics. The average len,$h of the fractures in the domain is 12.1 m, and the - 
fracture intensity on the tnce plane is 3.21 m-'. The nonwetting phase density was 1460 kg/m3, 

the nonwetting phase viscosity was 5 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  Pa s, and the interfaciai tension was 0.02 N/m. 
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Figure 6-10. Sensitivily of Large-scale Capillary I'ressure Curves ta a Variunci! iii Aperture 





6.4.1 Large-Scale Capillary Pressure Behaviour 

The results presented in Figure 6-10 illustrate the sensitivity of the large-scaie capilary pressure 

curves to the variance of the lognormal aperture distribution arnongst the fractures. A reduction 

in the variance of the aperture distribution results in a shallower slope of the curve, analo, mous to 

a porous media scenario where the p i n  size distribution is less heterogeneous. SIrniIar 

behaviour is seen in the simulations representative of an increase in the variance of the 

lognormal aperture distribution where the dope of the curves increases with increasing variance. 

These results are markedly sirnilar to those presented by Ferrand and Celia (1992), Kueper and 

McWhorter (1992), and Gir,gah (1994) for rnacroscopic behaviour in correlated and uncorrelated 

randorn permeability fields, It is important to point out that the distributions are not exactly 

scaled at the srnaIIest apertures. For the case where the variance of the aperture distribution was 

increased to 40 Pm, some apertures becarne negative, and in these cases the apertures were 

arbitrarily set equal to 1 pn. This procedure did not affect the results, as these fractures were not 

invaded at any of the applied boundary capillary pressures. 

The curve representative of the largest variance in aperture also displays the lowest entry 

pressure, indicative of the first entrance into the network. This occurred at a boundaty capiilary 

pressure of 300 Pa (as opposed to ,pater than 500 Pa for al1 other simuIations) due to the 

appearance of a high permeability feature intersecting a boundary. The definition of the entry 

pressure for this dornain tends to be sharper than that of a porous medium, given that itess than 

1Oûû fnctures intersect the boundary, and the laterd extensiveness of the fractures tends to btur 

the ciifference between entry and displacement pressure. 



Table 6-1. Parameters Used in the Production of Large-scale ~ u r v d  
Simulation Mean Variance Termination 

Base 50 25 O 

DM1 25 25 O 

DM2 33 25 O 

Ml 75 25 O 

IM2 100 25 O 

DVL 50 10 O 

DV2 50 13 O 

IV1 50 30 O 

1 - Nonwetting phase density = 1460 kg/rn3, CFT =0.E Nfm, Pore Size Distribution Index = 7.3, Nonwetting phase 
viscosity = 5.0x104 Pa s 

It is also of interest to note that the performance of the chosen block size, in regards to being an 

REV, is satisfactory (as indicated by the smoothness of curves) for ail cases with the exception 

of the curve representing the largest variance in the Iognormai aperture field. The inflection 

point in the drainage curve corresponding co a wetting phase saturation of 0.43 is indicative of a 

significant increase in the volume of the domain invaded, an inmase which is si,gîficantly more 

abrupt than at any other incrementai increase in any of the Iower variance simulations. This is an 



indication that the REV for capillary behaviour is likely a function of the statistics describing the 

local-scale aperture distribution. 

A comparison of the differences in capillary pressure at a &en wetting phase saturation between 

the drainage and wetting limbs of the large-scde curves, shows the effects of tnpping of the 

nonwetting fluid as the variance in the aperture distribution increases. The distribution of local- 

scale nonwetting saturations at residual is also correlated to the aperture distribution, resuiting in 

more trapped nonwettinp phase at a given capillary pressure with increasing variance in the 

aperture distribution. 

The sensitivity of the large-scaIe capillary curves to changes in the mean of the Iognormd 

aperture distribution is shown in Figure 6-1 I, where the mean aperture is increased and 

decrerised by factors of 1.5 and 2, respectfully. The resuits are again similar to what would be 

expected from a porous medium, with the curves shifting verticaily upwards and downwards 

with an increase and decrease in the mean aperture, respectively. UnIike the curves determined 

for the changes in the variance of the aperture, distribution, the dopes of the large-scde curves 

rernain relatively constant, as do the magnitudes of the differences between the drainage and 

wetting Iimbs. These results are consistent with the locai-scaie physics, requiring higher 

capilliuy pressures to produce the sarne wetting phase sanirations in a lower permeability 

(smaIIer aperture) feature. 

The concept of directionaiity or anisotropy in large-scaie capillary pressure curves is a poorly 

studied concept, and the differences between porous and fractured media are expected to be 



significant. given the highly structured and Iinear pathways avaihble for Row in a fractured 

environment. Girgah (1994) found that the capiIIary pressure curve was shifted verticdly 

upwards when the bedding of a correlated random permeability field was rotated 90 demes, in 

addition to an alteration of the slope of the large-scale curve. 

6.4.2 LargeScale Relative Permeability Behaviour 

The second focus of this study, the production of large-scde relative permeability curves for the 

sirnulated fracture network, also assessed the sensitivity of the permeability behaviour eo the 

statistics of the applied aperture distribution, The reader is reminded that the resuits presented 

here are not, strictly speaking, relative permeability curves. They are more properly identified as 

effective permeability curves, combining the large-scaie intrinsic permeabiiity of the network 

with the effects of the reduced permeabiiity imparted by the presence of a second nuid phase. 

Figures 6-12 and 6-13 present the effective permeability term (kkrm,) for the decreased and 

increased variance of the lognormai aperture distribution, tespectiveIy. The curves representing 

the effective permeability of the oonwetting phase in the vertical direction (kkra are sirnilx in 

form to the underlying Brooks-Corey constitutive relationship, and reliitively invariant with 

chmges in the variance of the aperture distribution. The exception to this is for the Iqe s t  

variance simulated (JO prn) which plots sipificantly shifted towards higher wetting phase 

saturations. It should be noted that the relative horizontid location of the curve is a function of 

the underlying large-scde capillary c w e .  The maximum value of effective permeabiiity 

achieved on drainage is the important factor in anaiyzîng these cuves. It cari be seen that the 



overdl vertical effective permeability of the system, and thus the overall vertical flow through 

the system, increases with decreasing variance of the aperture distribution. The only exception 

to this case again involves the simulation with the largest variance in the aperture distribution. 

This is most likely due to the existence of a high permeability pathway developing within the 

system, and again points to the possible dependence of the REV on the aperture distribution. 

The maximum value attained on the effective permeability curves compares well with the 

unidirectional hydraulic conductivity found during the REV study. 

The curves representing the effective permeability of the nonwetting phase in the horizontal 

direction (due to an applied gradient in the vertical direction, kkrd are significantly different 

than the vertical cases. The behaviour in respect to absolute effective permeability versus the 

variance of the aperture is in agreement with the results for vertical case, in that the absolute 

vdue of effective permeability decreases with decreasing variance of the aperture disuibution. 

This behaviour is expected, as the total flow through the system is dependent upon the 

macroscopic gradient and should be invariant with a given variance in the aperture distribution. 

The shape of the horizontai effective permeability curves is not similar to that of the underlying 

Brooks-Corey relationship, as the curves invariably reach a maximum value at an intemediate 

value of wetting phase saturation. The underlying orientation distribution of the fracture network 

exerts a controlting effect in tenns of effective permeability. The large-scale intrinsic 

permeability of the network exhibits anisotropy (Figure 64) with a higher value in the vertical 

direction than the horizontal direction. This results in the satuntion dependent effective 

permeability exhibited by the large-scaie curves in Figures 6-12 and 6-13, where the horizonta1 



component of fiow is close to the vertical at low nonwetting phase saturations, when the local- 

scde nonwetting phase relative permeabiliu'es are srnail. As the local-scale nonwetting phase 

permeabilities inmesise, the total vertical effective penneabiiity of the system increases relative 

to that of the horizontal due to the gravity gradient that exists in the vertical direction. It is aiso 

of interest to note chat the reversai of the dope on the kkr, terrns occurs at similar wetting phase 

saturations as a subtle change in siope of' the large-scale capiIlary pressure curves (Figure 6-13 

vs. Figure 6- 10). 

The relative magnitudes of the effective permeability terrns in the simulation with the largesc 

variance in the aperture distribution are inverted from al1 other simulations. with the horizontal 

effective permeability consisrendy higher than the vertical effective permeability. This is a 

general trend that can be seen with increasing variance in the aperture distribution, as the 

difference between vertical and honzontd effective permeability values at the highest applied 

boundary capillary pressure is decreasing with increasing variance. In the simulation with a 

variance of 40 Pm, the values of the effective permeability terms are essentially equai at the top 

of the drainage curve, corresponding to an essentially isotropie medium with respect to flow in 

the nonwetting phase. 

Figures 6-14 And 6-15 present the effective pemeability curves for the increased and decreased 

mean of the lognomal aperture distribution, respectively. The large-scaie saturation &pendent 

anisotropy occurs in these cases as weU, identically to rhat for the previous simulations. 
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Figure 6-14. Large-scale EfTeclive Permeabilily Curves for Incrcased Mean Aperture 
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The curves for these cases, however, scale almost exactly as a function of mean aperture, with 

IittIe differences occuning except for the relative vaiues. In fact the ratio of the vertical to 

horizontal terms is essentially unchanged between simulations, the apparent differences being 

due to the scaies used on the dependent axes. 

In generai, the results of the sensitivity study for the large-scale effective permeability terms 

shows that there are two competing factors underlying the results, the saturation dependent 

nature of the horizontal effective permeability term, and the non-scaiar nature of the relative 

permeability term itself. These results have shown that the common representation of relative 

permeability as a scalar is not correct when considenng large-scale averaged approximations to 

the constitutive relationships. These results are consistent with porous media work, both the 

stochastic results of Yeh et al. (1985) and the deterministic approach of Ataie-Ashtiani et al. 

(200 1). 

6.4.3 Effects of Fracture Terminations 

A significant difference in the conceptualization of flow through porous versus fractured media 

exists in the form of dead-end fractures in a network. in correhted porous media, laterai flow 

paths are essentiaily ubiquitous throughout any reatization, meaning that flow is rarely 

perrnanently "trapped" in any region during a drainage process. The occurrence of vertical dead- 

end fractures provide regions of a fractured network that accept nonwetting phase due to density 

effects, yet do not contribute to the giobal flow within the network. As the boundary capillary 

pressures in the simulated network increase, more nonwetting phase enters these deadend 



pathways, and is essentially unable to exit as the boundary capillary pressures are reduced (some 

vertical migration will occur when the capillary gradient exceeds the gravity gradient at the 

local-scale, however). 

The importance OF this phenomenon was examined by sequentially eliminating the number of 

vertical dead-end fractures within the domain. This was performed by identifying the locations 

of the fractures, and rendering them essentially impermeable by increasing their displacement 

pressure to int'inity. Only those fractures that terminate vertically downward were eliminated, 

thus flow vertically upwards into a dead-end fracture w u  still allowed. The procedure was 

performed randomly, first by removing 50 percent of the dead-end fractures (50 percent 

termination), and then 100 percent (100 percent termination). 

Figure 6-16 presents the large-scale capillary pressure curves for the base scenario (O percent 

termination) and the two new cases. The results cleariy show tbat the presence of the dead-end 

fractures bias the curves towards higher nonwetting phase saturations, due to the aforementioned 

build-up of the nonwetting phase due ro density effects. The overall decrease in large-scale 

capillary pressure with increasing termination resuks from an identical process. The overall 

hysteresis between the drainage and wettinp Iimbs dso resuits from the existence of hi@ 

nonwetting phase saturations in the termini, as the nodes within the dead-ends are still on the 

drainage curve. The effects of the temination percentage on the effective permeability of the 

nonwetting phase is essentially nonexistent (Figure 6-17), as the dead-end fractures do not 

contribute to flow through the network- 







6.5 Conclusions 

The development of large-scale formulations of capillary pressure-saturation and saturation- 

relative pemeability relationships has been performed for a two-dimensional representation of a 

discretely fractured granite. The effective properties of such a domain are often of more interest 

than the locai-scde behaviour, given the cornpurational resources required to simulate 

rnultiphase flow in Iarge discretely fractured rock masses, and the difficulties inherent in the 

acquisition of accurate statistical descriptions of the fracture network. In this work the large- 

scale relationships for a fracture network produced from a composite of site data are found 

through a deterministic approach using numericd simulation. 

Successive deierrnination of the bulk hydraulic conductivity and average capillary properties in 

increasing block sizes showed that an REV exists for the fracture network simulated, and the 

results of the study suppoaed this conclusion. The effective large-scale relations were found by 

incrementdly increasing the applied capillary pressure on the boundaries of the domain, and 

dlowing the system to achieve steady-state flow. The use of a constant capillary pressure 

boundary condition on al1 boundaries of the domain allowed for a determination of the effective 

permeability in both the vertical and horizontal directions (combined intrinsic and relative 

permeability) resulting from a gradient applied in the vertical &direction. The density dependent 

nature of multiphase flow presented conceptual difficulties for the determination of the 

remaining terms in the effective permeability tensor, and would require artificiai manipulation of 

the pv i t y  vector to become tractable. It is of interest to note that the use of equal equivalent 



totaI gradients (capillary plus wetting phase plus ,pvity) does not result in equivalent large-scde 

rehtionships. 

The large-scale capillary pressure-saturation relationship was found to be sensitive to the 

statistics goveming the underlying aperture distribution, The overdl effects on the relationships 

were found to be analogous to porous media, in that reducing or increasing the variance of the 

aperture distribution resulted in a corresponding shaliowing or steepening of the curve, 

respectively. Altering the mean of the aperture distribution again resulted in bchaviour similar to 

that for porous media, by verticalty shifting the c w e s  upwards (increase in the mean) or 

downwards (decrease in the mean). 

The Iarge-scale effective permeability curves representative of flow in the vertical direction 

produced in this work followed the general form of the underlying Iocd-scale Brooks-Corey 

constitutive relationship and were relatively invariant with changîng variance of the aperture 

distribution. The large-scale curves representing flow in the horizontal direction due to an 

imposed gradient in the vertical direction, however, are significantly different from the Brooks- 

Corey relationship. The maximum value of effective permeability achieved during the 

incremental steps of the procedure occuned at an intemediate wetting phase saturation 

corresponding to an applied boundary capillary pressure Iess then the maximum applied value. 

The anisotropy of the fracture network was aiso replicated in the large-scale effective 

permeability relationships. 



The presence of dead-end vertical fractures in the network is a significant conceptual ciifference 

from a porous media. The existence of these aiIows for nonwetting phase to become removed 

from the connected flow-path of the domain due to density-dnven migration into the dead-ends. 

The importance of these features was exaniined by successiveIy removing them from the 

domain, without aitering the fracture pattern. The presence of these hydraulicaiIy inactive 

features biases the large-scale relationships towards higher nonwetting phase saturations and less 

h ysteresis between the drainage and wetting limbs, 
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CHAPTER 7 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSlONS 

The prediction of the migration of DNAPLs and their associated dissolved phase plumes through 

the subsurface is ri complex and numencally intensive proposition. The level of complexity 

increases as such factors as heterogeneity, capiI1a-y hysteresis. and the presence of fractures 

operating as high permeability pathways through othenvise impermeable barriers are considered, 

This work has studied the physics undecljing migration through the subsurface, beginning with a 

simple single fracture scenario, and then increasing in complexity to networks of fractures in 

clay sequences containin; interspersed sand units, through to a realistic scenario containing 

correlated random permeability fields and various fracture configurations. The production of 

large-scale constitutive relationships in non-octhogonally fractured consolidated media forms the 

final step of complexity investigated. Two numencd modeis, FRACAS and QUMPFS, were 

developed as tools to perform this work. Both are multiphase rnulti-component compositionai 

simulators, capable of accuntely simulating advection, dispersion, sorption, and non-equilibrium 

dissolution in the subsurface. 

The building block for the understanding of flow through a fractured environment is the single 

fracture scale. The single most important factor controlling the migration rate of DNAPL 

through a singie fracture is the fracture aperture. Increasing the fracture aperture from 15 pm to 

50 prn results in an approximately 20-fold increase in the rate of migation. Sirnilar variations in 

the parameters governing matrix diffusion, however, have a reIativeIy insi,gïficant influence on 

DNAPL migration rates. The effect of the inchation of the fracture on the migration rate of the 



DNAPL is also sipificant, primarily due to the increased Iength of travel involved to migrate the 

same vertical distance. 

An analysis of the migration of five common DNAPLs through a single fracture was performed 

and the similarities in breakthrough tirnes predicted in Iarge aperture fractures for the five 

DNAPLs illustrates the difficulty in predicting migration times without the use of numericat 

models. Based solely on an examination of the solubility and density, a DNAPL with the Iowest 

density and highest solubility may be expected to have the slowest breakthrough time. This, 

however, was not the case in the majority of the simulations conducted. In dl cases (with the 

exception of the srnallest aperture apenureAongest fracture combination) Chlorobenzene (low 

solubility/low density) was found to be the slowest migating DNAPL, The insensitivity of the 

migration rate to matrix diffusion decreases the importance of solubility, and increases the 

importance of viscosity and density. 

In assessing the decrease in migration rate due to matrix diffusion, the most descriptive indicator 

is the ratio of mass lost to the rnatnx to mas  replenishment at the fracture entrante. This ratio is 

primarily dependent upon the sohbiiity of the DNAPL when al1 other factors remain the same. 

To arrest downward migration, this ratio would have to exceed 1.0 for a sipificant length of 

time. This never occurred in any of the simulations performed in this work. This is due to a 

limitation in the "conaibuting Iength" of the DNAPL body. As the DNAPL penetntes through 

the aquitard the ratio of mass lost to mass repienished becomes essentiaily constant, as the maaix 

adjacent to the upper portions of the fracture becomes saturated with contaminant, and no longer 

acts as a sink to the DNAPL in the fncture. 



Given the insensitivity of the rnigntion rate of a DNAPL to mass lost to the matrix, the rate of 

vertical penetration of DNAPL through fractured clay aquitards void of sand lenses cm be 

extremeLy rapid, on the order of days for a 30 m sequence containing 35 pm fractures. The 

presence of vertical gradients can enhance or retard this rate, depending on whether groundwater 

flow is downwards or upwards, 

The existence of sand lenses interbedded with fractured clay, as comrnonly found in deltaic 

depositional environments, sigificantly influences the migration times of the nonwetting phase 

vertically through the system, The presence of a 2 m and a 5 m thick sand lens within the 

aforementioned 30 m clay layer can increase the time required to traverse the system from a few 

days to sevenl years. The presence of vertical gradients in a Iayered sequence caused significant 

changes in the DNAPL breakthrough times, in some cases completely arresting the vertical 

miption after the source had been rernoved. 

The ratio of displacernent pressures between fractures and the sand lenses into which they exit is 

aIso a controlling factor in the migration of DNAPL. hcreasing the displacement pressure of the 

sand relative to that of the fractures (by a factor of approximateIy three) resulted in more than a 

ten-fold increase in the DNAPL breakthrough time. Converse[y, decreasing the displacement 

pressure of the sand relative to that of the fractures (by a factor of approximately three) 

prevented the nonwetting phase from reaching the Iower aquifer. 



The retardation of the arriva1 of the nonwetting phase in the lower aquifer, due to the presence of 

matrix diffusion, began to be noticeable with the inclusion of sand Ienses into the domain as 

opposed to a sysrem consisting only of fractured clay. The quantities of aqueous phase flux 

penetrating the system are, hawever, si,gificantly lesç than that of the nonwetting phase in 

almost ail possible scenarios. The exception to this occurs in the case of a Iimited volume 

release, in which, on occasion, no nonwetting phase reaches the underlying aquifer, or the 

noriwetting phase Row is cut-off as the source is depleted. The presence of the matrix as a 

dissolved phase sink was evident, however, in chat the mival cimes of the nonwetting and 

dissoIved phases at the bottom of the systern were essentidly coincidentai. 

The migration of DNAPL and dissolved phase contamination through a fractured heterogeneous 

porous medium represents the most physically realistic scenario, as flow can occur both through 

(in fractures) and around (through higher permeability Ienses) Iow perrnenbirity capillary 

barriers. It was found tfiat the mean penneability of the domain controlled the depth of 

migration below the surface to a large degree, and the presence of fractures was less important 

than in the previous homogeneous/iayered scenarios. The presence of fractures within the 

system was found to control the infiltration of the nonwetting phase only for the case where 

lenses wiih a permeability of less than 1.0~10'" m' were fmctured. 

The importance of fractures in the system, however, was highiighted when examining the time 

required to peneuate through Iow permeability features. In simulations with extensive 

fracturing, the DNAPL was able to "short-circuit" npidy ricross Iow permeabitity layers and 

penetrate deeper into the subsurface. In most cases where the DNAPL encountered a Iow 



permeability banier during the "source-on" condition, DNAPL eventudly rnigrated below the 

barriers, either through by-passing, invasion, or a combination of the two. 

The extent of DNAPL contamination within the heterogeneous system was also evaluated 

through the use of moments about the centre of mas  of the DNAPL body. The moments, which 

indicate the degree of lareral and vertical spreading of the DNAPL, tended to level off after 

approximately nine yem (maximum duntion of the source-on condition was approximately 4.5 

years). This tended to be due to a redistribution of the DNAPL towards a residuat configuration, 

as was evidenced by the gradua1 trending of average nonwetting phase saturations within the 

domain to a static value. The increased presence of fracturing within the domain WB, in general, 

found to allow for deeper DNAPL penetration into the subsurface, 

The finiil investigation conducted in this work departed from the consideration of muhiphase 

flow and transport in unconsolidated media, and looked at the production of large-scale effective 

constitutive relationships for two-dimensiona1 fractured rock domains. Successive determination 

of the bulk hydraulic conductivity and average capiilary properties in increasing block sizes 

showed that an REV exists for the fracture network simulated, and the large-scale capillary 

pressure-saturation curves produced supported this conclusion. 

The Iqe-scale capillary pressure-saturation relationship was found to be sensitive to the 

statistics governing the underlying aperture distribution. The ovedl effects on the relationships 

were found to be andogous to porous media, in that reduçing or increasing the variance of the 

aperture distribution resulted in a corresponding shallowing or steepening of the curve, 



respectively. Altering the mean of the aperture distribution again resulted in behaviour sirnilar to 

that for porous media, by verticaily shifting the curves upwards (increase in the mean) or 

downwards (decrease in the mean). 

The large-scale effective permeability curves (combined intcinsic and relative permeability) 

representative of flow in the vertical direction produced in this work followed the generai fom 

of the underlying local-scale Brooks-Corey constitutive relationship and were relatively invariant 

with changing variance of the aperture distribution. The large-scale curves representing flow in 

the horizontal direction due to an imposed gradient in the vertical direction, however, are 

sigiricantiy different from the Brooks-Corey relationship. The maximum value of effective 

pemeability achieved during the incremental steps of the procedure occurred at an intemediare 

wetting phase saturation corresponding to an applied boundary capillary pressure less then the 

maximum applied value. 

The use of numerical simulators to investigate multiphase flow and aqueous phase transport in 

fractured geoiogic media has been show to be a powerful tool, allowing insights into the 

controiling physics at both the local and macro scales. Further work is necessary in the 

production of Iarge-scale constitutive relationships for fractured rock masses, looking at the 

importance of other fracture parameters (such as the distribution of lengths, orientation, etc.) as 

weli as the applicability of the results presented here, from two-dimensional simulations, to 

the-dimensional domains. The migration from two to three dimensions requires the 

development of new mathematicai approaches to the representation of discrete randomiy 

onented fractures within a porous rock matrix. 



The large-scaie implications of chis work, especidiy in regards to remediation of contarninated 

sites, are many and diverse. The migration of DNAPL through extensiveiy fractured geology is 

quite rapid, and given the tortuous pathways repcesented by the fractures [as prïmary conduits for 

DNAPL migration) is exceptionally difficult to predict or, in a field setting, Iocate. Aperture 

variations within individual fractures are expected to be the dominant controi on large-scale 

migration, and wiil result in isolated areas of hi$ contamination as weil as I q e  uncontminated 

volumes of the subsurface. The transfer of mius from the nonwetting phase to the aqueous phase 

and its subsequent diffusion into the porous matrix surrounding a fracture represents a 

contamination source that cm exist for decades above ailowable Iimits- 

Historically, the presence of clay layers in the subsurface has k e n  viewed as a banier to the 

vertical migration of DNAPL. The importance of interbedded sand lenses found in this 

work, however, shows that rernediation (in the form of mass removai) can be attained through 

some mechanism which opentes on the smd. The presence of fractures in the case where 

penneable porous media is the dominant component of the subsurface has fewer implications in 

regards to rernediation, as the majority of the mius is contained in the permeable units and cm be 

ueated with rigresive and passive remediation methods. The work performed in this thesis has 

shown that, in al1 cases studied, the existence of detectable concentrations of contaminant in 

permeabie porous media overiain by fractured impermeable porous media effectively points to 

the existence of DNAPL in the permeable media 



APPENDIX A - ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONTROL VOLUME 

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND 

VERlFlCATlON 

Model Description 

The one-dimensional model developed in this appendix is solved through the use of a control 

volume, finite element approach, and can handle the advection of the wetting and nonwetting 

phases, as well as the dispersion and diffusion of the aqueous phase. The formulation is lirnited 

to line elements, and cm simulate equilibrium and non-equilibrium mass transfer. 

A.l Discretization of the Governing Equations 

Abriola and Pinder (1985) developed the partial differential equations governing multiphase flow 

and muiticomponent transport in a porous media: 

where ctg is the rnolar density of phase b, @ is the porosity of the medium, Sg is the saturation of 

phase 0 expressed as a fraction of void space, -rip is the moIe fraction of component i in phase /?, 

vp is the Darcy flux of phase 0, Dib is the dispersion tensor for component i in phase P, qib is a 



source or sink of component i to or from phase fi, and fia is the interphase mass tnnsfer of 

component i to or from phase P. 

The governing equations descnbed above were soived through the use of the Control Volume 

Finite Element method (CVFE) of Forsyth (1991). The deveIopment that follows hereafter is 

taken from Therrien (1992) and Letniowski (1989). 

The first step is to adapt the Lagrange Co polynomial bais Cunctions: 

The pressure in the domain is represented by: 

where P(X,r) is the actual pressure at point x at time r ,  ruid P(.q,t) is the pressure at a node in the 

domain. In addition, the fluid potential (y&: 

the satuntion is: 



and the mole fraction is: 

At this stage, the Galerkin approach is used to discretize the goveming equation over a region of 

space of volume V. This Ieads to: 

forj,k=1,2,3, and i=l,n where n is the total number of nodes in a domain. The time derivative is 

handled using a lumped mas approach, as are the suurce/sink and mass transfer terms: 

The tenn in equation A7 representing advective flux in the domain cm be manipulated to: 

+14 N$B [A-LOI 
B 

where the Iast tenn repcesents the fluid flux normal to the boundary (B)  of voiume V, which, for 

simplicity, wiil be set equd to zero. 



Further manipulation of this expression leads to: 

so that the denvative of NI with respect to Xk is: 

With chese two results, the right hand side of A l  1 can be wntten as: 

[A- 1 31 

[A- 1 11 

[A- 121 

[A- 141 

Substituting this result into the advective Aux equation A10 gïves: 



[A- 151 

and discretization of the dornain will determine nodal connectivity. Only those nodes connected 

to i ( E  n,), will contribute to flow or storage at node i Therefore: 

[A- 161 

The permeability used in this expression is taken as the harmonic mean of the permeabilities of 

nodes i and j, wherens the flux term is alwriys taken as the upstream value. This is due to the 

hyperbolic nature of the governing equations. The rnolecular density and mass density terms are 

not upstream weighted, but are centraiiy weighted between nodes i and j. With this, equation 

A16 becornes: 

k,kk, dN, d N, dV 
<W. -yw 11 [c. -rip --- 

J Er, v pa dX, dX, 1 
[A- 171 



The term y j ~  is $en by: 

where the harmonic permeability is given as: 

[A- 181, [A- 191, [A-%] 

The preceding procedure has only looked at the advective flux components of the governing 

equations. The non-advective flux terms in A7 can be rnanipulated in the same way as the 

advective ternis to give: 

The term y[, is $ven by: 



where the terms m evduated as for the advective terms. Combination of the discretized 

tems for the cime denvative, the advective and non-advective fluxes and the sinWsource and 

mas transfer terms yields the final discretized equation obtained through the CVFE method: 

where V, is the volume associated with node i and is &en by: 

The basis functions used in the formulation musc first be evaluated. Using the rnethod proposed 

by Huyakom and Pinder (1983), the basis functions NI are defined as: 

where: 



where L, is the length of the element, and m corresponds to node i and m+Z to node j. The yu 

term is obtained by replacing the derivative of Nr such that: 

The nodal volume used in the formulation for one-dimension, which represents the contribution 

of volume from node i to node j of element e, is given by: 

which reduces to La. The volume associated with node i is: 

which reduces to L, in one dimension. 



A.2 Solution Technique 

Given the non-linearity of the governing equations, full Newton-Raphson iteration was required. 

The resulting matrix equation has the form: 

F ' ( x ~ ) . ( x ~ "  - x * ) = - F ( x ~ )  [A-3 31 

where Xk is the known solution at the last iterative level, ~'(2) is the Jacobim evduated at 9, 

md F&) is the vector of equation A25 at X'. For a two-phase, two-component system, this 

results in a 4n by Sn matrix. For the special case where onIy one component is soluble in the 

other, this produces a 3n by 3n matrix. 

The form of the Jacobian is ri block tri-diasonai rnatrix, with each entry consisting of a 3 by 3 

sub-rnatrix. The independent equations A15 are ordered into a vector: 

(FY = (R;. RI",, R; ,....... R:, , R ~ m . R ~ ' )  

as are the unknowns for these equations: 

r h) =(P,,~-L.PS ,,*--.. ~,,~-k,,~s,,) [A-341 

With this formdation, each row of the matnx for a one-dimensionai probtem consists oE 



The Jacobian matrix can be developed through either numericai or anaiyticai methods. Given 

that the constitutive relationships are known and fixed for this work, the analytical approach was 

used. 

The resulting set of linearized equations is solved usin; a direct Gaussian elimination procedure. 

This procedure, though slow, is adequate for one-dimensional simulations and extremely robust 

(as long as care is taken to avoid a zero pivot), and accurate to the precision of the machine. 

A.3 Boundary Conditions 

In addition to the discretized goveming equations and a set of initial conditions, every numericaI 

mode1 requires a set of boundiuy conditions to rnake it tractable. The incorporation of boundary 

conditions was done via a method similar to that of Forsyth (1988), in which the sinkkource 

terrns in equation A25 are modified at each boundary node to simulate any possible condition. 

For Dirchlet type conditions, the source sink terms are set to: 



where A* is the fixed value of the condition (be it pressure, saturation, or mole fiaction), AB is 

the value at the boundary node, and WI is a very large number (i.e. 10'~). The result of this 

manipulation is a very large number on the diagonal of the Jacobian for that variable. This 

forces the solution 

For free-exit boundq conditions, the source/sink term is modified at the boundary nodes by: 

qtw.6  = - Q w . 3 c w . B ~ B  [A-361 

where QKB is the volume flux of wetting phase Ieaving the dornain at the boundary node. Ln the 

case where two phases are present in the boundary node, and the effective permeability of one 

phase is restricted in some form (i.e. cannor enter or exit) the calculation of must take into 

account the direction of the nonwetting phase Fiwr (Reitsma, 1996). For example, when the flux 

of the nonwetting phase is from the boundary node into the domain, Q , B  is the sum of the 

wetting and nonwetting phase fluxes h m  the domain to the boundary. When the nonwetting 

phase flux is from the domain to the boundary, Q,,J is the flux of the wetting phase anly frorn 

the domain to the boundary. 

ï h e  source/sink terms for the nonwetting phase equations at the boundary node given a free exit 

boundary condition are: 



where Q,,J is the nonwetting phase flux from the domain to the boundary. The formulation of 

the free exit boundary condition only allows for advective flux to leave the domain. 

For Cauchy trpe boundaxy conditions, the sourcelsink term for the wetting phase is: 

where c ' , . ,~  is the rnolar density of the entering fluid, and x '~ ,~B is the mole fraction of component 

i in the enrering Cluid, 

It should be noted chat the numerical procedures for the free-exit and Cauchy boundary 

conditions require modification of off-diagonal terms in the Jacobian matrix. This is due to the 

fact that changes in primary variables away from the boundary nodes will have an effect on the 

fluxes to the boundacy nodes and thus on the boundary conditions. The formulation of the 

Cauchy and free-exit boundary conditions is identical, the difference in terminology being used 

to differentiate between inlet and outlet conditions. 

A.4 Model Verification - Two Phase Flow 

The model developed in this work cannot be fuIIy verified against an anaiytical solution, due to 

the large nurnbers of complexities involved in the various undedying processes. Two specific 

aspects of the model can, however, be checked against anaiytical solutions to ensure they are 

converging to the correct solution. The b t  check is for two-phase flow in a porous medium 



with capillary effects. The analytical solution by McWhorter and Sunada (1990) was used, and 

consisred of a one-dimensional horizontai column containing a non-deforming homogeneous 

porous medium initially saturated with wetting phase ttiroughout. 

The boundary conditions imposed upon the anaiyticd solution are; a constant wetting phase 

saturation at the injection end, a no-flow boundary (for the wetting phase) at the injection end, 

and a constant wetting phase pressure at the outiet. The analyticai soiution is vaiid so long as the 

nonwerting phase never reaches the exit boundary. A Brooks-Corey type capillary pressure 

curve (Brooks and Corey, 1966) was used in both the andytical and numericai formuiritions. 

The pomus medium in the column w u  assigned a permeability of 1x10'" m2, a porosity of 0.35, 

a pore size distribution index of 2.0, a residual wetting phase saturation of O. 1, and a 

displacement pressure of 3000 Pa. The wetting and nonwetting phase viscosities were 8 . 9 ~  lo4 

Pas, the length of the column was 0.625 m, the inlet wetting phase saturation was 0.5, and the 

outlet pressure was 0.0 Pa. Figure A-1 presents the wetting phase saturation profiles with 

distance dong the column at three different times for both the andytical and numerical 

simulations. The numerical mode1 is in agreement with the analyticd solution and d l  mass 

balance errors were less than I .OXTO-' moles. 
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Figure A-1. Mode1 Cornparison to Analytical Solution for Two-Phase Flow 

A.5 Model Verification - Mass Transport 

The second facet of the numerical rnodel that could be verified against an anaiytical solution is 

advection-dispersion rnass transport. The analytical solution used was the Ogata and Banks 

(196 1) formulation, modified by Gecshon and Nir (1969) to include Cauchy boundary 

conditions. The physicd setting was once again a horizontal one-dimensionai column initidly 

saturated with wetting phase, in a homogeneous incompressible pomus medium. The flow was 

single phase, constant and steady state. 

Boundary conditions for the simulations were: 

c(w,t)=o 1'0 



where C is the solute concentration, .ris the distance from the inlet of the column, r is the elapsed 

time, v is the average linear velocity in the column, D is the dispersion coefficient, and Co is the 

concentration of the solute in the injected fluid. The initial conditions were: 

c(.r, t ) = O 

The analytical solution is: 

(x - v t )  L c, =~[~fl{")-~~(~)fl{xfvt~~+~))+&~~(- 2 'I& 2JD1 ) [A421 

@ 4Dt 

where e$c is the complimentary error function. The outlet boundary condition in the numerical 

mode1 was free exit, and the dispersion coefficient was defined as: 

D =uLv+r D,- [A431 

where Q is the longitudinal dispersivity, r i s  the tortuosity of the medium, and l J ie  is the free- 

liquid diffusivity of the solute in water. The value of the dispersivity was O.1m while the 

tottuosicy was set to 0.0, The porous medium was assigned physical parameters identicai to that 

of the two-phase simulations with the exception that the column was 1.0 m in length. The 

gradient across the column was specified such that the average linear velocity in the coIumn was 

constant ar 1.405~ l~-~m.s-'. 
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Fi y r e  A-2. Model Cornparison to Analytical Solution for MW Transport 

Figure A-2 depicts the verification results for the advection-dispersion simulations. The 

smearing introduced through numerical dispersion due to corne griding is evident, however the 

greater accuracy of finer gîding produces a rerisonnble approximation. 

A.6 Model Testing - Heterogeneous Media 

The third stage in the verification and validation procedure is to test the models performance on 

physicai scenarios that are more redistic. No exact solutions exist for the simulations carcied out 

in this section and cornparison to Iabomtory data is beyond the scope of this work. Despite these 

problems, it was feIt that sorne basic one-dimensionai studies couid be undertaken, &en that 

one-dimensional rwo-phase flow is a relatively well-understood concept, and validated models 

do exist for this phenornenon. 



The scenarios used in this stage of the testing were quite sirnilar to those used in the analytical 

cornparison. The properties used are surnrnarized in Table A-1. The only significant conceptual 

variations between these runs and the anaiytical cornparison is that the column was oriented 

vertically to ensure the mode1 could accurately simulate the effects of gavity, and various Ienses 

of diffenng permeabilities were inuoduced to evaluate the effects of heterogeneity. 

Figure A-3 displays the evolving wetting phase profiles for the four scenarios simulated, Part A 

depicts a homogeneous column similar to that of the analytical comparison. Unlike the 

horizontal nins, however, the nonwetting phase is not retarded with tirne, due to the presence of 

pvi ty ,  and Bows through the column in a relatively uniform manner, first reaching the exit at 

2766 S. The typicd "s" shape of vertical two-phase profiles (Aziz and Settari, 1979) is evident in 

the developing profile, 

Part B of Figure A-3 is identical to Part A with the exception that a high peneability (5.0~10-'~ 

m2) Iens is Iocated in the centre of the colurnn. The evolving wetting phase profile shows that 

the nonwetting fluid quickiy imbibes into the high peneability lens imrnediately upon 

encountering it. The lens continues to fil1 while the nonwetting phase attempts to enter the low 

permeabiiity sand beneath it, Once the capillary pressure in the Iens has exceeded the entry 

pressure of the general sand, the nonwetting phase quickly traverses the remainder of the 

column, first exiting at 3% 1 S. 



Table A-1. Physical Properties of Column Used in Verification 
Porosity 

Length 

0.35 

1.0 m 

Residual Wetting Phase Saturation 0.05 

Penneability 5.0x10-~' mL 

Pore Size Distribution hdex 2.5 
1 

Displacement Pressure 
1 

2000.0 Pa 

Wetting Phase Viscosity 

Nonwetting Phase Viscosity 

1.0~ 10-3 Pa-s 

0.5x10*~ Pa-s 

Inflow Boundary Saturation 

Part C of Figure A-3 is showing the resdts of a simulation identical to that of Part B with the 

0.5 

Outflow Boundary Pressure 

exception that the high permeability lens has been replaced with a low permeability lens (5.0~10- 

9.806~10~ Pa 

" mL ). Unlike the previous scenario, the nonwetting fluid initially cannot penetrate the lens, and 

pools above it until the 2209.4 Pa enuy pressure of the Iens is exceeded- This results in an 

extremely low wetting phase saturation above the lens and an inverse "s" saturation profile. 

Once the displacement pressure of the lens has been exceeded, the nonwetting phase continues 

towards the terminus of the column and first reaches it at 44 041 S. 

The final portion of Figure A-3 (Part D) is for a column composed of completeIy heterogeneous 

media. Each node in the domain was randornly assigned permeability values from a log-normal 

distribution with a mean of 1.03~10-~' m2 and a varÏance large enough to ensure that the 

maximum and minimum penneabilities were sepmted by three orders of magnitude. The 



profiIe shown is for a time of 100 000 s, showing the large times required for the nonwetting 

front to traverse completely heterogeneous media. This is considered an extrerneiy demanding 

test of the model, to ensure that fluid saturations are discontinuous between nodes, and pressures 

rire continuous. 

A.7 Model Testing - Mass Transfer 

The venfication of the rnodel's ability to simulate mass transfer was the most difficult to develop 

a foundation for. Similar iro the heterogeneous simulations, no exact analyticd solution exists for 

this scenario. Increasing the dificulties is that at this point in the model development process, 

the actual form of the mass transfer constitutive reiatioriship is unknown, A rdatively simple 

check could be made, however, to ensure that the model is CulfilLing its conservation of mass 

formulation and that it can converge when al1 aspects of its formulation (two-phase flow, mass 

transport, and mas  transfer) are considered. 

To check on mass conservation, the one-dimensionai cohmn h m  the mass transport scenarios 

was modified by eIiminating the Cauchy inflow condition, and trapping a small amount of 

nonwetting phase in an eiement surrounded by elements of lower permeability. This ensured 

that the nonwetting phase was immobile, and would disappear only through dissolution. A 

singe node, O.lm h m  the outfiow boundary was set at an initiai wetting saturation of 0.95. The 

two nodes on either side were assigned a permeability of 1.0x10-'' m'. The gradient across die 

column was set rit &J&=O.lt the exit boundary was free exit, and the i d o w  boundriry was 

modified to prevent diffusion out of the column, 



The mass transfer term in 

il, = K'(-K~~ -.ri: Af 

- Lm - -Lw 

the discretized equation was simulated through: 

CA-4Jl 

[A-451 

where K' is the mass transfer coefficient, and .Priw is the saturation concentration of component i 

(nonwetting) in the wettin; phase as a mole fraction. Three forms of the rnass transfer 

coefficient were used, a constant value of 2.s'xlo5, and two forms which were dependent upon 

the saturation of the node: 

The first simuiation with this method used coefficients of a=1.0 and b=2.0. This gave an initiai 

vdue For K' of ?.SXLO-~ identical to the constant formulation. The second scenario used 

coefficients of a=3.0 and b=I.O. 

Tt should be noted at this point that the formulation for the rnass transfer terms is entirely explicit, 

and involves only the values of wetting phase saturation and mole fraction of componenr i in the 

wetting phase. Figures A 4 ,  A-5, and A-6 display the results of the three simulations described 

above. The initial amount of nonwetting phase trapped in the system is 1.215 moles, and the 

mass balance in each system is less than 1.0x10-' moles. The effects OF the different rnass 

transfer formulations are distinct, the major diffexnce being in the rate at which the nonwetting 

phase is dissolved from the "trapped" node. in the constant K' case the effect is similar to that of 

equilibrium mass transfer, as the system is at quasi-steady state until the non-aqueous phase is 

fully dissolved. 



The variable mass transfer coeficient formulations are more tmly non-equilibriurn, in that after 

several thousand seconds the dissolved values in the "trapped" node are no longer at the originai 

levels. The differences in behaviour between the two representations of mas  transfer indicate 

the wide variety of possibilities that exist to parameterize the phenomenon. 

The final scenario in the one-dimensional validation and verification is the "everything" 

simulation. The column from the analytical two-phase flow scenario was used, with the addition 

of the variable K' mass uansfer formulation. Figure A-7 displays the wetting phase saturation 

profile, and the dissolved plume mole fraction profile- Conceptually, everything is as would be 

expected, the inclusion of the mas  transfer term has not slowed or accelerated the invading 

nonwetting phase appreciably, the maximum concentration in the system does not exceed the 

saturation concentration of component i in the wetting phase, and the dissolved plume is 

migrating ahead of the nonwetting phase front, 

j 
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Figure A-4. Mass Transfer Validation, Constant K' 
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Figure A-5. hlass Transfer Validation, ar2.0, b=1.0 
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Figure A-6. Mass Transfer Validation, a=3.0, b=1.0 
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Figure A-7. Wetting Phase Saturations and Mole Fractions Predicted by One-dimensional 
Mode1 Run 
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APPENDiX B - TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONTROL VOLUME 

FlNiTE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND 

VERlFlCATlON 

Model Description 

The two-dimensionai model developed in this appendix is solved through the use of a control 

volume, finite element approach, md can handle the advection of the wetting and nonwetting 

phases, as well as the dispersion, diffusion, and sorption of the aqueous phase, The formulation 

is a superposition of triangular elernents representing the matrix, and line elements representing 

fracture traces. The nonwetting phase cannot enter the matrix in the present formulation. 

B.1 Solution of the Governing Equations 

The solution procedure for the goveming differential equations is unchanged from the one- 

dimensionai model described in Appendix A. The CVFE approach is again used, with the 

exception that linear triangular elements are used in place of Iine elements. The most significant 

change involved in the solution of the equations involves the use of a new method to solve the 

resultant sparse Jacobian matrix. 

In the one-dimensionai model the resultant set of Iinearized equations was solved with direct 

Gaussian elimination. Though entirely adequate for simple dense matrices, the cost of that 



procedure is extremely prohibitive for the Iarge sparse matrices that will be encountered in this 

work, To overcome this, a speciaiiy designed sparse matrix solver was required which could 

operate on non-symmetrical matrices. Using methods outlined by Barrett et ai. (1994) two 

different preconditioned solvers (GMRES and BCGStab) were added to the model. GMRES 

(Saad and Schultz, 1986) is a Generalized Minimai Residuai method that minimizes the nom of 

the residual vector at every iteration over a Krylov subspace. BCGStab (Van der Vorst, 1992) is 

similar to the standard conjugate gradient method, with the exception that the orthogonal 

sequence of residuals generated through the Conjugare Gradient method is replaced by two 

rnutuaily orthogonal vectors. 

6.2 Two-dimensional Basis Functions and Influence Coefficients 

The extension of the model to two-dimensions required the adaptation of the element basis 

functions and the resultant changes to the influence coefficients. For two-dimensional triangular 

eiements, the Iinear basis functions can be given by: 

w here: 

and the area of the triangular element (A3 is: 



The node number of the element at the local-scale (m) corresponds to node i of the ij pair, and 

the subsequent nodes are identified by the sequential index (m+l ,  m+2) in a counter-clockwise 

fashion around the element. In addition, the incremental volume, v:, representing the volume 

contribution to node i from node j is: 

The influence coefficients for the advective (yJJ) and non-advective (yh) flux terms are found 

through the substitution of the derivative of the two-dimensional representation of N[ into: 

Giving: 

The node number of the eiement at the local-scde (n) appiies to node j of the ij pair, and are 

numbered sirnilady to m. The non-advective flux term influence coeficient is found through a 

sirnilar method, with the exception that the harmonic mean permeability is replaced with the 

dispersion tensor: 



The division of the dispersion tensor within the integral by an explicit representation of the 

saturation and the subsequent multiplication by a weighted implicit form allows for partiai 

implicit evaluation of the dispersion dependence upon saturation. The advantage of this form is 

that the in tepl  in (B7) has only to be evaluated at the start of a Newton iteration. 

B.3 Other Modifications 

8.3.1 Mass Transfer 

During the development of the two-dimensional mode1 the mass transfer relationship was 

finalized, the form taken from the work of Mason and Kueper (1996) which effectively handles 

the dependence of mass transfer on both velocity and saturation: 

K = (oqb +LIS: - s:) IB-91 

The evaluation of the mass uansfer term is entirely explicit, to prevent possible perturbations in 

the Newton procedure. The coefficients a and b are taken from the published litenture, or crin 

be caiibnted from Iabontory experiments. The intrinsic mass uansfer coefficient (k) is a 

function of the medium and the particular chernical being used in the simulation, 



8.3.2 Flux Limitation 

Recently work has been performed to investigate variations to the standard methods of spatial 

and temporal weighting used in the solution of compositional models (Unger et al., 1995, Liu et 

al., 1994, and Blunt and Rubin, 1992). Unger et al. (1995) compared the solutions to a set of 

sample problems achieved by varying the spatial weighting techniques between upstrearn, 

centrai, and flux-Limited, and the temporal weighting techniques between fully implicit and 

Crank-Nicholson. They found that even though Crank-Nicholson is second order correct, no 

advantage was gained wer  the first order correct fuHy irnplicit weighting method. 

in terms of spatial weighting of the advective mole fraction of contaminant in the aqueous phase, 

however, noticeable improvement was found with the use of a non-linear Van Leer (Van Leer, 

1974) type flux limitation scheme, This weighting factor is defined as: 

[B- 101 

where Xiwdwn(lj, is the downstream point between nodes i and j. The smoothness sensor for the 

mole fraction front, r,, is defined by: 

where i2rtp(i,j) is a second upstream point. The flux limiter is therefore formuhted as: 



The flux Iirniting scheme for the advective mole fraction is employed to minimize numerical 

dispersion while maintaining monotonicity of the solution. The choice of the second upstream 

point in the flux limiter is based upon the node which has the greatest fluid potential of al1 nodes 

connected to the first upstream point. The use of a flux limiter requires the modification of the 

off-diagonal terms in the development of the Jacobian. For simplicity, these were dropped in the 

assembly routine. 

The application of non-linear flux Iimiters cannot be perfonned indiscriminately across an entire 

domain. In portions of the domain where aqueous phase mole fractions are near or at the 

solubility limit, the application of flux limiters cm cause oscillations in the Newton iterations 

which cannot be resolved (Unger et ai., 1995). To avoid this, the limiter was only applied in 

regions where no non-üqueous phase was present, no sink or source term (other than dissoIution) 

was present, and the aqueous phase mole fraction was less than 95% of saturation. 

6.3.3 Equilibrium Sorption 

The expansion of the mode1 to two-dimensions presented the opportunity to incorporate another 

physical phenomenon important in subsurface contamination simulation, The sorption of the 

dissolved non-aqueous phase to the aquifer matenal cm, depending on the material. be of F a t  

importance in the assessment of contamination scenarios. The governing equations for the 

system described to this point are slightIy modified to include the effects of sorption: 



where pb is the bulk density of the aquifer maeerial, and Kd is the distribution coefficient for the 

contaminant. 

8.3.4 Storage 

The finai physicd phenomenon included in the model during the expansion to a two-dimensional 

format was the incorporation of the transient behaviour of flow due to the effects of storage in 

a 
-(cf,@ a r ',-rio + P ~ , K ~ C ~ ~ - ~ ~ ,  + c,6.ri6 (a + B.@)P, )+ v - (c,-~~v,)-v -6 s0 D ~ ~ v ( c ~ ~ - ~ , ~  )] 
-qiB -Il, = O  [B- II] 

=l..n,,i=L..n, 

the porous medium and the fluids. The inclusion of storage adds another temporal derivative to 

the goveming partial differential equation: 

where a i s  the porous medium compressibility, and 4, is the compressibility of water. The final 

form of the discretized equation used in the two-dimensional model is: 



8.4 Model Verification - Two Phase Flow 

The two-dimensional mode1 was also verified against the analytical solution of Mcwho IE-?3? 
Sunada (1990). A different physical scenario was used this time, but the boundary conditions 

and mode1 Iimitations remained essential the same. The particular values used in this 

verification are surnmarized in Table B-1. 

I Pemeability I 5.0 x IO-" rn' I 

Table B-1. Fluid and media prorerties in the two-phase flow verification 
Porosity 0.35 

Brooks-Corey Pore Size Distribution Index 2.0 

Displacement Pressure 

Wetting Phase viscosity 

2000.0 Pa 

ResiduaI Wetting Saturation 0.05 

Nonwetting Phase Viscosity 

Outflow Boundary Pressure 

0.0005 Pa s 

L 

Inflow Boundq Saturation 0.525 



Figure B-l presents the cornparison of the two-dimensionai numerical mode1 to the analyticai 

solution, and shows that the results agree within the accuracy of the discretization. The small 

amount of smearing at the leading edge of the invading NAPL front is due to the use of upstream 

weighting in the model, but it should be pointed out that this error does not increase with time, as 

is the case with parabolic equations. 

The dornain used in this verification consisted of 10 1 nodes in the longitudinal direction, and 11 

in the transverse direction. The value of gavity for the simulation was set to zero, as the 

andyticai solution does not inciude the effects of gavity. The numerical modei's results 

consisied of 11 identicd "flow-tubes" each in tum identicai to a one-dimensional representation 

of the dornain. 

I 0.25 - 
i Analytical 

1 101 nodes 
! O 

i 
i Distance (m) 
I 

Figure B-1. Mode1 Cornparison to Analytical Solution for Two-Phase Flow 



The Mcwhorter-Sunada anaiytical solution represents the Limit to which the multi-phase flow 

behaviour of the numericd model cm be verified. Further validation was performed, however, 

by comparing results of the model to published results of another two-dimensional model that 

has been verified and validated against a laboratory experiment. 

The model of Kueper and Frind (1991) was vaiidated against a parallei plate experiment 

consisting of infiltrating PCE into a two-dimensional ceIl packed with lenses of four types of 

sand. The model of Kueper and Frind (1991) accurately reproduced the laboratory experiment, 

showing that the governing equations of the model properky represented the mechanics of two- 

phase flow. The model was then used to predict flow behaviour above a single lens (Kueper and 

Frind, 1991 b). The two-dimensionai model developed here was used to re-create one of the 

simulations which consisted of continuous infiltration of a nonwetting fluid into a two- 

dimensional domain with a centrally Iocated low permeability Iens. Figure B-2 depicts the 

modelled domriin, wi th the grey ma representing the low permeability lens. The entire dornain 

is initially saturated with water, under hydrostatic conditions. The domain is discretized with a 

uniform 0.02m horizontal node spacing, and a unifom 0.01 m vertical node spacing, The source 

area is assigned a constant wetting phase saturation of 0.5. 

Figure B-2. Two-dimensional Lens Validation Mode1 Domnin 



The porous media properties for the simulation are provided in Table B-2, and the cornparison of 

results is presented in Figure 8-3. Figure 8-3 is a snap-shot of the wetting phase saturations of 

bath models after 16550 seconds of infiltration resulting in 0.0177 m3 of TCE entering the 

dornain. The models are in excellent agreement, with slight lateral spreading dong the low 

permeability lens and higher wetting phase saturations beneath the lens. 

Table B-2. Fluid and Media Pro?erties in the 2-D Lens Flow Validation 
Host Permeability 

t 

7.0 x 10~" m' 

Lens Pemeability 

Host Displacernent Pressure 

5.0 x 10"' m' 

22 18.2 Pa 

Lens Displacement Pressure 2760.4 Pa 

Brooks-Corey Pore Size Distribution Index 

I 

I Wetting Phase Density 1 1000 kg/m3 

2.48 

Residual Wetting Phase Saturation 0.078 

Nonwetting Phase Density 1460 kg/m3 

Wetting Phrise Viscosity 1.0 x 10-3 Pas  

1 

Nonwetting Phase Viscosity 
- 

0.57 x 10" Pa s 



Kueper and Frind (1 99 1 b) 
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Figure B-3. Comparison of Two-dimensional Model Results to Results of Kueper and Frind 
(1991b) 

B.5 Model Validation - Capiiiary Hysteresis and Residual Formation 

Capillary pressure-saturation relationships have been well documented in the literature for two- 

phase flow in porous media (Aziz and Settari, 1979). Experimentai resuits have s h o w  that the 

behaviour of the system changes drasticaily, depending on whether the saturations are inçreiising 

for the first time (main drainage), decreasing or increasing after a previous decrease (wetting), or 

not changing due to "üapping" of the nonwetting phase. Figure B-4 presents a standard capilIary 

pressure-saturation relationship for a porous system. The capillary pressure-saturation 

relationship incorporated into the mode1 to this point has sirnulated the main drainage curve oniy. 



This introduces error into the simulations when nonwetting saturations decrease dong an 

imbibition curve. To overcome this, the ability to reco,gize the curent "state" of each node in 

the system was added to the model. 

An exact representation of the hysteretic behaviour pornayed in Figure B-4 requires large and 

cornplex codes that are extremely inefficient from a computational standpoint. To overcome 

this, but to allow for hysteretic behaviour, the approach of Gerhard et al, (1998) is adopted. The 

main cornponent of this method invoIves the linear approximation of the wetting curves fiom 

Figure B-4. The line representations are based on the highest saturation achieved dong main 

drainage, and the incorporation of an initid-residual relationship that sets the saturation of the 

system at a capillary pressure of zero. 
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Figure B-4. Typical Capillary Pressure - Saturation Curve 

The initial-residual relationship used in this work was developed From the experimental data of 

Mah (1992). The general form for a suaight-Iine retationship is: 

where S,,., is the wetting phase residuai saturation, s,,' is the minimum wetting phase saturation 

achieved dong main drainage, m is the slope, and b is the intercept. Gerhard (1995) formulated 



the equation in terms of the theoretical 

should be determined experimentally: 

s,, =S"& -1)+1 

maximum nonwetting phase residual value which 

13-17] 

The work of Mah (1992) showed that the initid-residual relationship was relatively insensitive to 

fluid properties, and was prirnarily a function of medium properties. Gerhard (1995) felt this 

assurnption fair and reasonable, aven that a cornrnon pore size distribution parameter is used on 

al1 drainage curves independent of penneability. 

Incorporation of the effects of hysteresis into the model required the identification of the "state" 

of each node in the model. That is, whether the node was on primary drainage, wetting, or at 

residual saturation. The functional relationship for capillary pressure would then depend on the 

state of the node, and would be unchanged for a node on drainage, equal to zero for a node at 

residual and, for a node on an imbibition curve equal to: 

The second functional relationship that will be dfected by the incorporation of hysteresis is that 

of relative permeability. Recall that the relative penneability function for the nonwetting phase 

used in this work is the Brooks and Corey (1964) relationship: 



which is based upon the relative permeability being equd to zero at a wetting phase saturation of 

1.0. Given that the model now allows for the trapping of nonwetting phase, the relative 

permeability will become zero at the nonwetting phase residual saturation (Sn,-'): 

Testing of the hysteresis relationships incorporated into the code could not be compared to 

analytical solutions, as such solutions do not exist. In addition, comparison to other codes with 

non-linear hysteresis would not have been an adequrite comparison, given the differences 

between the two methods. 

The model was compared to Gerhard ( 1995). which used the identical hysteretic approach. The 

simulations consisted of a 1.0 m vertical colcmn with the same porous media properties as 

described in Table B-1, discretized into 100 0.01 m elements and a constant hydrostatic wetting 

phase pressure distribution. Nonwetting phase was ailowed to freely infiltrate the column from 

the top through a constant saturation boundary condition of S,,=0.5, but was prevented from 

exiting the bottom of the column. After iûûs the boundary condition on the top was switched to 

free-exit and the NAPL was allowed to redistribute for 1x10~ S. Figure B-5 shows the close 

agreement between the two models. The bottom 12 elements are still on the drainage curve, the 

elements up to approximately 0.3 m are on primary or secondary wetting, and the elements 

above the noticeable inflection point around 0.3 m are at residual. 
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Figure B-5. Cornparison of Hysteresis Behaviour to Gerhard et al. (1998) 

6.6 Model Verification - Storage 

Given the difficulties in matching conditions between available analyticd models and the 

numerical model, it was felt that comparing the developed rnodel to the USGS finite difference 

groundwater flow model MODFLOW would be sufficient to demonstrate the numerical model's 

abilities to accurately represent the effects of storage. The simulation domain consisted of a 10m 

by LOm horizontal aquifer of unit thickness with constant unit head boundary conditions on al1 

exterior edges. A drainage well was simulated in the middle of the domain by assigning a 

constant head of Om to the centrai node. The porous medium was a fine sand with a porosity of 

0.35, a hydnulic conductivity of 1 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  m l s ,  and a compressibility of 1.0x10-~ m%. Figure B- 

6 is a cornparison of the two modelys results dong a line from the drainage well to the boundary, 

taken perpendicular to the boundary. ExceIIent agreement is evidenced in this figure. 
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Figure B-6. Cornparison of 2D Model to MODFLOW to Verify Storage Routine 

8.7 Model Verification - Mass Transport 

The previous sections have covered the verification and vdidation of the mode1 with respect to 

single and two-phase flow phenomena. As was performed for the one-dimensional verification, 

it remains to demonstrate the model's ability to correctIy simulate advection and dispersion. The 

problem considered in this section concems the two-dimensional transport of solute from a fulty 

penemting injection well. Severid assumptions are inherent in the analyticd solution presented 

by Moench and Ogata (198 1): 

1) The injection rate of the well is consmt 

2) Groundwater veIocity is entirely due to the injection well 

3) A homogeneous, isotopic and infinite aquifer, and 

4) Steady-state flow. 



These assumptions are easily incorponted into the numericd simulation by ensuring the 

simulation is terminated before the contaminant front reaches the boundaries. The initial and 

boundary conditions are: 

Where r,, is the radius of the injection well. 

The numencal solution domain was discretized into 5202 triangular elements, each 0.06 m per 

side in the x and y directions. The injection rate used was 0.01 m31s, the permeability 1.02x10-" 

ml, the porosity was 0.3, D* was set to 0, and the Iongitudinal and transverse dispersivities were 

identical and equal to 0.1 m. 

The distribution of the simulated concentrations dong the x-ais  from the point source to the 

edge of the domain is plotted in Figure B-7 and is in good agreement with the analyticai solution. 
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Figure 8-7. Model Comparison to Analytical Solution for Mas Transport 

8.8 Continuum Concept Modification 

The modifications described to this point have involved transforming the model h m  a one- 

dimensional Iine element formulation into a more powerful two-dimensional form. The testing 

and veritication that has been performed to this point has been exclusively performed on physicd 

scenarios mimicking porous media applications. The two-dimensional model developed to this 

point could, however, be used to simulate two-phase flow and transport in a single fracture in the 

plane of the fracture. This, however, was not the overall goal of this research, and some meehod 

was required to dIow for the simulation of flow and transport in fractures as well as in the 

intervening matrix. 

The contincum concept of modelling was applied to the fonnuIation to alIow for the 

representation of flow and transport in both the fraçtures and thematrix. The matrix bIocks of 



the domain are discretized using triangular elements, similar to the methods used for porous 

media representation. The discretization is performed such that any rock fractures lie dong 

edges of adjacent elements. The fractures are then discretized as one-dimensional Iine eIements, 

and since they correspond to the sides of the trianguiar elements, the nodes cornprising the 

fracture eIements are coincident to those cornprising the matrix eIements. The use of the 

continuum concept allows for continuity of both wetting phase pressures and mole fractions at 

the fracture-matrix intersection. In addition it circumvents the need to explicitly calculate the 

fluid leakage and dispersion tenns between the fracture and the matrix. The final system of 

discretized equations representing the superimposed fracture-matnx system is: 



where the added subscripts refer to contributions €rom the matrix connections (m) and the 

fracture connections (fi. It should aiso be pointed out that in this €ormulation the nonwetting 

phase is prevented from entering the mahx under any circurnstances. This property allows for 

the exchsion of the saturation and relative permeability terms from equation (B22) for the matrix 

connections. It is felt that this simplification is valid @ven the extreme physical scenan'o that 

would be required to cause entry into a rock mauix in a three-dimensional application. 

B.9 Verification of the Continuum Model 

A close analysis of the continuum modification shows that no alterations were made to the 

goveminj differential equations or to the discretized solution equations, This means thar no 

changes were made to the basis functions or the influence coefficients. To ensure this, the two- 

phase flow scenario that was used in section B.4 was solved with the continuum model subject to 

the same parameters and boundary conditions. The difference now king that the flow is through 

a fracture rather than through porous media, and that the flow path is surrounded by permeabIe 

rnatrix. By setting the permeability of the matrix to an extrernely small value ( - L O - ~  ml) the 

results predicted by the continuum model were identical to those of the non-continuum model. 

The final verification exercise undertaken wirh the continuum model involved a combined 

steady-state flow and transient transport in a single fracture surrounded by a relatively 

impermeable but porous matrix. An analyticai soiution (CRAFLUSH, Sudiciq and Frind, 1982) 

describing the transport of a solute in a system of parallel fraccures is used for cornparison. 



The sirnulated domain is shown in Figure 8-8, and consisted of a single vertical 30 um fracture 

surrounded by porous matrix rock. A fine discretization was required adjacent to the fracture to 

correctly catch the steep initial mole fraction gradients. The discretization is 0.005 m 

irnmediately adjacent to the fracture, grading to 0.25 m at the outer edge of the domain. A 

similar discretization is used in the vertical direction. 

4 
/ w 

Fracture Aperture = 30 um 1.0 m 

Figure B-8. Model Domain for Verification of Continuum Model 

The parameters used in the verification are shown in Table B-3. Due to symmetry, only one side 

of the domain was modeiled. The steady-state groundwater velocity within the fracture was 

S. 17 1 7 x 1 ~ ~  d s  and contained a mole fraction of 9 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  at the upper inlet boundary of the 

fracture. Advective transport within the matrix was less than 10-Io d s .  



Figure B-9 shows the numencd solution of the concentration profiles dong the fracture at times 

equai to 10 000s and 50 OOOs, and compares them to the analyticd solution. The agreement 

between the two is excellent, with some numericd dispersion evident dong the leading edge of 

the profiles. 

I 

Fracture Longitudinal Dispersivity 1 0.01 rn 

Table B-3. Media Properties for Continuum Mode1 Verification 
Fracture Aperture 30 um 

Fracture Horizontal Dispersivity O.ML m 

Ground water Velocity in Fracture 8.1717~10" m/s 

Fracture Porosity 

Matnx Longitudinai Dispersivity 

1 .O 

Matrix Permeability 1 . 0 ~  10-17 d s  

Miitrix Horizontal Transverse Dispersivity 0.03 m 

Matrix Vertical Transverse Dispersivity 0.00 1 m 

Matnx Porosity 0.3 

Diffusion Coefficient 1 . 0 ~  10-" 
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Figure B-9. Cornparison of Mdel to CRAFLUSH 

6.10 Sensitivity of the Continuum Model to Node Spacing 

Recent work has found that the discretization of the mode1 domain can have a significant 

influence on the predicted behaviour of DNAPL in a fractured environment (Slough et al., 1999). 

To investigate the sensitivity of the continuum mode1 to this parameter, two tests were 

performed. 

The frrst test consisted of simulating the intersection ofa pair of identicai Sm long fractures, one 

oriented vertically and the other oriented horizontally. DNAPL was introduced to the system 

through a constant capillary pressure boundary condition at the top end of the verticai kacture, 

and was allowed to exit freely out of the otherends of the fractures. Two sets of simulations 

were performed, with 100 p fractures and 10 prn fractures. Three discretizations were used 

each time, rangïng From 12.5 cm to 50 cm. The results of these tests are presented in Figure B- 

10 and B-1 I, and show that the DNAPL penetrated into the horizontai fracture in ail cases. The 



graph dso shows the expected behaviour with respect to accuracy, that decreasing the node 

spacing decreases the depth of penetration into the horizontal fracture by reducing the smearing 

of the nonwetting front. 

O 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 

Distance (m) 

j - 12.5 cm Spaung ( 
1 25 cm Spacing 
L 50 cm Spacing 

Figure B-10. Wetting Phase Saturations in Horizontal Fracture Showing Sensitivity to 
Nodal Discretization in 100 pn Fracture 
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Figure B-11. Wetting Phase Saturations in Horizontal Fracture Showing Sensitivity to 
Nodal Discretization in 10 pn Fracture 

The second test perforrned to investigate the sensitivity of the CVFE mode1 to discretization was 

at a lxger scale, and involved the simulation of DNAPL flow through a network of intersecting 

fractures of different apertures. The domain simulated is pictured in Figure B-12, and consisted 

of a 50m by 50 m granite block containing 144 fractures oriented honzontai1y and vertically. 

The upper boundary was again fixed at a constant capillary pressure, and the DNAPL was 

dlowed to freely exit from the other three boundaries. The domain was discretized at three 

Ievels; coarse, fine, and extra fine, representing average element sizes of OSI4m, 0.331m, and 

0.085m respectively. The simulation was dlowed to nin untiI the nonwetting phase flux out of 

the domain was equal to 99% of the nonwetting phase flux into the domain. 



Figure B-13 displays the average nonwetting phase saturations in the domain in terms of invaded 

nodes (dong fractures with entry pressures low enough to ailow DNAPL entry) and in terms of 

al1 fracture nodes. The results are quite encouraging, showing that overall gross behaviour is the 

same in the system regardless of discretization, and that as che discretization gets finer the 

differences in the predicted values gets smailer. It is dso to be noted that in the invaded nodes 

only case, the three discretizations are converging to the same solution at steady-state. 



4 50 m b 

Figure B-12. Domain for Large-scak Discretization Sensitivity Check 
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Figure B-13. Nonwetting Phase Saturations Averaged Over Entire Domain Show 
Sensitivity to Nodal Discretization in Large-Scale Simulation 
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APPENDIX C - THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

DEVELOPMENT AND VERlFlCATlON 

Model Description 

The three-dimensional mode1 developed in this appendix is solved through the use of a finite 

volume approach, and can handle the advection of the wetting and nonwetting phases, as well as 

the dispersion, diffusion, and sorption of the aqueous phase. The fractures are represented by 

two-dimensional planar elements, and musc be aligned parallel to the Cartesian axes. The planar 

and polyhedral elements are fully linked, allowing for full transfer of the wetting and nonwetting 

phases. 

C.l Solution of the Governing Equations 

The goveming partiai differentiai equation for the three dimensiana1 mode1 was identicai to that 

of the two-dimensional modei presented in appendix B. The mode1 therefore has the ability to 

simulate the rnultiphase advective, dispersive, and diffusive flux of NAPL contarninants in a 

discrete fracture network, and allows for the equilibrium and non-equilibnum pariitioning of 

NAPL between phases. 

The rnost significant difference between the two- and ttiree-dimensionai formulations is that in 

the three-dimensionai version the goveming equations are discretized using the finite volume 

method, with three-dimensionai block celIs k ing  used to represent the matnx of the system, and 



two-dimensional rectangular planar cells used to represent the discrete fncture volumes. This 

separates the nodes representing the fractures from those representing the matrix unlike the 

continuum representation of the CVFE approach. The final form of the discretized equations is 

similar to that used for the finite element models previously discussed: 

the difference between the two formulations being the form of the influence coefficients: 

y,, = -k 4, 
>J-X 

where: 

2k,k, 
k =- (if I and J are both nodes of tfze sarne ce11 type) 

"'K k, + k, 



k = k, (if 1 is a tnatrir node and J is a fracture node) "+X 

Au = Cross -sec rional area behveen nodes 1 and J 

AX,, = Distance benveen nodes I and J 

And al1 other terms have been previously defined in Appendices A and B. 

A limitation of the three-dimensionai model is that al1 fncture plans must be in mutually 

perpendicular orientations. This would not be a limitation in a three-dimensional version of the 

CVFE formulation, but such a model would require that the 3-D discretization have the 

Delaunay propeny. Unfonunately it remains to be proven that a Delaunay discretization exists 

for any general three-dimensional volume (Shewchuk, 1986). 

C.2 Model Verification 

The iden tical two physical components of the three-dimensional model are verified against 

analytical solutions in this appendix. Simuiations representing one-dimensionai two-phase flow, 

and two-dimensional mass transport are presented. The use of identicai goveming equations for 

ihe three-dimensional model and the two-dimensiond model means that any discrepancies 

berween the two must lie in the accuracy of their respective disctetization methods. Resuits for 

both models will be presented for two of the presented venfication examples. Cornparison of the 

two modeIs is straight fonvard, but requires some precision given the tendency of nodes in 

identical dicretizations of finite element and finite volume (FV) domains to not be CO-incident 



(nodes in the CVFE formulation lie on the edges of volumes, nodes in the FV formulation Lie in 

the middle of voIumes). 

C.2.1 Two-Phase Flow 

The threedimensional model was used to simulate the identical physical scenario as presented in 

Appendix B. section 4. Figure C-1 demonstrates that the results of the three-dirnensionaI 

numerical model agee very well with the analytical solution of McWhorter and Sunada (1989). 

As was found with the one- and two-dimensional models there is a sIight srneriring of the 

advancing front due to the use of upstream weighting of the relative permeabilities. The 

predicted saturations of both the two- and three-dimensionai rnodels are essentially identical, as 

wouId be expected given their identical spatial discretizations and goveming equations. 

O 2 4 6 8 LO , 
Distance (m) 1 

I 

Figure C-1. Cornparison of Numerical Simulation and Analytical Solution for Two-Phase 
Flow in Porous Media 



C.2.2 Mass Transport in Porous Media 

The ability of QUMPFS (Queen's University Multi-Phase Flow Simulator) to accurately 

simulate advection and dispersion in three-dimensions was verified through the use of AT123D 

(Yeh, 1993) a semi-analytical code for simulating mass transport in 1,2, or 3 dimensions. The 

domain for the simulation is presented in Figure C-2 and consists of a source zone located within 

the middle of an aquifer 200 m in length, 50 m in width, and 20m in depth. The source function 

is a mass loading of contaminant to the aquifer without any wetting phase injection. 

Groundwater flow within the system is uni-directional along the x-mis. The hydrogeochemical 

propenies of the simulation are presented in Table C-1. 

The centre of the source zone for the simulations is tocated at.r=llm, y=25nr, and z=lOm and is 

2m by 2m by lm in size in the .r, y, and z directions respectively. Given the discretization in 

QUMPFS into hexahedrd elements, and the requirement of mass addition only at nodes, the 

actual source zone volume is somewhat la-ger at 3m by 3m by lm. This wirs rnimicked in 

AT123D to ensure compatibility between the models. 

The results of the verification are presented in figures C-3 co C-5, which consist of comparisons 

of predicted concentrations along the three primary axes passing through the point (13.0,25.0, 

10,O). Due to numecicd limitations AT123D is unable to render a stable solution for nodes 

within the source zone, thus the lack of data presented for AT123D in Figure C-3. These three 

fiagres show excellent agreement between QüMPFS and the analyticd solution. 
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Figure C-2. Simulation Domain for Porous Media Mass Transport Verification 
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Figure C-3. Comparison of Numerical Simulation and Analytical Solution for Mass 
Transport in a Three-dimeosional Aquifer (Comparison Along X-axis) 



Table C-1. Media Properties for the Porous Media Mass Transport Verification 
Porosity 1 0.2 

Longitudinai Dispersivity 1 30.0 m 
1 

Transverse Dispersivity 1 5.0 m 
1 

Transverse Vertical Dispersivity 1 1.0 m 

Ground water Velocity 1 1-25 mld 

Gradient (AIong x-axis) 1 0.05 
1 

Aquifer Hydraulic Conductivity 1 5.787~10" d s  
1 

Bulk Density 1 1400 kg/rn3 
1 

Distribution Coefficient 1 0.005 m3kg 

1 Retardarion Factor 

Mass Loading Rate 1 1.0 kgfd 

30 35 40 45 

Distance Along Y- Axis (Tho@ x=13m, z=10m) 

Figure C-4, Comparison of Numerical Simulation and Analytical Solution for Mas  
Transport in a Three-dimensional Aquifer (Cornparison Along Y-axis) 
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Figure C-5. Comparison of Numerical Simulation and Analytical Solution for Mass 
Transport in a Three-dimensional Aquifer (Comparison Along 2-Axis) 

C.2.3 Mass Transport in Fractured Media 

The results of section C.2.2 showed that the three-dimensional model was accurate in its 

simulation of advection and diffusion in a porous medium. The explicit representation of 

fractures through the use of two-dimensionai planar elements, as employed in the three- 

dimensionai model, discretizes the domain exactly without the need to employ the continuum 

assumptions of the two-dimensional model. This means that the treatment of advection-diffusion 

in a fractured medium is identical to the treatment of advection-diffusion in a porous medium. 

The three-dimensionai model's numerical simulation of advection-diffusion in a fractured 

medium was also tested against the anaiytical solution of Sudicky and Fnnd (1982) in a domain 

sirniIiu to that presenred in Appendix B, section 9. The parameters used in the verification are 

shown in Table C-2. Due to symmetry, only one side of the domain was modeiled. The steady- 



state groundwater velocity within the fracture was 8.1717~10~ d s  (an order of magnitude less 

than in Appendix B) and contained a mole fraction of 9 . 2 ~ 1 0 ~  at the upper inlet boundary of the 

fracture. Advective transport within the matrix was less than 10"~ mlç. 

Figure C-6 shows the numerical solution of the concentration profiles dong the fracture after I l5 

days for both the two- and three-dimensional rnodels, and compares them to the anaiyticd 

solution. The agreement between the two is satisfactory, with some numencd dispersion evident 

dong the leading edge of the profiles. As was found in the two-phase flow verification, the 

results of the two numerical simulations were virtudly identical. 

Table C-2. Media Properties for Fracture Mass Transport Verification 
1 1 1 Fracture Aperture 1 l0 um I 
1 Fracture Longitudinal Dispersivity I O.OL I 
Fracture Horizontal Dispersivity 

Fracture Porosity I l -O 

0.001 m 

Ground water Velocity in Fracture 

1 Matrix Permeability 1 L.OX~O-" d s  I 

8 .1717~10~ m/s 

Matrix Lon@ tudinal Dispersivity 

I 
- - -  1 Matrix Vertical Transverse Dispersivity 0.00 1 m I 

0.1 m 

Matrix Horizontal Transverse Dispersivity 0.03 rn 

Matrix Porosity 0.8 

Diffusion Coefficient 2 . 0 ~  1 0 - ~ ~  
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Figure C-6. Cornparison of Numerical Simulation and Analytical Solution for Mass 
Transport in a Single Fracture System. 
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